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The development of education in South Australia between
1852 and 1875 was closely interwoven with the structure and
dynamics of colonial society. Class, gender, religion and
the demographic features of the colony shaped the patterns
of social organization, culture and behaviour. They
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generated a wide range of 'social problems' which were
defined differently by colonists according to their positions
in the social structure. They also allowed differential
access to the various institutional means by which those
'problems' could be dealt with, especially the state.
The educational aspirations, options and choices of parents
were constrained by their social backgrounds and the conditions
under which they lived. Consequently, there was a wide
diversity of educational practices in the colony. The leaders'
of colonial society and of local communities believed that
education could help secure the social order they desired by
imparting morality and discipline to working class and small
farmers' children. However, they believed that only schools
characterized by trained teachers, the organization of pupils
into classes, and a planned curriculum could fulfil that
function efficiently. In 1851, colonial leaders used their
dominance of the newly elected Legislative Council to pass an
Education Act to support such schools. The strategy embodied
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in the Act reflected both their concern to restrict state
expenditure in economically unproductive areas and their
ideological commitment to the autonomy and responsibility
of the family in education. It provided limited financial
assistance to 'good' schools but left the initiative to
establish and utilize schools in private hands.
Control over the implementation of the Act was firmly
entrenched in the hands of the leaders of the colony. The
a
administrative structure was located within the state.
The government retained the power to establish and control
the limits within which it operated, principally through its
power to regulate funding and to appoint the members of the
administrative Board. Within the limits set by governments,
the Board enjoyed considerable autonomy and devised a range
of policies consistent with the aims embodied in the Act.
The implementation of these policies was the responsibility
of the permanent officers of the civil service department of
education. Once basic procedures were established these
officers enjoyed substantial autonomy in managing the growing
education system. This three tiered structure meant that the
implementation of the Act according to the strategies formulated
in 1851 was strongly resistant to pressures from either 'public
opinion' or temporary-changes in government policies, such as
those of the 1860 -1861 Reynolds government.
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The Board and its officers faced a large number of
problems in implementing the Act. Financial limitations
undermined key strategies for encouraging 'good' schools
and transforming 'inferior' ones. Trained teachers, crucial
to the'good' schools, sought clients from the secure,
respectable sectors of the society. The working class and
small farmers patronized untrained teachers, whose methods
were more closely attuned to the rhythms and constraints of
their lives. If the Board supported only trained teachers,
therefore, it failed to provide for its intended clients,
while if it supported schools amongst the poor, it found it
difficult to enforce 'standards'. It devised a range of
administrative solutions to these problems within the limits
of the Act, but by the late 1860s it consistently argued that
it needed more money and more powers.
Social changes, evident from the late 1860s, generated
new social problems, a shift in the balance of political power
and a transformation of the dominant ideology. This new
ideology focussed on the new problems, redefined old ones and
indicated new strategies for dealing with both. In education,
the promoters of the new ideology concentrated on the problem
of unschooled urban 'street children' and the standards of
many of the working class and-rural schools. They demanded-far
greater control over the process of teaching, and compulsory
iv
attendance. In 1874 they radically reshaped the
administrative structure and by the following year enjoyed
sufficient political power to pass a new Education Act.
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Introduction
This thesis is an exploration of the formation of
policies and the development of administrative processes and
machinery for state intervention in education in South
Australia during the third quarter of the nineteenth century.
The immediate questions it addresses concern why the Central
Board of Education was established, how it operated as it did,
and why it was replaced in 1875. It approaches these issues
in order to throw light on the more general question of the
relationship between education and the social order in the
colony. It only examines one aspect of this problem:
the way in which the prevailing structure of social relations
shaped the development of education rather than the way that
education then affected the society. In referring to 'colonial.
society', I have confined myself to the society of the white
colonists; the relations between Aborigines and the new
settlers was not an important source of the tensions which
helped produce the 1851 Education Act, and the Act was not
intended to apply to them. A satisfactory treatment of the
implications of white settlement for Aboriginal education requires -
and deserves - a fuller treatment than would have been possible
here.
In the main accounts of South Australian schooling,
especially those of Pike and Saunders, the 1851 Education
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Act is usually seen as a compromise, a partial step towards a
system of public education vitiated by religious difficulties
and the associated issue of 'voluntaryismi1. The machinery
established to administer the Act is regarded`as inadequate
and lacking in power, while its personnel are portrayed as
inept, inexpert and devoid of any coherent policy. These problems
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were compounded by parliamentary parsimony and parental apathy and
the system failed miserably to meet the colony's needs. By 1875,
the argument continues, the need for a better system had become so
obvious that the churches subordinated their sectional interests
to the welfare of the colony as a whole, while voluntaryist
arguments lost their strength. The way was clear for progressive
liberal reform and the 1875 and 1878 Education Acts established a
new system.
According to these accounts these Acts were the result
of a broad consensus and were free of the debilitating compromises
which characterized their predecessor. The administrative
machinery was restructured as a ministerial department with a
permanent, full -time head and furnished with much more comprehensive
powers. The personnel, especially the new head, were also more
professionally qualified and adopted high standards, a clear sense
of direction and far - sighted policies. The result was a far more
complete, well- coordinated and successful system of public elem-
entary education. The system under the 1851 Act thus appears as
a precursor of 'real' public education rather than a system to
be considered and explained in terms of its viability as part
of the structure of colonial society as it was forming in the
1850s and 1860s.
I argue that this view is fundamentally in need of '
revision.. I contend that the 1851 Act was the result of
particular social conditions and an ideology which explained
them in terms which closely reflected the interests of the
colony's dominant class. This ideology defined specific
functions for education, formulated a model of schooling capable
of fulfilling those functions, and stipulated the limits of
legitimate state action in support of such education. The 1851
Act,embodied a well articulated plan for educational development
which colonial leaders expected to meet the society's needs as
they saw them. This strategy required the state to provide
limited financial support for private educational initiative,
especially among the urban poor and rural settlers, while making
such assistance available only to schools which conformed to its
model of good education. The machinery established was consistent
with other aspects of the state's administrative apparatùs, the
model of how the state should act and the educational goals of the
Act. The personnel administering the system were far from inept
or lacking in direction, but were chosen from the colony's leading
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social, political and business circles and were firmly committed
to the strategies embodied in the Act.
In practice one particularly significant tension built
into the Act became apparent: the conditions under which the
poorer and rural sectors of the society lived militated against
their acceptance of the sorts of schools the Act was intended to
support and where they did patronise them, they did so in ways
which undermined their efficiency.- Frequent depressions,
parliamentary financial priorities and social changes exacerbated
the problems thus generated. The Board and its officers devised
a range of administrative responses to deal with these problems
within the general strategy of the Act, but by the late 1860s it
was widely agreed that the system was failing. Supporters of
the 1851 strategy argued that more money and some form of
compulsory attendance would make the system viable, but their
political dominance was successfully challenged by a newly powerful
social group with a different model of educational development.
The outcome was the new system established by the 1875 and 1878
Acts .
This difference in interpretation is not simply an
empirical one - the result of new sources and evidence forcing a
reinterpretation of existing material, or filling previously
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unexplored areas, although it involves both of these processes.
More importantly, it reflects a basic difference in the ways
the society and its dynamics are conceptualized. The major
accounts in which the prevailing interpretation is articulated
share a number of important, although usually unstated, assumptions
about the way nineteenth century South Australian society
functioned. Characteristically they conceptualize it as a
functional whole embodying fundamental'conmton interests. Educ-
ational developments, such as those represented by the 1851 and
1875 Education Acts appear as good and necessary for the whole
society. Conflicting sectional interests are recognized and at
times even stressed, but they are seen as obstacles which had to
be overcome to secure the progress of the colony as a whole. The
democratic state is seen as the means by which this common interest
could be secured. The fact that the institutions of the state
were dominated by the 'middle classes' is readily recognized, along
with the consequence that some legislation blatantly favoured
sectional interests above the common good. Generally, however,
government appears responsive to 'public opinion', while administr-
ation, where it appears at all, is the politically neutral mearis-
of implementing policy. Legislative change, in this view, has its
origins in the realm of public debate with the development of new
and better ideas often, of course, in response to changed social
conditions2.
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In contrast to this, I argue that conflict was both
endemic and fundamental to the society as different groups
within it sought to establish, maintain and reproduce patterns
of social relations favourable to their own interests.
Conflicts were generated along many lines of the social structure
including those of gender, religion, ethnicity and region, but
p
the most significant source lay in the economic sphere. Firstly,
the organization of production around the relationship of employer
employee generated two classes, the bourgeoisie and the working
class,with fundamentally opposed interests. The former sought
to maximise production and minimise costs,, while the latter sought
the best (largest and most secure) income under the best conditions.
Secondly, different sectors of the economy vied for favourable
positions in the market while individual enterprises in the same
sector competed against each other. This market competition not
only involved employers and employees, but 'independent' producers
and traders whose small capital enabled them to work for themselves
rather than for an employer, but who employed little or no labour.
This group, the petty- bourgeoisie, included such people as shop-
keepers and the numerous and extremely important small farmers'.
In part the forms these conflicts took were shaped within
the sphere of the economy itsélf, The size of the work -group and
the organization of the production process, the supply and organiz-
ation of labour generally, the state of the market and such factors
as drought and crop disease affected both the intensity of
conflict and the ways in which it was perceived and conducted.
Equally important were broader social factors including politics,
institutions and other forms of social organization which cut
across class boundaries, such as religion and region, and a wide
range of cultural practices and expectations. Such influences
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did not simply flow one way as the relations of class also
affected the broad shape of social life and many institutions
drew heavily on members of a specific class and reflected their
concerns. In this view, social change was part of the process
of identifiable groups within the society manoeuveri,ng against
each other3.
The role of the state in these processes was critical.
It attempted to appear politically neutral, to stand outside all
sectional interests and, indeed, to represent the society as a
whole. To some extent it actually provided a dimension of social
organization and identification which transcended class and other
lines. However, as an employer of labour it shared the interests
of capital. Moreover, it was dominated by members of the capitalist
class and it was dependent on the ,'health'of the economy. Therefore
it participated in class conflict, entering on the side of capital.
It serviced and organized capital and sought to maintain social relations
which were harmonious and conducive to efficient production free
from disruption. In performing these roles it was compelled
to strike a balance between the costs of maintaining social
harmony and the expenses of both production and the organization
of capital. The specific choices it made in allocating its
resources were determined by an interplay between three major
elements: direct manipulation by specific, groups and interests,
the constraints of the society itself including the prevailing
state of class relations, and its own internal structures and
mechanisms4.
This view of South Australian society, developed in
chapter one, provides the context within which,I locate and examine
the Central Board of Education. In chapter two I show
that colonists supported a wide range of forms of schooling
adapted to different means and ends. These schools and the
purposes for which they existed were differentiated by class,
gender, religion, ethnicity and region. The dominant class
ascribed to education the function of helping develop an orderly,
politically stable and harmonious society and argued that only
schools which organized their pupils into graded classes, adopted
a planned curriculum and strictly subordinated pupils to the
authority of the teachers could provide efficient means tó the
end..` Since large sectors of the urban working class and rural
society supported other forms of school better adapted to their
needs and means, colonial leaders called on the state to promote
'efficient' schools among them. The mode of state intervention
was shaped by bourgeois needs for the state to reserve most of
its resources for economic development and by an ideology which
defined education as a private matter. The 1851 Education Act
provided limited, state assistance to, and regulation of, private
initiatives in education which it was expected would lead working
class and rural parents to provide 'proper' education for their
children.
The third chapter is concerned with the structures of
the state and their constraining influence on. the Board's admin-
istration. . I examine the Board's relationship with the govern-
ment and the legislature, on the one hand, and the officers of
the growing education department, on the other. I argue that the
government and parliament determined the broad limits within which
the Board could work through the control of legislation, finance
and appointment of personnel. In particular, financial restrictions
severely restricted the Board's scope of action. Within these
boundaries, the Board enjoyed a considerable degree of autonomy and,
despite rhetoric about responsible government, it was rarely called
to account except on financial matters. Within the department,
the Board formally controlled the development of policies while the
small professional staff took responsibility for devising adminis-
trative procedures for implementing them. While the relations
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between the Board and its officers were never defined, the
Chief Inspector and the Secretary enjoyed substantial
independence and initiative, and with the growth of the system
and the generation of a body of routine procedures they took
effective control of the department. This structure of power
made it difficult for the Board to translate subsequent new
a
directions in policy into practice.
Chapter four examines the administrative procedures
the . Board developed and the ways it was forced to modify
them by the responses of teachers and communities. The initial
procedures were designed to allow the Board to choose between
what it saw as good schools and bad schools or, where no such
choice was possible, to regulate and exert leverage on such schools
as did exist. Initially, it was well funded and it was increasingly
able to support good
(
schools and transform 'inferior' ones. At
this early stage the general strategies of the Act appeared
successful, but as early as 1855 the .Board began to recognize
patterns of failure and non - acceptance of the sort of schools it
wished to encourage. I argue that while this was due to the fact
that these schools were ill- adapted to the needs and means of the
poorer sectors of the society, the Board's ideològy led it to
see problem in terms of 'ignorance' and 'apathy'. Its answer to
these difficulties was to tighten its regulation of 9nferior'schools
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and appeal to 'men of influence to encourage support for good'
schools in their districts. Restrictions in funding and
staffing undermined these approaches and weakened the Board's
capacity to support existing good' schools, force improvements
to 'inferior' ones, or support the development of schools in new
areas. Consequently, it appealed for more money and powers to
improve its effectiveness.
The final chapter looks at the demise of the Board and
the department as they had developed since 1852 and the formation
of a new system. L argue that this was part of a more general
process which involved significant changes in the structure of
social relations in the colony as a whole. I identify the
existence of an alternative strategy for educational development,
trace its growing coherence from the late 1850s, examine the
different social bases for these competing ideologies and suggest
that support for the 'new' ideology was increasingly well organized and
gaining in political strength through the 1860s. At the same
time the Board's system was under pressure and new social problems
were being generated, defined and allocated to education. By'
the 1870s the evident need for some form of change detached some
support from the existing system,and a shift in the balance of
political power enabled the supporters of the new strategy to carry
their reform.
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While this interpretation differs significantly from the
standard accounts, it has affinities with recent contributions
to the debate on comparable developments in both Britain and
North America.. Firstly, such studies show the importance of
class in shaping educational developments. In both countries
the bourgeoisie attempted to use its political and social power
o
to impose a particular form of schooling on the working class
in order to secure some form of 'social control'. They also
show that the working class developed a range of alternative
forms of schooling and that their rejection of bourgeois forms of
schooling represented a rational response to the circumstances
under which they lived, rather than ignorance or apathy. There
was no single, common interest across all sections of society, at
least in the field of educations. Secondly, studies of government
and administration have shown some of the ways in which the
structure of relations between government and administration on the
one hand, and within the administration, on the other, shaped the
extent to which defined goals could be attained. Furthermore,
they have suggested ways in which those structures were themselves
shaped by political conflicts6.
In analysing the history of the Board, its administration
and its relation to colonial society I have drawn on a number of
primary sources. The manuscript records of the Board comprise two
main items : the official Minutes books, and the letters the Board
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received about District Schoolhouses. The Minutes books provide
detailed information about the business transacted which makes
it possible to examine administrative procedures and decision,
making criteria. They also show the frequency of Board meetings
and attendance at them and provide the means to assess the
respective roles of the Board and its administrative officers.
The files on District Schoolhouses include many letters from '
District Councils and school committees requesting information,
contesting the Board's decisions or enlisting its support in local
conflicts. The Trust Deeds, which are also included, show who
controlled the local schools. Both these sources cast considerable
light on the problems the Board faced and the ways it dealt with
them. The files of the Colonial /Chief Secretary's Office contain
much of the correspondence between the government and the Board,
and permit a close analysis of their relationship. Unfortunately,
other important manuscript records have proved untraceable : other
correspondence files, licence applications, attendance returns and
the detailed notes of the Inspectors' visits to schools. The most
important published primary sources for examining the Board, the
education department and the developing education system are the
Reports of the Board and the Chief Inspector. They provide valuable
information on the problems faced, the strategies adopted and the
successes and failures of state intervention in education. They
include selected statistical records, including the number of
teachers, schools and pupils. These sources, however, must not be
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used uncritically. They were the Board's major means of self -
promotion and were thus calculated to throw a good light. on its
affairs. Moreover, the basis of many of the statistics is
unclear, while the statistics themselves are far from comprehensive
or accurate. Other published primary sources used include the
Parliamentary Debates, Parliamentary Papers, the Government Gazettes
and the colonial newspapers, par.ticularythe Register.
I have also drawn heavily on the work of a number of earlier
historians. While there is no major, general social history of
South Australia ',J covering the period, Pike has dealt extensively
with the years to 1857 and Hirst has provided the fullest account
of colonial society after about 18707. Hawker's study of the
civil service, while concerned mainly with the development of
career conditions, devotes considerable attention to the internal
structure of government and administration°. Economic history
still depends largely on the pioneering work of Coghlan, supplemented
by an important article by Richards9. A number of local histories
provide valuable material on aspects of social life, such as work,
leisure and social organization at a regional level. The majority
of works are male oriented, however, and there is .little systematic
treatment of women, children or family lifelo.
An early entry in.the Minutes book of the Board reads : "the
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different problems connected with the working of the Act was
(sic) again fully discussedi11. The details of that discussion,
however, were not entered. I have sought to use the sources
available to analyse and to understand those problems and the
many attempts to solve them.
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Chapter One
The Structure of Colonial Life c. 1851
South Australia was conceived in England as an
experimeñt in 'systematic colonization'. It was a capitalist
venture with certain basic features carefully planned and
controlled; in particular the balance between land, capital
and labour was to be closely regulated. Its supporters were
largely smaller English capitalists and professional men, many
of them religious dissenters, who suffered social and political
disadvantages and limited opportunities to employ their capital
and skills profitably. In keeping with their perceived needs,
the colony was to be, politically self -governing and economically
self - supporting as soon as possible, and to embody the principle
of separation of church and state. Within five years of
foundation the colony was in the depths of a depression which
threatened its survival. By 1851 the crisis was well past and
survival seemed assured, although the shape of the colony no
longer conformed closely to the original plans. Government was
divided between the Crown and the colonists but the Crown retained
the lion's share of the power, the state had established links with
the churches, and there had been marked departures from the scheme
for controlling the balance between land, capital and labour'.
The economic survival of the colony was principally
dependent on three primary products - wool, wheat and copper.
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Supplemented by other primary products they supported a wide
range of other economic activities in the form of local
production and the import of goods and capital. Building
trades flourished, a wide range of crafts and trades manufactured
items ranging from boots and soap to agricultural implements and
milling equipment, and a number of ventures developed connected
with the processing and marketing of both primary and secondary
products. Finally, there developed a range of economic 'services'
such as banks, insurance companies, surveyors and land agents,
'social services' such as doctors, lawyers, teachers and domestic
servants, and the political and administrative apparatus of
government2.
Much of the production of goods and services was carried
out within a framework of social relations between employers and
employees. Within this relationship, employers and employees
enjoyed radically different status, rights and powers, and reaped
radically different benefits. Employers enjoyed the right to
determine wages and the nature and conditions of work and in many'
cases had the power to dismiss employees at will. They-derived
profits which were generally sufficient to enable them to increase
and reinvest their capital and to live in a secure, often quite
luxurious fashion. Their employees worked for wages . which
employers generally endeavoured to keep as low as possible and were
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often barely sufficient to provide the basic necessities of
food, shelter and clothing. A significant proportion of
economic production was also carried out independently of the
employer - employee relationship by people with sufficient
resources to work for themselves or as a family unit without the
need for paid labour. In addition, avast amount of unpaid
productive labour was performed by women within their homes, often
under extremely harsh conditions'.
The bourgeoisie in South Australia around the mid -
nineteenth century was a relatively small class of (mainly) men
of varying social origins, with, diverse sources and extents of
wealth. At the core of the class was a small number of large
capitalists with interests across all key sectors of the economy.
Men like George Fife Angas and Thomas Elder exercised great economic
power through their investments in land, wool (growing, buying,
shipping, and selling), banking, financing other landed ventures
and trade. In the 1860s Elder expanded the scope of his activities
further through his involvement in the Moonta and Wallaroo copper
mines". Moreover, such men shared many company directorships and
thus had access to information, and were able to plan and co-
ordinate their economic ventures in ways which were not possible for
the overwhelming majority of colonists. Many of them had brought
substantial capital with them and established themselves by early
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investment in land. However, success in trade, business and
other activities in the early years of the colony placed others
in the ranks of the leading capitalists'.
Most members of the bourgeoisie, however, operated on
a much smaller scale. Owners of a single pastoral property, a
mill or two, an implement manufactory employing perhaps a dozen
men or a freehold farm of a few hundred acres helped make up the
'lesser' bourgeoisie. Some expanded their capital by co- operative
ventures such as the Freehold Land Society, by adroit trading
during the Victorian gold -rush, by establishing monopolies over
such diverse things as mail carting or the potato supply, or by
successful investment in copper mining. When their resources
permitted they often invested in land, or shifted their capital .
into other spheres, diversifying or changing their economic base.
Their economic power was often visible at a local rather than at a
colonial level, as in the case of landowners who worked part of
their holdings with the help of a few employees and leased the
rest of their land, and invested in a few cottages, a shop or a
hotel which they also. leased. Neither as individuals nor as a
'class' were they able to offer more than an occasional successful
challenge to those who had established an early stranglehold' over
the economy of the colony as a whole'.
A significant group within the bourgeoisie comprised
professional men and civil servants who used their substantial
and secure incomes to invest in land and other capitalist
ventures. Charles Burney Young, for example, was a surveyor
who was able to become "one of the largest freehold landowners
in the colony" and one of Adelaide's major land dealers'. His
close friend, W.C. Belt, a lawyer, continued to follow his
profession whilst steadily expanding his landholdings'. Others,
such as Arthur Hardy, established themselves first as successful
capitalists and then simply maintained their investments while
returning to practise in the profession for which they had trained
at 'home'. Hardy was an early investor in land and a successful
pastoralist, but by the 1850s his daily occupation was in a legal
practice'.
Different sources of wealth involved different balances
between labour and capital investment. Mine owners often employed
large concentrations of both skilled and unskilled labour: the
Burra mines, for example, employed over one thousand workers at
times. Manufacturers, on the other hand, employed much smaller
numbers, usually less than forty hands. Pastoralists employed
relatively small" numbers of labourers most of the time but added
large numbers, especially of shearers, on a seasonal basis. A few
agricultural producers had a large workforce, including cooks,
blacksmiths and even a schoolteacher, but most farmers were much
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less extensive or regular employers, characteristically using
casual labour in busy seasons to supplement a few 'regular'
labourers. Merchants relied more on the buying and selling of .
goods for profit than on productive labour but they too required
the services of clerks to process their accounts, sailors to man
their ships and carters and labourers to shift their goods'°.
Despite these differences, members of the bourgeoisie
shared certain fundamental interests. A growing population
would help ensure an expanding domestic market and a supply of
labour in sufficient numbers to keep wages low. Tractable and
docile workers who readily accepted the prevailing relations
between capital and labour would enable them to pursue their
business with a minimum of social disturbance. Ready access to
land, security of tenure and the development of good transport,
communications and other infrastructures would enable them to expand
their interests and invest profitably. Politically their interests
could be served by a state which operated at low cost
and did not resort to taxation on wealth, property or trade. The
interests of capitalists also demanded a state which devoted its
.
resources to the development of infrastructures which were either
too costly or not profitable enough for capitalists to invest in
directly.. State ,policies which provided a legal framework which
allowed unfettered pursuit of economic interests and helped maintain
social harmony would also help sustain social conditions favourable
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to the bourgeoisie.
Members of the working class - the bulk of the
population -`were differentiated in many ways. They earned
their livings 'in a variety of occupations: as craftsmen, shop
assistants, domestic servants, shepherds, farm labourers.
m
Also there was often a degree of stratification within the work
process: skilled workers often exercised a high degree of
control over the job and over other less skilled employees.
Moreover they characteristically earned substantially higher wages
and enjoyed a greater regularity of employment and job security.
To some extent the labour market was segmented, especially along
lines of gender, but also in some cases by ethnicity. Domestic
service, washing, ironing, cleaning and dressmaking were the
province of women, while large scale mining was dominated by Cornish
and Welsh colonists. While work conditions for perhaps the
majority of the working class were harsh, the isolation and primitive
conditions under which pastoral workers lived as part of their job
distinguished them from those employed in towns and the more closely
settled agricultural districts".
These differences had important implications beyond the
world of work itself. ,The 'security and wage levels of skilled
tradesmen provided the basis for a relatively stable life, enabling
many of them to buy their own house and plot of land. Unskilled
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labourers, on the other hand, often experienced a high degree of
transiency as they as they were only able to find temporary or seasonal
work. Both the level and insecurity of wages militated against
the formation of the regular, ordered lifestyle and habits which
the skilled might enjoy. Segmentation along the lines noted
helped reinforce the separation of women's lives from those of
men, and the perpetuation of ethnically based communities and
cultures. Isolation shaped strongly the forms of social activity
and organization available to those who suffered it12.
Despite these differences, members of the working class
shared a number of important experiences and characteristics.
Foremost among these were insecurity of employment and irregularity
of income, from which not even the most highly skilled were exempt,
due to seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in the economy and the
legal position of labour in relation to capital as defined by such
laws as the Masters and Servants Act. Even those who attained
relatively secure and well paid positions normally spent some
portion of their working life under less satisfactory circumstances.
Moreover many of the distinctions between workers in different\
occupations and regions were blurred by this high mobility from place
to place and job to job".
These shared characteristics and the position which all
members of the working class occupied in relation to their employers
9
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generated a range of common interests which were fundamentally
opposed to those of the bourgeoisie. Setting aside any question
of their interest in a fundamentally different social and economic
order, workers shared an over - riding concern for securing the
best conditions for their work and the best return for their labour.
Security of employment, high wages, short hours and a high degree
of control over the work process were significant aspects of their
interest while they were employed. Economic security for those
out of work because of seasonal fluctuations, economic depression,
old age or injury was also important to alleviate the threat of
periodic or chronic poverty. In times of hardship, in particular,
they expressed these interests by opposing high rates of immigration
and agitating for the provision of relief works at adequate rates
of pay and other forms of assistance for the unemployed. Within
the sphere of production some workers were organized into craft
unions, which sought to improve wages and conditions, while outside
it they were at times heavily involved in such bodies as the
Political Association through which, in conjunction with some of the
radical urban bourgeoisie, they fought for political recognition
of their claims".
The petty - bourgeoisie comprised small shopkeepers, self -
employed artisans, contractors and other small independent producers
in Adelaide and the towns, and many farmers in the country districts.
Many of the small farmers, however, only survived by working from
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time to time as labourers, while others, slightly more substantial,
were able to work as carters and contractors. At Tea Tree Gully,
for example, five local 'farmers' held between them only twelve
acres of wheat, one and a half acres of garden, one acre of
potatoes, twenty -three cows and two pigsls. Clearly, they needed
to work elsewhere to supplement this production. Thus both the
social origins and the economic position of many small farmers,
whether freeholder or tenant, made them effectively a sector of
the rural working class. Many of the larger, 'gentleman farmers'
on the other hand can be readily classed as members of the rural
bourgeoisie. Common to both the petty- bourgeoisie and the working
class was a pressure to engage in long hours of work to extract
the maximum value from the labour of the family in its own enterprise.
It is important to note that as non - employers (or at most, marginal
employers) of labour, the interests of the petty- bourgeoisie were
more closely related to the market for goods than to the labour market
Their needs were met in particular by policies which would keep the
costs of goods low enough for them to meet a ready market such as
the development of cheap and efficient means of transport and, in
the case of farmers, by policies which would permit a ready sale of
their produce in both domestic and overseas markets".
An understanding of class in South Australia is important
in drawing attention to systematic tensions and conflicts of interest -
conflicts which were often fought out through the state as well as
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the labour market and workplace and whose temporary resolutions
characteristically generated further conflicts. However, its
effects were qualified in a number of ways, even within the
immediate sphere of production. Firstly, not all individuals
identified themselves simply or even primarily as members of
their class. Frequently they saw their interests in terms of
individual mobility (upward!) into a different class, rather than
in strengthening the position of their own class. This sense of
individual ambition was important for many of the early colonists
of all classes. In particular, there is evidence that many
working people pursued the goal of 'independence' through becoming
landowners, even if only small ones17. The strength of this
individual and family loyalty, as opposed to class loyalty, was
reinforced by the relatively open boundaries between classes :
little capital was required to pass from being a skilled worker to
the master of a small workshop, or a small landowner. In addition,
the development of a strong working -class consciousness may well
have been inhibited by the fact that despite relative insecurity and
hardship, the standard of living for most was substantially higher
than in their country of origin18.
Secondly, the divisions within classes were accompanied
by differences of interest. For those engaged in primary education -
that is, those whose activities dominated the economy - the importance
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of access to overseas markets demanded a 'free trade' policy.
For secondary producers, however, a tariff on imported;'
manufactures offered protection against competition,which might
be necessary to enable them to attract sales and maintain
'satisfactory' profits. Farmers and pastoralists pursued
conflicting interests over access to land, and consequently over
o
land legislation and administration. Within the working class,
skilled workers sought to control access to skills to protect
their sectional interests, and the organization of unions within
rather than across workshop and craft boundaries strengthened this
sense of sectional rather than class interests. The small scale
of workgroups, the prevalence of contract work and the mobility
of large sections of the workforce also cut across the formation
and development of working -class organizations and the generation
of a strong class consciousness1°.
Thirdly, there were strong cross -class interests such as
those of locality. A travelling journalist found that the residents
of Port Elliot were "wrath against the Adelaidians who wished, they
said, to monopolise all the comforts and the facilities of the colony,
and .leave the distant country and its produce to shift for themselvesi20.
At suburban Hindmarsh, too, there was a strong sense of small local
capitalists and petty- bourgeois residents sharing an interest against
the large 'city' capitalists21. Neighbouring rural districts often
competed with each other for benefits of .various sorts. At Houghton
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all residents were conscious of a common cause against George
Anstey, a large landowner in the next district, over the route
of the main road from Adelaide to the north - eastern hills districts.
Many of them depended on trade along the existing route for their
livelihood, but Anstey threatened to use his influence to secure a
new road which would pass by his property and by -pass Houghton22.
At Kapunda, local landowners, shopkeepers and professional men joined
forces with unemployed workers to seek relief works in the form of
a local reservoir23. Transcending all these internal divisions was
identification with the colony itself - the awareness of being 'South
Australians' and a sense of rivalry with neighbouring colonies -
reinforced by the institutions of the state and fostered by appeals
to all colonists to strive for the common good24.
Finally, it is important to note that neither this structure
of production nor the social relationships it embodied were static.
Changes in the technology of agricultural production were interwoven
with changes in the demand for farm labour and the nature and
conditions of that labour. Changes in the nature of the economy brought
different_ sectors of the economy into greater or lesser prominence. In
particular, manufacture held a relatively important place prior to
the Victorian gold- rushes but the loss of workers and the success of
traders at that time strengthened the position of imported goods
against locally manufactured products. Thus the economic position
of manufacturing against trade was weakened considerably and not regained
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until at least the late 1860s. Similarly the growth of local
capital by the early 1850s overwhelmed the previously dominant
interests of overseas investors. Moreover, the relative
strength of labour and capital altered in the short term on a
cyclical and seasonal basis, and in the long term as one or the
other made advances in economic or political organization25.
Although the relationships determining social class lay
within the sphere of economic production, the experiences which
went with membership of a particular class, or sector of a class,
affected other aspects of people's lives too. Wealth or poverty
most directly affected housing, diet and health; but they also
had far - reaching implications for the development of individual
habits and attitudes and a wide range of other socially structured
activities. The insecurity and mobility of some sectors of the
working class helped produce people who developed irregular rather
than regular habits, for whom values such-as thrift had no relevance
since they had few opportunities to exercise it, and who were pre-
occupied with económic survival rather than the 'finer' aspects of
culture. The experiences resulting from such conditions shaped,
people's perceptions of life and society, and severely limited the
goals they might pursue for themselves and their children. On the, .
other hand, members of the bourgeoisie usually enjoyed a high degree'
of economic security, had time and money for various 'cultural'
pursuits and could organize their family life according to quite
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different priorities26. Moreover, the lines of class were
criss- crossed by many others - status, gender, family, ethnicity,
regional patterns of settlement and the complex webs of social
interaction.
The core of the bourgeoisie was concentrated in and
around Adelaide, but Adelaide and its suburbs were socially
differentiated, with acknowledged 'good' and 'bad' areas dominated
by the bourgeoisie and working class respectively. Residents of
the 'nice' suburb of Walkerville included the Hawkers, Acramans,
Levis, C.B. Youngs, Gilberts, Barr - Smiths and Finnisses, all large
landowners, merchants and leaders of the colony. Brompton on the
other hand was a notoriously working -class area. Within a
particular suburb similar differentiation might exist: 'upper'
North Adelaide was dominated by the houses of the wealthy, while
'lower' North Adelaide contained largely the two- roomed cottages
of working -class tenants. However, these differences were matters
of degree rather than total segregation, and suburbs such as Glenelg,
North Adelaide and Walkerville had many working -class cottages;
interspersed between the mansions of the rich. Even within working -
class Hindmarsh, there was a clear difference between the larger
properties occupied by established owners who had risen from the
ranks ofthe working class and the cottages of those who worked for
them27.
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Patterns of social interaction and status parallelled .
these residential distinctions. Workers from Brompton or 'lower'
North Adelaide were unlikely to mix with their betters either in
the local pub or elsewhere, except perhaps in the world of work.
As such terms as the 'lower orders' and their 'betters' suggest,
colonial social life embraced a hierarchy of status. At the top
O
was the colonial 'Establishment', the 'gentry' described by Hirst,
comprising principally the core of the bourgeoisie, although it
also included some people from lesser backgrounds - smaller
capitalists, professional people and senior civil servants2ó.
Thus Catherine Spence, whose family were certainly not large and
wealthy capitalists moved in quite exalted social circles29.
Iiite social interaction, through Government House balls and levees,
a range of semi - public functions, and such private organizations as
the Adelaide Club wos_ often reinforced by marriage on the one hand
and business dealings on the other. They were set apart not only
by wealth, but by the education, genteel manners and leisured
pursuits which their wealth made possible. Less refined men, like
Reynolds, found that mere money was insufficient to gain entry to
this elite3o.
Below this elite in the urban hierarchy, and often on its
fringes in social life was the world of the 'middle class', smaller
capitalists and less prominent professional men and civil servants
and their families, ranging down to include clerks, members of the
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petty- bourgeoisie and the most secure sections of the working -
class, such as the superior artisans. This was the world of
'the characters in Clara Morison. Like the 'Establishment' it
had its rounds of visiting, private, entertainments and 'cultured'
pursuits, but unlike it there were few extravagant balls and large
parties. Dominated by the pursuit and consciousness of its own -
and others' - respectability, many of its members were to be found
in the Temperance Society, Philosophical Society, the local
Institute and the Wesleyan church. At Hindmarsh, the local leaders,
successful artisans and small capitalists, participated in tea -
meetings, lectures, and the self- improvements of the Mechanics
Institute31.
Within rural society, which effectively included many
suburban villages, social stratification also followed the contours
of class. A village such as Glen Osmond contained people as
diverse as the wealthy Arthur Hardy, a number of smaller capitalists
and employers, self - employed families and professional men, and a
large group of working men and their families, several of whom owned
a house on.a small block of land from which they derived a measure
of independence. Members of the Adelaide elite in the district
such as Hardy, Judge Cooper and R.R. Torrens joined with other
relatively substantial residents to form their own local elite.
They conducted their local literary society, and founded the major
institutions of local public life, such as the churches and the
Institute92. Perhaps something of the prestige and importance
of local gentlemen as patrons and sponsors of village activities
is suggested in the names of hotels such as the Torrens Arms at
Torrens Park, the Davenport Arms at Macclesfield and others.
Where members of the Adelaide elite were not present in local
society, their place might be taken by the larger landowners and
entrepreneurs, local gentry who at timesattained the honorary
title of "squire "33. Frequently they were joined in the local
leadership by such people as the local shopkeepers, whose position
in small communities was of key importance in the local economy.
Thus the leadership of small rural communities was often in the
hands of people who occupied a similar position in the economic and
social structure of the colony as a whole to those in the middle
ranks of urban society34.
The lowest strata of colonial society were occupied by
the bulk of the working class and the small farmers. The pressure
of economic circumstances and the arduousness of their work
reinforced cultural differences to preclude the lower orders from
the social world and activities of their betters. For them, one
of the foci of social life was the local pub. The Anglican
minister at Willunga claimed that the lack of alternative recreat-
ional facilities for the poor drove many of them to congregate
there, and Paula Nagel suggests that the British Hotel provided
the social centre of 'lower' North Adelaide35. In the towns and
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in Adelaide itself, it is likely that a second focus of working -
class sociability was the street, especially for youths;
certainly many 'respectable' observers referred frequently to
the number of children and young adults roaming the streets".
In rural areas there were also community events such as picnics
and ploughing competitions in which many of the relatively poor,
especially farmers, participated. Amongst the itinerant workers,
particularly bodies of single males such as shearers, the life of
crowded huts while unpleasant in the extreme must have provided
the basis for such shared activities as gambling, story - telling
and singing37.
Sex differences fundamentally divided the society.
Men, the socially, politically and economically dominant sex, and
probably most women too, believed that the sexes were fundamentally
different well beyond the limits of such biological functions as
those of sexual reproduction. Women were believed to have
'natural' domestic roles, including the rearing of children, and
household work - roles which were seen as easy or 'merely
instinctive'38. The major goals for women focussed on marriage
and raising children and were thus located within the 'private'
domain of the family, in contrast to the more diverse, 'public'
activities of men. Apart from the moral sphere` these
differences were taken to denote the general inferiority of women -
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physically, intellectually, economically and socially39. Even
a highly educated women might feel that she "must habitually
talk below herself, lest she be supposed to arrogate either
equality to the lords of creation, or perhaps superiority, over
them"".
o
This imputed inferiority was embodied in a multitude
of social practices and legal sanctions. Women were excluded
from a wide range of economic activities, including most
professional work. Within the family they functioned as an
unpaid labour force and were generally kept in economic dependence
on husbands or fathers. The concept of 'universal suffrage' was
taken for granted to mean 'adult male suffrage', and women were
allowed no part in political life. The civil service and the
leadership of most institutions, such as the churches, were also
the preserve of men and where women were allowed a public role, it
was frequently a subordinate one, located within a framework in
which men made the major decisions41. The committee to establish
Christ Church in North Adelaide, for example, comprised a number
of leading men from the city; .their wives held teas and other
fund raising functions'. Where women did engage in paid work it
was generally poorly paid and often under extremely harsh conditions;
certainly where men did equivalent work, women were paid at lower
rates"3.
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Such practices reinforced the prevailing beliefs:
women could be seen to be both different and inferior, since
all the important work was done by men. The vast amount of
work performed by women, including the maintenance of male
workers and the production of children was defined out of the
sphere of economic production altogether. Moreover, while
they continued to display all the skills associated with
domestic production at the expense of developing skills seen
to pertain to 'men's' work, they seemingly provided thé proof
that there was a 'natural' division of labour between the sexes,
and that they were indeed incompetent in roles traditionally
filled by men. The interaction of this ideology and the
objective conditions it reflected operated to produce in women
as well as men a consciousness of their 'given' position and
provided massive obstacles to any woman who wished to challenge
the prevailing conditions.
However, while women at all levels within the society
shared these disadvantages, their experiences were also clearly
differentiated by class. Wives of wealthy bourgeois men enjoyed
a social life which included formal visits to other 'ladies',
charitable works, private balls and other elegant recreations.
These activities gave them what Beverley Kingston describes as a
major entrepreneurial function in maintaining the institutions of
caste and status, as well as a key role in the moral economy of
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the society as a whole ". These pursuits were premised on a
relative liberation from both the need to work for wages outside
the home and the performance of domestic work within it. Thus,
they were only made possible by the security and wealth of the
husband, and the employment of domestic servants to perform the
household chores. Indeed, the employment and management of
servants was the domain of the mistress of the house, who was
thus effectively an employer and manager of her own workforce45
In contrast, working -class women not only performed
all the work of maintaining the house, but often engaged in paid
labour either at home or outside when this was both available and
necessary to the family economy46. Petty- bourgeois women were
integrated into the family economy in ways which differentiated
them from the wives and daughters of both bourgeois and working -
class men. While they might have some assistance in the perform-
ance of household work - even a country schoolteacher's family might
employ a single domestic servant - they were indispensible to the
success of the family enterprise. German women from Hahndorf, for
example, had the task of carrying the garden produce to market in
Adelaide each week,, while the milking of cows on small farms and
family lots almost invariably fell to the women of the family''.
These differences were not simply a matter of what women
did, but were an integral part of their status and identity.
Catherine Spence. showed a sharp awareness of the distinctions
between women in different positions in -the social order, and
Clara Morison, one of her characters, felt that her employment
as a domestic servant would permanently isolate her from the
world of ,her genteel former peers:
"The Miss Eliots are your cousins? Why they
are ladies, Clara," said Mrs. Bantam.
"And so was I once," said Clara, "and had
quite as good a position as they had at home;
but I was sent out here with very little
money and preferred going into service to
going into debt; so, of course, I am no lady
now.
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There was in fact a broad hierarchy of status distinctions among
women, shaped by such factors as the social position of husbands,
the need to work at all, and the kind of work engaged in. Wives
and daughters of the poorest sectors of the working class thus
occupied a position of inferiority to both other women and their
menfolk49.
Closely linked to the position of women in the society
was the family, the fundamental institution of social life outside
of work. The overwhelming majority of colonists lived within
families, increasingly defined as a unit comprising a husband and
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wife and their children, although often,including others such as
aged relatives, unmarried domestic servants and, occasionally,
other employees. Nevertheless, there was a considerable 'number
of men, in particular, who remained outside the bonds of marriage
and the institution of the family50. The family served as the
focus of the key functions of women; the maintenance of men and
the upbringing of children. It was indeed the central institution
for socializing children, imparting to them a knowledge of the
society, religion, morality and discipline, and for reinforcing the
moral discipline of men. For men it served as the institution by
which they could acquire an heir for whatever property they
possessed and as a source of domestic and other labour. Colonial
propagandists stressed the advantages of large families in the
colony as a source of productive labour, and Beverley Kingston has
pointed out the importance of particular skills held by women in
the process of selecting marriage partners; a farmer for example
might find great virtue in a wife who was a competent dairy-
maids'.
Despite the fact that the institution of the family .
transcended class boundaries, the shape of family life and the way
it performed its various functions were strongly moulded by social
class. The relative economic stability and security of the
bourgeois family permitted parents to maintain their children in a
prolonged state of dependency in .a protective environment which
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functioned as a 'nest' to shelter them from the harsh realities
of life 'outside'. Within this environment, mothers were able
to supervise the details of their children's lives quite
closely. even though much of the actual work associated with
this might be delegated to servants. Mothers and older siblings
taught the younger children tie elements of religion, morality,
literacy and numeracy, while the children enjoyed a considerable
degree of freedom from set tasks, certainly from the need to
contribute to the family income52. Jane Watts, for example,
looked back on a childhood dominated by pleasant recreations,
walks with friends, picnics and anticipations of such events as
dinner parties with special guests, 'coming out' and weddings53.
Anne Summers argues that this bourgeois model of the
family was also widely copied amongst other ranks of society.
Certainly members of the petty- bourgeoisie and to some extent the
superior artisans, enjoyed a degree of security which made such
a pattern possible, at least to some extent. The means to
establish homes which were less crowded, for example, permitted
the family unit to live a more self- contained and 'private' life.
However, the need to involve all members of the family in
productive labour of some sort, particularly within the family
business cut across the prolonged dependency which greater wealth
made possible. Nevertheless, children in such circumstances
remained within the protective custody of their parents, who thus
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exercised many of the broadly educative functions of bourgeois
parents 54 .
Amongst the working class, and especially the poorer,
less secure sectors of the class, there was a need for both
parents to work when and where they could. Young children were
thus either left in the care of older siblings, relatives or
neighbours, or taken with parents on the job. In many cases,
indeed, it appears that quite young children were left to fend
for themselves. From quite early ages, too, working -class
children might be required to work, sometimes assisting their
parents and at other times independently for wages. Where this
involved casual labour they might spend a considerable part of
their time unsupervised by adults55. The working -class family
was thus precluded by economic circumstances from providing the
protective 'nest' functions of bourgeois and petty- bourgeois
families. The need for parents and especially fathers to travel
in search of work meant that many families were split for periods,
and thus generated a much less 'closed' form of family life. It
seems likely too that amongst the working class, many more
families were informally founded, rather than through the
institution of marriage, and this may well have added to other
pressures towards instability, This instability was reflected
in reports of men deserting their wives and families, and in such
instances as the Register's account of an event in a Hindmarsh
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pub where a man auctioned his wife. While such incidents were
recounted with heavy moral disapprobation, it is clear that they
reflected a pressure to survive which few members of the
bourgeoisie would ever experience".
In the 1850s the colony was still young enough for
all (white) adult males to have been born outside the colony,
most of them in Britain, but a substantial minority of them in
Germany. Often ethnicity, and the consciousness of being
'English' or 'Irish' or 'German' provided a significant element
in the social structure. Many settlements were identified
with a particular ethnic group, if not founded explicity as
such; Strathalbyn was founded by Scots primarily for Scots,
while the identity of Hahndorf was clearly indicated in the name
of the nearby 'Germantown Hill'. In other cases, settlements,
and districts were divided along ethnic lines, or embodied
distinct sub - groups; at Burra there were separate settlements
of Welsh and Cornish miners57. For many settlers, the exper-
iences of 'home' must have been dominant in shaping behaviour and
expectations which in turn helped shape the social life of the
colony. In particular, ethnicity was closely associated with
religion, Scots being predominantly Presbyterians, Irish being
largely Catholics, and Germans almost exclusively Lutherans.
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The social class which colonists occupied in their
country of origin also strongly influenced their position in
the South Australian class and social structure, as well as
their culture, broadly defined - their values, attitudes, forms
of social organization and activities and expectations. Those
drawn from the English 'middling classes' - small capitalists,
tradesmen and professional men - were prominent amongst the
leaders of early South Australia, having used their small capital
from 'home' to accumulate small fortunes in the colony. They
were characteristically Anglican or 'old Dissent' in religion,
and in many respects put into practice the values and attitudes
of the same class in England. Irish Catholics, on the other
hand, were overwhelmingly working -class in origin, and continued
to be so in the colony. Ethnicity, then, was a significant
factor in structuring the social life of the new colony, often
closely intertwined with such other factors as class58.
Religion provided another dimension of social life and
organization for a large proportion of the colony's population.
While no doubt the majority of settlers would have identified
themselves as Christians, with small- minority groups such as Jews
providing exceptions, formal religious practice as defined by
participation in organized life of the various churches was far
more limited. Numerically the most important denominations were
the Church of England, the Methodist churches, the various
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Presbyterians, the Catholic Church and the Lutherans59.
Members of the different churches were drawn from all social
classes, and within some settlements provided one of the main
institutions in which most members of the community joined
together. However, religious organization was also structured
and differentiated by social class and its associated hierarchy
of status in two principal ways. Firstly, some churches drew
their members principally from a single class: the Catholic
and Methodist churches, in particular the Primitive and Bible
Christian sects, were identified as working class bodies".
Secondly, even where denominations drew members widely from
different classes, their leadership heavily represented a
particular class. The leadership of the Church of England,
Congregational, Baptist and Presbyterian churches was dominated
by men of capital and high social standing, and this fact was
reflected in the recognition that these churches wielded a
significant degree of political power61. The overlapping of
class, status and religion is suggested in the career of Thomas
Reynolds: he began his colonial career as a working -class
Methodist, but as success raised him into the ranks of the
bourgeoisie and as he gained political prominence, he shifted
his affiliation to the Congregationalists".
Some final observations need to be made about the scale
of social differentiation. English observers were struck by the
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absence of marked differences of rank in the colony; Harrison
for example, lampooned the fact that men such as "Smith, Brown,
Jones and Robinson, who have respectively gathered together a
little money in the cattle, milk, liquor and cheese trades"
could attain the title of "honourableió3. In a more serious
vein, the Times characterised South Australia as a "new community
of rising tradesmen, farmers, cattle breeders, builders, mechanics
with a sprinkling of doctors and attorneysi6'. Certainly there
was no class to compare to the aristocracy or even those immed-
iately below them in English society.
Nevertheless, colonists themselves were acutely conscious
of social status and position. The characters in Clara Morison
were highly sensitive to the characteristics and value of rank:
Harris, a clerk, was incensed when told to look up to the working
classes and pointedly differentiated between them and 'gentlemeni65.
The same sensitivity in small rural settlements is well captured in
a description of church -going in early McLaren Vale:
There were two square pews with doors,
which were thought much of by the two
families who sat in them, two benches
with arms and backs occupied by the
families next in honour, while ordinary
folk sat on slabs of wood propped up on
bricks".
Whatever the pretensions and aspirations, life was lived
under conditions which were often not far from primitive. Robert
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Bruce found the shop at Port Augusta constructed of planks and
mud, with the mud fallen out while the squatters, like their
workers, lived in rough wooden huts, with crude and sparse
furnitureó7. Even in Adelaide, while members of the bourgeoisie
were beginning to build their mansions, the basic facilities of
the city were far from developed,as E.K. Miller observed:
Most of the streets had trees standing
in them, and all were full of holes,
furnishing mud in winter and dust in
summer. ... Victoria Square (the
geographical centre of Adelaide) was a
particularly dangerous locality, there
being but two or three narrow tracks
across it, to diverge from which was
almost certainly to get bogged. I found
it expedient in winter to wear fisherman's
boots to wade through the sheets of water
that frequently crossed the tracks".
Social life was organized within a framework of legal
limits determined and enforced by the state, which claimed
authority over all people living within the territorial boundaries
of the colony - even such reluctant 'South Australians' as the
Aborigines! The institutions of the state included central and
local legislative and executive bodies. At the centre, with
jurisdiction over the whole state was a governor, appointed by and
in the name of, the English Crown. By 1851 he was 'assisted' by
a Legislative Council of eight nominees and sixteen members
elected by men possessing certain property qualifications. This
body dealt with government proposals for new laws, expenditure of
state revenues and the policies of state, and to some extent could
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initiate new directions in these areas by means of petition
and bargaining. The government exercised a close control over
the raising and spending of revenue, the framing of laws and
the administration of government. Administration was in the
hands of the civil service - the 'permanent' salaried officers
of the state - and many honorary Boards and Commissions which
supervised the operation of many civil service departments.
Generally the activities of the central government and its admin-
istrative bodies were concerned with matters affecting_ the whole
of the colony rather than particular localities, although the
town of Adelaide itself was a striking exception to this rule69.
After 1852, a large number of local functions were
performed by regional government bodies, particularly District
Councils. Councils were elected by ratepayers in a
particular district, and their jurisdiction was limited to that
district. They had both legislative and executive functions:
they passed by -laws affecting local matters, and allocated funds
from the rates for such projects as local roads and bridges, as
well as operating stock pounds and other local institutions.
They usually employed a District Clerk as their major executive
officer, as well as contractors and other part -time workers.
Nevertheless, the scale of their operations was small and their
powers strictly limited by the District Councils Act and the
proviso that no district by -law should contravene, the laws of
the central government of the colony70.
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Many of the state's activities were concerned with
maintaining the social stability of the colony against threats
from within or without. The conflict of interest between
capital and labour involved the potential for open hostility,
while property owners, large and small, shared an interest in
seeing that private property was well - protected against theft.
All members of society also needed some form of protection
against the dangers of personal violence in various forms, and
the presence of Aborigines prepared to resist the process of
dispossession, ex-convicts from the east, and local undesirables
of many kinds made this appear.a pressing concern to many71.
Through the establishment of police, law courts and gaols the
state possessed the means to punish and to some extent prevent
transgressions of what it defined as the legitimate limits of
social behaviour. The state also adopted many policies intended
to secure and reinforce popular acceptance of the prevailing
social order. It attempted to ameliorate conditions which might
convert underlying tension into overt conflict, for instance, and
at times gave way to working -class demands, providing relief works
and suspending immigration when unemployment was rife. By the
visibly incorrupt administration of the law the state claimed to
demonstrate that it could ensure justice and fair play for all.
With the introduction of government by a parliament elected on
the basis of adult male franchise it could also claim that the
laws themselves would represent the interest of all. The state
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could thus appeal for the allegiance of all because it
represented the welfare of the whole society.. Finally, it
supported a number of institutions which leading colonists
believed would help maintain the prevailing social order.
Fundamental institutions such as the family were endorsed by
means of marriage and divorce laws, while schools received a
degree of financial aid72.
Ensuring social harmony would be pointless, however,
if the colony could not survive economically, and the state
played an important role in ensuring this survival. It provided
funds for the development of infrastructures which were either
too expensive or too unremunerative for private ventures, such as
roads, harbours and railways. It also passed laws and established
agencies to ensure economic growth; when the impact of the
Victorian gold -rush posed the threat of bankruptcy and economic
collapse the state immediately passed the Bullion Act, established
the Assay Office and provided a police escort for gold shipments
from the east to enable South Australian capitalists to survive and,
indeed, exploit the situation handsomely73.
Within this general framework the details of state policy
and practice were determined by a number of factors. Firstly, as
the cases of unemployment and the gold -rush suggest, changing social
and economic conditions put pressure on the state to give priority
to particular aspects of its role and hence frame particular
courses of action. Secondly, the structure of the machinery
of state also helped shape government policy and practice.
Existing structures had been developed to implement particular
policies, but once established they could make it difficult to
pursue different policies. For example, the policy of
developing public works by contracting their construction to
private firms meant that there was little administrative or
executive infrastructure if the government wished to directly
undertake such construction. If, on the other hand, such an
infrastructure was developed, it would be difficult for the
government then to contract jobs to private businesses and leave
its own body idle, or else have to dismantle it. At another
level, the relations and division of power between central and
local government made it possible for the central state to
maintain control over functions it believed were vital to the
welfare of the colony as a whole. However, it also made it
difficult to rationalize the allocation of resources for such
items as local roads in accordance with criteria applying to the
whole colony.
A third determinant of state policy was, the power of
particular sectors of the society to impose their sectional
interests on the state. , Both the legislative and executive arms
of the central government were in the undisputed control of the
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'Establishment'. During the period of semi - elective government,
the governor nominated members of the 'Establishment', while the
qualifications required for members ensured that only 'men of
property' could be elected. After 1857, when the government was
under the control of an elected parliament, the fact that members
were unpaid ensured that only those with secure incomes could
afford to. enter Parliament. The property qualification which
remained for both membership and voting for the Legislative Council
combined with the Council's power to veto legislation from the
Lower House to give the bourgeoisie effective control over any
legislation hostile to its interests. At the same time, the
appointment of members of the civil service and the honorary
Boards was controlled by the governor with the advice of his
ministers. The men thus appointed were almost exclusively drawn
from the ranks of the colonial elite. Through such processes
the bourgeoisie and, in particular, the men of large capital were
able to dominate the machinery of state and largely direct
government policies and practice". Local government, on the
other hand, was more directly in the hands of local elites - larger
landowners, professional men and shopkeepers75.
Despite the state's claim to represent the interests of
all, the 'common interest' of the whole society, the . existence of
conflicting interests outlined earlier meant that the claim was
unfounded. In practice the state primarily served the interests
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of the bourgeoisie, and in particular of those who dominated
the economy. Firstly, through the legal support of such
institutions as private property and the family, the state
upheld a social structure without which capitalist forms of
enterprise would not have been possible. At the same time
its activities in maintaining social harmony enabled economic
pursuits to be conducted with a minimum of disturbance. Secondly,
by intervening as little as possible in the relations between
labour and capital it reinforced the advantages which capital
enjoyed within those relations. Where it did intervene, it was
generally in the interests of capital; the Masters and Servants'
Act, for example, endorsed the rights of employers over employees,
while immigration policies helped ensure a supply of labour to
hold down wages76. Thirdly, the scope and form of state economic
activities helped make capital more profitable; by developing
important but costly infrastructures it reduced the direct costs
of production and marketing to those who owned the means of
production, allowing them to invest in fields which would other-
wise have been unattractive. By limiting its activities to such
enterprises, and by providing a wide range of services rather than
directly competing with capital in profitable spheres it helped
realize rather than undermine the interests of the bourgeoisie.
Fourthly, by providing services which were nominally open to all
but not ensuring that all had access to them it favoured those
with wealth. Equality before the law depended not only on the
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impartiality of judges but on the quality of legal representation -
apart from any questions about the law itself. The provision of
special land surveys and the introduction of leaseholds also
blatantly favoured large capitalists. Fifthly, in its mode of
raising revenue the state favoured capital by limiting itself to
indirect taxes, land sales and such special direct duties as the
o
short -lived Dray Tax rather than by imposing direct taxation on
wealth or property ".
This service to the bourgeoisie was not 'perfect'
however. It was in the direct interest of capital to see maximum
commitment of state resources to the development of economic
infrastructures and the minimum expenditure on the state apparatus
itself, or on maintaining social harmony. In practice, however,
the need to contain social conflict and the large number of roles
devolving on the state meant that a large proportion of state
revenue was directed to 'non - productive' activities. To maintain
a good supply of labour the state had to ensure that conditions .
were sufficiently good to attract workers. The Immigration Office,
therefore, suggested that the government would guarantee them
work in the colony. This raised working -class expectations, and
when these were not realized,as in periods of depression,working-
class leaders demanded state support and threatened open hostility
if these demands were not met. Had the state refused, its
creditability and legitimacy would have been undermined in the eyes
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of'a large section of the working class. The state's role
in maintaining social harmony thus cut across its role in
supporting other aspects of bourgeois interest78.
Even where the state did serve the bourgeoisie
directly, it did not do so equally across all sectors of the
class. Customs duties were levied on sacks for wheat, but
not on those for wool or copper, state economic policies
consistently favoured primary producers over manufacturers, and
the administration of land sales favoured large pastoralists
against farmers until at least the end of the 1860s79. The need
for members of parliament and government in particular to retain
electoral and other political support often induced them to
support particular projects which favoured specific groups or
regions against others. Moreover, through the division between
local and central government, the state provided greater support
for infrastructures needed by large capitalists.- roads and rail
links to such major enterprises as the Burra mines - than for
those needed by smaller, 'local' capital, such as district roads80.
Thus far I have focussed on broad social structures and
the ways in which colonial life was organized. However, colonists
were not simply passive, inert objects, moving at the dictates of
external pressures or abstract structures; rather they were active,
conscious agents who perceived their society and themselves in quite
specific ways and framed their coursés of, action accordingly -
within the limits which social structures imposed. The ideas,
attitudes and assumptions by which they understood their world,
together with the practices which corresponded to such views,
comprised their ideology. Swanson has argued that there was a
high degree of consensus about such matters as the nature of
society, the individual and the state - an ideology which was
shared by most members of society, which might, therefore, be
labelled a dominant ideology81.
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In this ideology society as a whole was conceptualized
in two distinct ways. On the one hand it was seen principally
as the aggregate of individuals within the territorial boundaries
of the state. On the other hand, it was seen as a functional,
unified whole. These two conceptions were integrated through the
belief that there was a 'natural' balance between the interests of
the individuals and the interests of the whole - all members shared
a common interest which was congruent with their individual 'private'
interests. The individuals comprising the society were seen as
forming groups of different degrees of importance. The most
fundamental of these was the family, which was seen as essential to
social order and organization, and rooted in nature, morality and
religion. All other groupings, such as class and religion, were
I
seen as secondary, and as such their interests must not be allowed
to take precedence over either society as a whole or the rights of
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individuals within it. They were often portrayed in terms
which denied them any fundamental social reality; class in
particular was often shown to be reducible to other factors
such as individual differences in education, ability, morality
or character82.
o
Social and individual wellbeing were defined in both
economic and moral terms. The pursuit of wealth was considered
a necessary and good form of human endeavour - indeed, the basic
form of public activity - and many of the traits which defined
the man of good character gave moral status to habits and
attitudes of economic importance: the good man was industrious,
thrifty and sober. Material success was not sufficient, however,
and qualities such as honesty, piety, generosity and domestic
affection were also highly valued; the inculcation of such virtues
was, in fact, seen as one of the fundamental roles of the family,
the key institution of 'private' life83.
The proper functioning of society was also regulated
by the laws of political economy on the one hand and human nature
on the other. The relationship between the individual and the
common interest meant that the economic good of the society could
be secured through each individual's pursuit of his own interest84.
'Human nature' was variously conceived; in some cases it was seen
as flexible and plastic, moulded by the environment. Thus, the
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importance of such institutions as the home and the church in
producing good people was strongly stressed.. At other times,
however, it was suggested that human nature was in some sense
given; there would always be some people who were morally
inferior, ill - disciplined, spendthrift and without religious
sentiment85. The proper functioning of society was dependent
on the exercise of moral will and rational understanding of the
laws of society on the part of the individual members of the
society. Citizens who possessed the desired moral attributes
and rightly understood the nature of their society would see
that improvement was to be found in hard work which would bring
material success to themselves. What was needed, then, was good
citizens rather than legislative interference - "practical Christ-
ianity" rather than "socialism" as one writer to the Register put
it86.
.
The state was ascribed the function of guaranteeing
the 'natural balance' of the society. Since this balance would
'naturally' exist when society was functioning 'normally.' and
'healthily', the state's role was a limited one of correcting
aberrations and deviations. The chief function of the state was
therefore to do as little as possible; "ovérgovernment ", wrote
B.T. Finniss, an early political leader, "is the worst form of
governmenti87. The prohibition on government action was strongest
in the economic sphere where 'free trade' and non - interference were
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axioms. Socially the state should confine itself to ensuring
that those who transgressed the law were punished and that
gross irregularities did not develop. Despite the state's role
in providing legal sanction and some financial support for a
variety of institutions which would actively reproduce either
existing social relations, or attitudes conducive to acceptance
of the prevailing order, many forms of intervention in the 'private'
domain were viewed with suspicion. In particular, financial
support for religion, or any endorsement of specific denominations
were anathema to the colonial elite, since for them they were associated
with economic, religious and political disabilities they had suffered
in England. However, they argued that education, if disentangled
from religion, might receive support if it was necessary for the
maintenance of social harmony88.
To ensure that the state functioned correctly and
commanded the loyalty of all citizens, it was important that
government be in the hands of a democratically elected body. By
placing 'power' in the hands of 'all' (that is, giving most adult
males the right to vote), it was believed that the true interests
of all could be safeguarded by legislation. The ideology also
embodied the seemingly contradictory principle that 'property'
had important rights which should receive additional, protection
by means of special representation in the legislature. This
apparent contradiction was resolved by the belief that those who
were ':successful' had shown both the moral qualities necessary
to guide the society in the right direction, and the clearest
understanding of how the society worked. 'Property', then,
was a mark of fitness for political leadership:. . Within the
state, administration was believed to be politically neutral,
removed from the sphere of direct government control; where
d ,
patronage and other forms of direct control existed, administration
was believed to be inefficient and corrupt89.
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The immediate roots of this ideology were in the English
intellectual movement of Philosophic Radicalism, the doctrines of
the Political Economists, and the tradition of English Dissent (i.e.
the religious groups such as. Congregationalists and Quakers). These
movements had broad affinities with the movement of liberalism in
Europe from the late eighteenth century. In Britain they were
closely associated with the newly - powerful class of manufacturers
and others who identified their interests with them - small
capitalists, tradesmen and professionals. These people were dis-
advantaged economically, politically and socially by the aristocracy
and others with established wealth, through electoral processes and
state policies in trade and religious matters. The political and
economic doctrines of liberalism undermined the theoretical basis
of aristocratic power at the same time as the economic power of the
new bourgeoisie challenged them on other fronts. As many writers
on British liberalism have pointed out, the interests of the
bourgeoisie as a class went hand in hand with liberal ideology".
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The early leaders of South Australia were in fact
drawn from this social, religious, economic and ideological
background. R.D. Hanson, possibly the outstanding political
leader in the colony between 1850 and 1860 had been associated
with Wakefield and others in the founding of South Australia.
Alfred and Arthur Hardy, leaders in colonial society who had
arrived as small capitalists and invested their capital
successfully, were related by marriage to the leading late
nineteenth century liberal philosopher, John Stuart Mill. Others,
like George Fife Angas and Thomas Elder fit very closely the 'type'
suggested by R.S. Neale in his analysis of the English movement.
Thus the ideology which was dominant in early South Australia
represented well the interests of the class which also dominated
the colony's economic, social and political life91.
To some extent, however, there were competing ideologies.
Catherine Spence demonstrated in her own life and through the
characters in Clara Morison that members of the petty- bourgeoisie
and the 'lesser bourgeoisie' could articulate alternative views
and courses of action from those which were central to the dominant
ideology. In particular they were often sharply aware of the
differences in interest between their own class and those above and
below them in the social hierarchy. The Eliot family in Clara
Morison was critical of any facile glossing over of such differences
in the name of social harmony, and expressed great hostility to
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bourgeois ideas of democracy which gave too much power to the
working class. Margaret Eliot also opposed the view which
saw the state as a mere "policeman" and which refused to intervene
in social issues except to punish wrongdoers; rather, she
argued, it should take the initiative to nurture social harmony
by supporting institutions like the churches92.
Within the working class too there were ideas,
attitudes and beliefs which implicitly or explicitly contradicted
the dominant ideology. Some men,like William Townsend,a shoemaker
who later became a successful auctioneer,drew on their experience
in the Chartist movement which diverged markedly from liberal
ideology at a number of points93. Thomas Reynolds, working class
in origin, countered bourgeois claims that men of property deserved
power because they had a greater stake in the country than others;
he argued that in fact working men had an even greater stake since
they could not afford to leave". I have already shown that at
times working -class leaders openly rejected the notion of a harmony
of interests and of non - intervention in the market -place or the
relations between labour and capital, while at the level of day -to-
day consciousness, the conditions under which members of the working
class laboured served to negate the belief that hard work brought
material success. Moreover,the cultural heritage of working-class
people in their 'home' countries abounded with expressions of
rejection of the world views of their.'bettersi95.
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Members of the 'lesser bourgeoisie', the petty -
bourgeoisie and the working class were sometimes at least aware
of the ways in which the idea of harmony of interests served to
obscure conflicts and hide the fact that the state overwhelmingly
served 'Establishment' interests. Since the liberal ideology was
so deeply grounded in bourgeois experience and needs it is not
O
surprising that alternative ideologies, or at least fragments of
alternatives, should have arisen within classes whose experiences
did not match such a view of the world.
Despite this the ideology of liberalism appears to have
been widely accepted by members of all classes, and even where it
was partially rejected it continued to provide a general framework
within which colonists saw their world. One of the reasons for
this was undoubtedly that it was couched in terms which implied
that it had a universal validity, that it expressed the 'truth'
about society. It was framed in terms of 'natural laws' such as
the 'iron laws of political economy', as religious and moral truth
or as rationality. It thus appealed for acceptance by all people
of whatever class, rather than just by the bourgeoisie whose
interests it reflected96.
Secondly, the bourgeoisie dominated the 'public' forums
through which an understanding of the society could be articulated.
Like the Philosophic Radicals in England; colonial leaders and
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others from similar backgrounds clearly recognised the importance
of the press. Margaret Eliot regarded the press as "the public
instructor" from which the working class "take their political
creedi97.. The press was firmly controlled by the bourgeoisie
(although not always by men of large capital) and not surprisingly
offered a 'creed' which firmly embraced liberal ideology. The
institutions of religion offered further support. In particular,
the Methodist churches,active amongst the working class,offered
explicit support for the existing political order and stressed
the importance of hard work, self - discipline and honesty, which
they linked to material as well as spiritual success. Thus
Methodist doctrine and preaching reinforced the dominant ideology
on religious grounds amongst a working -class audience98.
A third explanation focusses on the origins and hopes
of those attracted to the colony. Those promoting the colony
claimed that it offered the possibility of success to all those
who worked hard, and in some measure the claim appeared justified.
Thus the colony probably attracted a significant number of working -
class people who already accepted important aspects of the ideology.
Within the colony -some of them - Reynolds again illustrates the
point - could claim to have risen from working -class backgrounds
to positions of relative wealth and power. Their own success in
effect validated, or appeared to do so, the ideology99.
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A final explanation is suggested by recent work in
both the history of ideology and theoretical sociology on the
relationship between social structure and consciousness.
Berger and Luckmann argue that the process of socialization is
one in which the existing social order appears 'natural', the
necessary and right way for things to be'''. Liberalism
identified,, defined and explained many aspects of the social
order and thus corresponded to experienced reality. Where it
failed to correspond to experience, the failure could be readily
assimilated as an exception which did not challenge the validity
of the ideology as a whole. Thus as Tim Rowse succinctly put
it, the ideology was accepted because it 'worked''''.
In so far as they accepted this ideology members of
the working class conceptualized their world in terms which
favoured bourgeois interests rather than their own. This had .
clear political implications: if working class people believed
that there was an over-riding 'common interest' and saw this in
bourgeois terms, there was little possibility that they would
articulate and work for their own interest. Indeed, by a process
of "fragmentation and disorganization of the culture and
consciousness" of the working class, the ideology undermined
working class capacity to understand their experience in their own
terms102. The 'universalistic' form and claims of the ideology
were thus highly functional for the bourgeoisie. As Marx and
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Engels argued,each new ruling class:
is compelled, merely in order to carry
through its aim, to represent its interest .
as the common interest of all members of
the society ... it has to give its ideas
the form of universality, and represent
them as the only rational,universally valid
ones103.
This ideology was.not °a simple monolithic corpus of
doctrine, but took a number of different forms. At one end
of the scale there were carefully constructed 'philosophies',
in which the implications and difficulties implicit in the
ideology were worked through and resolved in some way. These
very characteristically the product of 'intellectuals' who thus
provided a theoretical legitimacy to the less systematically
worked out forms. At the other end of the scale were the
propositions and assumptions of everyday knowledge, 'commonsense',
the things 'everyone' knew to be true and took for granted. This
was the form in which the ideology was most widely used. It embodied
many ambiguities and contradictions, especially in its dual focus on
the economic and the moral, the social and the individual. This
however gave it "a flexibility and adaptability which made it a
politically powerful tool. Thus the ideology was not simply a
consciously held body of ideas but rather the range of limits which
defined the broad areas within which people thought about their
world and constructed courses of action'°".
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One of the consequences of this complexity in the
ideology and the variety of forms it took was that aspects of
it could be selectively applied as the occasion appeared to
demand. 'Voluntaryism', for example - the belief that the
state should not do for individuals what they could do for
themselves - was cited as one of the fundamental principles of
d
colonial life and James Allen, an Adelaide pharmacist, showed
that it could be applied to almost any action the state undertook
from supporting schools to restricting the sale of poisons'''.
However, it was usually only invoked when it suited the political
purposes of its users. Thus from the late 1860s the Register
consistently attacked the 'Establishment' for its insistence on a
form of educational voluntaryism, claiming that if voluntaryism
was such an important principle it should be applied equally to
banking and real property transactions. Yet the Register itself
opposed state intervention in the labour market with exactly the
same principlelos.
Moreover, there was not always a simple and direct
relationship between the ideology or the principles invoked and
the practice which followed. The precepts about personal life
and individual behaviour delivered from the pulpit on Sunday did
not always match the activities of their adherents during the
rest of the week. Robert Harrison observed that, despite the
protestations about righteousness made by colonial leaders, he
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found no signs of morality in the business life of the colony.
He quoted the case of a landlord whose Christian principles'
refused to allow him to rent a property to a woman of dubious
character, but permitted him to sell it to her at a grossly
inflated price107. At a more general level, there was a wide
gap between the role assigned to the state in ideological terms
and the range of functions it fulfilled in practice.
Like other aspects of social life, the ideology of
liberalism was far -from static and underwent a continual process
of redefinition. In its English context it has been shown to
have undergone radical transformations under the pressure of
changing circumstances, each time emerging in a form moulded
closely to the newly- defined interests of the bourgeoisie. In
South Australia an outstanding example of this process is found
in the changed attitudes of the bourgeoisie towards 'democracy'
and the 'rights of property' before and after the granting of
the 1855 constitution which established government by elected
parliament, and again around 1860 when the working -class supported
Political Association threatened to challenge bourgeois political
powerloa.
Despite the correspondence between liberalism and
bourgeois interests it is crucial to recognize that it functioned
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as a way of perceiving and understanding the world - as a
form of consciousness. Within its general framework,
individuals might articulate quite different, often opposed,
strategids for dealing with particular issues as they arose.
In part this explains the debate between those who supported
a 'voluntaryist' conception offthe state and those who sought
a more active role for government; crucial to that debate
was the process of defining specific concerns as belonging
to the 'public' or 'private' spheres. Within such debates,
individuals and groups carefully reflecting on the principles
involved could frame courses of action which might even appear
contrary to their own, or their class's interests. The
belief in the rightness of democracy, for example, led bourgeois
politicians such as Francis Dutton and G.S. Kingston to advocate
such radical reforms that had they succeeded could have seriously
weakened bourgeois political ascendancy109. Moreover there
were important aspects of the ideology which stressed a humanit-
arian còncern for those in need and led many members of the
bourgeoisie to temper some of the harsher features of capitalism
with costly and extensive philanthropic endeavour.
This outline analysis of South Australian society and
its dynamics around the mid - nineteenth century provides the
basis for a more detailed analysis of education in the colony
and in particular of state intervention through support for a
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particular form of schooling. In particular, it suggests ways
of understanding the factors which shaped the forms of schooling
provided and the way they were used. It indicates the social,
economic. and political imperatives of the bourgeoisie, and shows
the ideological context within which functions of education and
the role of the state were defined. This last point is
especially important in view of the way 'voluntaryism' has been
used as a major explanatory concept: it shows the provisional
nature of the concept and indicates the factors which shaped its
use in political planning and decision making. The exploration
of these issues is the task of the next chapter.
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Chapter 2
Colonial Schooling and State Intervention:
The Formation of the Board
In 1851 a new Constitution established a semi - elective
Legislative Council. During its first session the Council
debated and passed an Education Bill which many contemporaries
regarded as one of the most important measures dealt with that
year. It superseded Governor Robe's 1847 Education Ordinance
and significantly increased the state's powers to intervene in
the development of colonial schools. It was to be administered
by a Central Board of Education appointed by the governor with
the advice of his Executive Council. In this chapter I explore
the background to the formation of the Board by considering why
state intervention was considered necessary and why it took the
form it did. I examine the diversity of colonial educational
practices and their relation to the social structure, the functions
colonial leaders ascribed to education, the forms of schooling
they believed would fulfill those functions and the means by which
they believed such schooling could be developed.
By the end of 1851 there were 115 schools receiving
assistance under the provisions of the 1847 Education Ordinance in
South Australia, while many more either did not apply for aid or
were deemed ineligible to receive'itl. These early schools were
extremely diverse in character and ranged from institutions
like St. Peter's College through the many 'academies for
young ladies or gentlemen and superior elementary schools to
much less formal schools operating on a more casual basis
and local 'dame' schools which in many cases probably offered
little more than a minding service for young children2. These
schools differed in many ways in the educational and social
backgrounds of the teachers, the organization of the pupils
and the curriculum, accommodation, stability and clientele.
One important group within the ranks of the teachers
comprised those who saw teaching as a profession and
themselves as professional practitioners. Many of them
had been trained at Normal Schools in England or elsewhere
or had served apprenticeships under experienced or trained
masters, while some had even held positions in teacher
training institutions.. Joseph Ryder, Robert Mitton, James
Bonwick andE.K. Miller had all trained at the headquarters
of the British and Foreign School Society in Borough Road,
London, Bryant Waymouth had been an Organizing Master in
a Scottish Normal School, and Leonard Burton had trained
under Miller in the Anglican Pulteney Street Model School.
Other professional teachers had begun their careers before
the development of Normal. Schools but claimed long experience
and high reputations from 'home'. Augustus Winter had
taught at the prestigious Merchant Taylors' School in
London, Edward Wickes.. claimed experience and the authorship of
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several reputable school texts and James MacGowan offered
testimonials to his competence dating from 1804 as well as the
editorship of the first English educational journal. Character-
istically these teachers saw their understanding of the science
of pedagogy and their expertise in conducting schools as placing
them at the pinnacle of colonial education.3.
A second group embarked on teaching on the basis of a
substantial formal education, often including study at university.
However, while some of them were no doubt familiar with the growing
literature in the field of pedagogical science, their lack of
specific teacher training meant that their methods of school
organization and instruction were generally quite different from
those of the trained masters and mistresses ". To some extent
members of the first two groups are difficult to distinguish and
may have overlapped - certainly in many cases it is not possible
to distinguish to which group particular teachers belonged. More-
over, both groups played a significant part in the intellectual
life of the colony. James Bassett and Edward Catlow, for example,
established a reputation for their prowess with 'magic squares',
William Cawthorne and Frances Sheridan were known for their literary
contributions to colonial life, while James Bonwick lectured on
phrenology.. Some of these teachers came from families of learning
and 'culture' and offered their pupils not only the advantages of a
formal education but the polish and manners of a respectable position
in the society. With some exceptions teachers in these groups
appear to have seen teaching in the colony as an opportunity to
maintain or improve their social positions in ways which were
not open to them at 'home'; in this regard their position was
rather similar to that of members of other professions'.
A third group of teachers embraced those who had acquired
0
an informal education and developed a high degree of literacy
and were quite widely read but lacked both the systematic, formal
schooling and the professional training of the first groups.
Such teachers appear to have accounted for a high proportion of
early colonial teachers, judging from the number of reports about
teachers whose attainments were limited but generally satisfactory.
Thomas Mugg, for example, who taught at Mitcham for several years
was a retired carpenter, but was accepted by the Inspector of
Schools as quite adequate for the needs of the school and locality'.
Finally there were the teachers who had little more than a
basic literacy and numeracy to offer in the way of skills for their
'pupils. The Colonial Secretary complained of the apparent inability
of some teachers to write correctly in filling out forms, or even to
follow, the instructions accurately, while the Register complained of
poor spelling and syntax and pointed out that one school was
advertised by a sign which read- "ritin teeched ear ".
A few schools boasted relatively large numbers of pupils,
especially in Adelaide and other larger centres. Edward Wickes'
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and James Bath's schools in North Adelaide and Agnes Curl's in
the rural town of Mount Barker claimed to have over one hundred
pupils on their rolls. At the other extreme there were schools
with less than a dozen pupils such as those in the small rural
settlements of Ardtornish and Buchsfel'dee. While demographic
factors limited the size of some schools, some teachers deliber-
ately offered places to only afew students; a master at
Walkerville, for example, advertised positions in an establishment
for only "six young gentlemeni9. Most schools necessarily fell
between these extremes and the average size of schools receiving
government assistance in 1851 was around twenty -five, although
town schools were characteristically larger than rural ones.
Enrolments in many schools fluctuated seasonally, especially in
the country, and with cyclical changes in the economy. Attendance
was often highly irregular and markedly below the nominal enrolment.
When Inspector Wyatt visited Mary Cubbon's school in North Adelaide
in 1851, he found only seven pupils present out of more than twenty
on the register10. Only in a relatively few schools, it seems,
did most pupils attend regularly.
A number of factors affected the permanence of the schools:
Many. enjoyed only a casual, ephemeral existence, and "appeared
and disappeared with great rapidityr11. In some cases professional
teachers established schools as business ventures but did not gain
the support they required to continue and either moved their school
to a more promising locality or shifted into a different field of
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business. More commonly, small schools were established in
periods of depression by men or women out of work who secured
a temporary income by teaching for a small fee until their
normal work was again available. Parents experiencing reduced
wages or employment frequently withdrew their children from the
more established, but more expensive schools and often patronised
such teachers12. Moreover, since most schools were private
ventures on the part of a single person, they were subject to
the changing personal circumstances of the teacher - marriage,
ill - health, old age or even death. Sophie James' school at
Burra closed after only a brief existence . "in consequence of her
father coming to reside in town113. Where schools were integrated
into other institutional structures such as churches or local
school committees, where they were conducted by professional
teachers in remunerative localities or as a vocation and where
(often as a result of these factors) special school buildings
were established, the schools enjoyed a high degree of permanence'.
However, the internal stability of even permanent schools was
affected by the irregular attendance patterns already mentioned
and by the high rate of pupil turnover. Later estimates suggested
that as many as half the pupils in a school with relatively constant
enrolment might leave and be replaced by others during the course of
a year. The limited number of attendance returns available for
the years 1848 to 1851 confirm this impression of transiency among
the school populations in many instances. Such variation was not
felt equally in all schools and in some, pupils attenciedregularly
over a period of years15.
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The scope, level and organization of the curriculum also
varied markedly from school to school. Under the 1847
Ordinance, which paid teachers at different rates for elementary
and advanced instruction,some teachers, such as Joseph Abbott,
claimed only for elementary teaching, while others, such as
Elizabeth Whitby, also claimed for advanced pupils". At the
elementary level, some schoolsooffered little more than reading,
writing and arithmetic while others included religious teaching,
geography, history, grammar, singing, needlework and other
subjects. In some schools instrumental music, crochet and
deportment were added for girls, classical and commercial subjects
for boys and modern languages for both. Books ranged from the
Bible,which was the sole text in some institutions, through a
variety of- special school books produced by the school societies
in Britain or by teachers themselves to whatever materials pupils
could bring from home. Finally, the curriculum varied according
to the degree of formal organization of its content. Some teachers
followed a carefully planned course of instruction through which
ali pupils were expected to progress in a given order, but in many
schools lessons varied according to the individual pupils, the
material available and the interests and day -to -day decisions of
the teachers'.
Most schools were conducted in private dwellings, either in a
room which reverted to its ' normal' functions when school was not
in progress, like Reverend Gill's kitchen at Coromandel Valley, or
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in a room specially set aside and perhaps modified for school
use. Other schools were held in old huts and disused buildings
originally constructed for other purposes and subsequently granted
by their owners for use as schools. In many settlements the same
building was used as a chapel on Sunday, schoolroom on weekdays
and Institute and meeting room during the evenings. Only a small
proportion of schools were condji cted in buildings designed and
built especially for that purpose; Reverend Gill's kitchen was
superseded by a schoolhouse built by public subscription. Differ-
ences in accommodation affected ventilation, lighting, capacity to
house large numbers of pupils and the convenience and comfort of
teacher and pupil alike".
Most importantly, schools were differentiated socially.
Some were established quite explicitly for particular social
groups: St. Peter's College was intended for the wealthy leaders
of the colony, while St. Andrew's and the Pulteney Street elementary
schools were meant for the "industrial classesi19. The location
of the school also helped determine the nature of its clientele,
since a school in a working class neighbourhood would be unlikely
to attract 'children of the bourgeoisie from elsewhere. However,
even within a neighbourhood, schools were stratified, as Alexander
Moody's school in Hindmarsh suggests. His_clients were principally
drawn from the ranks of the secure, established leaders of the
suburb, while children of the poorer residents patronised other
teachers20. The tendency for schools to divide along lines of
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class and status was reinforced by the fact that tuition fees
provided the principal - often the only - income for the teacher.
Fees ranged from more than two shillings and sixpence per week
down to as little as one or two pence; clearly working class
people'were excluded from the more expensive schools, while the
respectable but not particularly wealthy tended to patronise those
in the middle of the range. Perhaps only in small rural towns
and larger villages was there the possibility of a real social mix
in schools : where the population was too small to support more
than one school, professional people, shopkeepers and larger
farmers sent their children to the same - school as poorer small
farmers and labourers.
These different aspects of schools and attendance interacted
strongly with each other to generate several characteristic
patterns of schooling. First, there were expensive, socially
exclusive schools like St. Peter's College, (and to some extent
Charles Feinagle's South Australian High School), modelled after
the English Public Schools. These schools were relatively
large, integrated into a stable institutional structure, taught
by formally well educated and often especially trained teachers
and utilized abroad, clearly defined curriculum and class methods
of instruction. Pupils were enrolled and attended regularly, over
a prolonged period in order to attain an advanced education21.
Secondly, there were the large proprietary schools conducted
by trained or experienced masters or mistresses anxious to secure
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a substantial income and professional. reputation. They followed
a well defined curriculum, which might range from elementary to
advanced, adopted class methods of instruction, standardized text
books and special teaching apparatus and were characteristically
conducted in premises designed or modified especially for the
purpose. To facilitate these methods of instruction, these schools
sought, and often secured, prolonged regular attendance. They
charged moderate to high fees and thus drew on a clientele ranging
from wealthy members of the bourgeoisie through members of the
professions to established shopkeepers, small employers and the
occasional superior artisan - the elite and 'respectable middle
classes'. The majority of these schools were located in Adelaide
and the more prosperous suburbs, but a few were also to be found in
the larger country centres22.
Thirdly, there were the small 'academies' established by well
educated and occasionally trained teachers. Like the masters and
mistresses of the larger proprietary schools these teachers sought
a secure income and a position of social respectability. They
competed for the same class of pupil as attended the larger schools,
but offered a different form of education, even if the content of
the curriculum was similar. In particular, their small size made
class methods of organization and instruction inapplicable. The
Tilney sisters conducted their "Academy for Young Ladies" in one
room of their house. Their mother sat in one corner of the room
making netting while the sisters taught. The pupils sat on forms
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on either side of a single long table, while the older sister..
sat at the head exercising general supervision and giving general
instruction and the younger moved from one pupil to another
providing individual direction and assistance. The school appears
to have been conducted in a very orderly fashion, and marks were
given for both schoolwork and behaviour - Joseph Verco recalled
o
receiving five marks for not needing to be told to keep his elbows
off the table23. .
Fourthly, there were the ephemeral schools which were to be
found in both rural and urban working -class communities, often
conducted by women for whom a 'dame' school might be an alternative
to washing or cleaning as a means of economic survival, or by men
who were temporarily unable to find work in their normal field.
These schools were cheap and often provided little formal
education and in some cases were probably patronised as much as a
minding service for young children as for their 'educational' value.
Attendance at these schools was casual and irregular and the
curriculum highly informal and unstructured24.
Fifthly, there were the regular day schools established in
urban working -class neighbourhoods and rural communities with the
expectation of a relatively permanent existence. Such schools
were sometimes conducted by trained teachers or well educated men
and women from 'superior' social backgrounds as a form of missionary
vocation but more frequently they were established by educated
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working -class people themselves.. They characteristically charged
fees of around ninepence to one shilling per week and thus
attracted clients with a secure and comfortable income, or those
who were enjoying a period of regular work at relatively high wages.
In the Country their capacity to attract pupils fluctuated according
to the time of year and whether the season proved bountiful to the
farmers. While many teachers in such schools were probably either
unfamiliar with class methods of organization and instruction or
else saw little need for them, even trained,teachers found such
methods difficult to implement because of fluctuating and irregular
attendance, the high turnover of pupils and the difficulty they
experienced getting parents to buy prescribed text books.
Instruction was therefore often individually based and the content
of the curriculum relatively loosely defined and organized25.
It is also important to recognize that these schools were not
the only means of education available to the colonists of early
South Australia. Bourgeois parents sometimes sent their sons to
superior English schools and perhaps to University. More frequently
education was provided at home, either by mothers or older siblings,
or by hired tutors or governesses. For working class and petty
bourgeois children, much informal education could be obtained
working with parents on the job, while Sunday schools, which
attracted large numbers of children, may well have provided an
introduction to the basic skills of reading and writing for many.
Certainly the Sunday schools in Britain fulfilled this function in
many working class communities and it seems highly likely that
the same practice was continued in the colony, especially amongst
denominations which placed great emphasis on Bible reading26.
These patterns reflected a range of aspirations and
possibilities determined largely by the structure of the society
and the location of individuals within that structure. Parents'
educational choices for their children were shaped by their hopes
for their children's futures and by the role they saw for schooling
in fulfilling those hopes. They were also tightly constrained by
the means available to them for schooling their children, and these
means in turn imposed limits within which they could develop their
aspirations.
The first major factor affecting parental choices about
education was a direct outcome of social class: their capacity to
afford different forms of education. Members of the bourgeoisie
had the financial resources to maintain their children in a
prolonged state of dependency in which sustained, regular schooling
was possible. Moreover, they had the means to choose whether to
educate their children at home, in England or at schools such as
St. Peter's College27. Those of lesser, but still substantial
incomes,could afford some of these options, since they too could
maintain their children's dependency, even though the more costly
choices were beyond their reach. Their children might learn
elementary reading and writing at home then proceed to a small
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elementary school, a larger academy and finally perhaps an
advanced school such as the South Australian High School or
even St. Peter's College. These children, therefore, might
attend school regularly for several years28. Shopkeepers,
superior' artisans and farmers with relatively secure comfortable
incomes could afford to send their children to schools charging
moderately high fees, perhapsma shilling a week, for several
years. However, the need for children to work in the family
business, for boys to join their fathers in their trade and for
girls to share with their mothers in the running of the house-
hold and the minding of young children cut across regular attendance.
Their attendance was characteristically less regular and prolonged
than that of their betters and the schools they attended were less
effectively organized around class teaching methods than the
schools conducted by trained teachers for the children of the
bourgeoisie29. The children of the less secure sectors of the
working class and small farmers had even less prospect of regular
sustained attendance, because of seasonal and cyclical fluctuations
in income and the need for them to work either casually, or
'permanently'. Moreover, the transiency which characterised
important sections of the working class prevented regular attendance
at the same school even if it could be afforded. The size of such
families' incomes at the best of times placed both the level of fees
and the cost of special books often demanded by trained teachers well
beyond their means. At the worst of times, all forms of schooling
were beyond their means the Register pointed out in 1847 that
there were families with as little as one penny per week for clothing and
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schooling their children".
Residential location also affected the possibilities open
to parents. In Adelaide, and in some of the suburbs and the
larger country towns, the concentration of population made it
possible for several schools to co- exist. This permitted a
diversity of schools, enabling them to draw on socially distinct
groups. In smaller rural settlements, while the most wealthy
could send their children to boarding schools in larger towns
or in Adelaide, most residents had little choice of school..
Many settlements had only enough children to support a single
school and thus children of all ranks in the community attended
it - if they went to school at all31.
Within the limits imposed by class and demographic factors
educational choices were shaped by parents' aspirations and
expectations for their children and the role they expected
schools to play in realizing them. In particular, they were
moulded by religion, ethnicity and the positions they expected
their children to occupy as adults, these positions themselves
being largely determined by class and gender. Prominent and
wealthy members of the bourgeoisie and leading professionals
wished to see their sons take their place as leaders in the social,
political and commercial or professional life of the colony.
Their homes provided basic training in religion, morality,
manners and intellectual skills and knowledge and schools offered
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a means of developing these more fully. Consequently they
favoured exclusive schools which offered religious training,
skills and knowledge applicable to commercial and professional
life and a broad acquaintance with the culture of the English
elite.* Their daughters would become the leading ladies of
the society as well as wives and mothers. Schools for them
must therefore provide social prestige, the religious know-
ledge they would need to fulfill their duties as moral guardians
of their families and a range of useful and decorative skills
such as dancing, music, drawing, foreign languages and fancy
needlework. Mathematics, sciences and commercial subjects
were considered 'unfeminine' and irrelevant for a 'lady'32.'
For smaller capitalists, lesser members of the professions
and those in clerical positions, larger farmers, shopkeepers and
successful artisans, schools also offered an extension of family
values and a means of securing or improving their social and
economic position. They provided training in discipline, morality
and habits of industry which such families regarded as the basis
of success and thus provided both a means to, and a hallmark of,
respectability. The literacy and numeracy skills they offered
were important for their sons as a basis for active participation
in family businesses or employment in clerical or professional.
positions. Intellectual skills were less important for their .
daughters than a sound preparation for their vocations as wives and
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mothers, although they might enable them to obtain respectable
work such as teaching before marriage. However, apart from
those being groomed for specifically literate occupations, most
of these children also learned important lessons working along-
side- their parents, sons in the business or on the farm, daughters
with their mothers in domestic tasks - lessons which could not be
learned in school. Regular susjained attendance therefore did
not have the same status or functions as it did among leading
families. Schools which offered a sound elementary education at
a moderate price, but which also set them apart from their
inferiors were widely patronised by these groups. While many
supported untrained teachers, especially for girls, trained teachers
were often preferred since their qualifications appeared to provide
some guarantee of efficiency and their methods characteristically
emphasised such highly valued features as discipline, regularity
and order33.
For working -class and small farmers' children, schooling
offered little in the way of preparation for work, and certainly
had little to do with creating the possibility of upward mobility,
since few jobs were premised on literacy and those which were
required a greater degree of schooling than most members of the
poorer sectors of the society could afford. Nevertheless the
ability to read and to a lesser extent to write was of great value
in a wide variety of daily routines. Moreover, it seems likely
that, as in England, education was highly regarded amongst the
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working -class both for its own intrinsic value and as a means
of participating in an increasingly literate culture. Such
values, however, did not require either regular formal schooling
or specially trained teachers ".
Religion and ethnicity also played important roles in
shaping parents' educational concerns. Dissenting denominations
such as the Methodists placed great stress on the ability of every
child to read the Bible for him or herself, but saw little urgent
need for the school curriculum to include explicit religious
instruction of a doctrinal nature. Catholics and Lutherans,
however, saw a.much closer integration of religious and secular
knowledge and aspired to a.thorough interpenetration of the two
in the school curriculum. For them, instruction in the doctrines
of the faith was fundamental to any true education".
Within communities founded around a common ethnic or religious
identity education offered a means of passing on shared values to
the young of the community. German communities clearly sought to
use their schools to teach their children the German language and
to introduce them to German culture more generally as a means of
maintaining their identity36. Where communities were divided
along such lines, each group often supported its own school,
reinforcing that division. In some communities, however, the
small number of settlers made this impracticable and each group
supported the same school. At Uley Bury, for example, one of the
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conditions written into the trust deed of the local schoolhouse
stipulated that it should not be made available for any form
of religious activity, in order to avoid developing religious
conflicts within the community".
Finally, the educational aspirations of the early colonists
were shaped by their knowledge of the forms of education available
. d
in their countries of origin. In Scotland and Germany formal
education sponsored by church or state was extremely widespread,
and Scottish and German colonists displayed a strong commitment
to providing similar forms of schooling for their children. It
is perhaps no accident that the Golden Grove and Coromandel Valley
communities, both with an influential Scottish element were among
the first to erect public school buildings by local subscription38.
The class origins of colonists also influenced their attitudes to
schooling and their understanding of what constituted appropriate
forms of education. English working -class education in the early
and mid - nineteenth century was largely self - provided and geared to
the conditions under which they lived. Many working -class people
actively rejected the bourgeois- provided 'national' schools and
attended a range of institutions from Sunday schools through small
day or evening schools to self -help and cooperative institutions.
While elementary schooling was a brief and haphazard affair, it was
seen as merely one part of an educational process which proceeded
well into adulthood39. English 'middle class' education was much
more systematic and continuous, and centred around the old grammar
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and endowed schools and a range of newer academies. The
curriculum was highly formalized focussing on such 'modern'
areas as English language,literature and history, mathematics,
science and commercial subjects in addition to skills of
writing and arithmetical calculation. These differences can
be discerned clearly between colonists from different English
class backgrounds`t0.
o
These patterns of schooling provided the immediate back-
ground for public debate about education around 1850. This
debate was principally conducted by three groups: the colonial
elite centred in Adelaide, the leaders of local communities
especially in the country, and the professional teachers. It
is important to note that much of the debate was not concerned
with their own children's schooling but with that of their
social inferiors, the poorer sectors of the working class and
the small farmers.
Concern about the education of the poor had been evident
amongst the bourgeoisie and educated sectors of the petty -
bourgeoisie since the beginnings of the colony. As early as.
1834, this had been the central theme of Richard Hanson's paper
at the inaugural meeting in London of the South Australian Literary
Association. It had led to the formation of schemes for school
systems for the poor throughout the colony, such as. those .of the
South Australian. School Society and Bishop Augustus Short.
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Catherine Spence had one of her key characters in Clara
Morison suggest the need for a "ragged school" in Adelaide
and the colonial press not only gave generous space to
discussion of colonial education but also lampooned illiteracy
and ignorance on many occasions"
These concerns were intimately linked with the hopes and
fears such people entertained for the future of the society.
The groups dominating the debate represented broadly the
interests of capital and those who aspired to the ranks of the
capitalist class - the petty - bourgeoisie and superior artisans.
They sought a social order which would secure and increase
their wealth and give them power and prestige, and they regarded
any divergence from this as disorder. They were therefore
quick to point to any threats to 'good' order. In 1842 for
example, the Register drew attention to the dangers of "an
ignorant and barbarous peasantry"42. In 1851 the South Australian
attacked workers who refused to operate labour saving machinery in
a time of widespread unemployment as opponents of progress
and
good order43. They defined these problems and located their
causes in terms of personal morality rather than economic relations
and their political consequences. Thus, claimed the South
Australian, the question was whether children should be allowed to
grow up "ignorant, depraved, vicious and criminal """.
While some
working -class spokesmen argued that the root of social conflict lay
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in the institution of private property, a letter writer to
the Register affirmed that what was needed was not "socialism"
but "practical Christianityi45.
The links between social order and education were clearly
suggested by Edward Baker, the Independent minister at'Morphett
Vale, commenting on his recent visit to two families in the
district. The first family where the children were sent to
school was a picture of bliss, but the second disturbed him
deeply:
There is no school in the neighbourhood. They
all sit crouching around the fire like the
picture of an Irish cabin. There is no attention
to dress, no tidy little girl coming home from
school, and no interest in any subject of the kind.
I see there a family sinking into barbarism ...46.
The fruit of such "mental anarchy ", he continued, would be "social
anarchy" unless schools were provided.
Schools would help secure the order that men like Baker
desired by producing people who were individually good citizens.
Many argued that they would lay the foundations of morality by
inculcating fundamental religious truths. This was regarded as
especially important in a society where so few working class
people appeared to attend church ''. Others, less sanguine about
the prospects of religion, pinned their hopes on rationality.
Hanson, for example, believed that with an instructed populace a
"reasonable community" could be formed4e. Moreover the regimen
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of school would develop important habits of discipline, industry,
subordination and regularity "9.
Such individual characteristics would help secure social
order in.many ways. The strengthening of the moral will would
inhibit - perhaps eliminate - crime and ensure "the safety of
persons and property":. schoolhouses and teachers would render
gaols and police unnecessary50. 'Rationality', by which
colonial leaders meant acceptance of the dominant liberal ideology,
would "convince them (the "Working Classes ") that they and the
Capitalist possess a Common Interest "51. The doctrines of
political economy which were fundamental to this rationality would
demonstrate the "disastrous effects of attempting to alter the
natural position of the labour market "52. 'Rationality' and the
discipline of the schools would help ensure a docile and indus-
trious work force. Moreover education was essential if a
democratic form of government was to be established. It would
fit men of working class origin who had risen to positions of
power to exercise that power responsibly, and would enable a
wide franchise to be granted without the risk of "riots and discontent
arising ... from ignorance exposed to the delusive arts of
educated men "53. The South Australian claimed that even the
electoral principles of Chartism could be introduced safely if
education and its close relative, religion, were properly attended
tO54. Finally, in a community of diverse origins, a common
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schooling would lay the basis for some form of common culture
and hence guard against conflict generated along lines of
ethnicity. In particular, by integrating German children into
an English culture, "after a time, the population would
all be
one race'.55.
These beliefs about the function of education continued to
be endorsed by colonial leaders and the 'respectable classes'
throughout the following decades, and provided the framework
against which they viewed existing practices and made plans
to
introduce new ones. It is significant to note that they
ascribed no direct role to schools in providing vocational or
productive skills until about 1870. Education was seen strictly
in terms of its functions in shaping attitudes, values and habits.
Not all forms of schooling were considered equally efficient
in fulfilling these functions and the professional teachers in
particular articulated a model of schooling which they believed
was especially suited to such purposes. The bourgeoisie, members
of the professions and others with a thorough formal education
strongly supported this model, especially as a means of educating
the poor. To some extent they and members
of the middle ranks
of the social hierarchy also accepted it as a model for their own
children's schooling. This model was not peculiar to
the colony,
and those promoting it were well acquainted with developments in
Britain and other countries. Newspapers summarised the educational
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systems in various parts of the world and reported new develop-
ments and debates as they arose. Men like William Wyatt and
George Fife Angas had been active in attempts to provide education
for the poor at 'home'. Many of the teachers at the forefront of
the colonial education debate had trained and worked in systems
such as the British and Foreign School Society which embodied
the form of education they advocated56. These systems had been
developed specifically to provide a means of disciplining working -
class children and reasserting what Richard Johnson calls "class
cultural control "57.
The organization of the school was based on 'classification' :
the division of the curriculum into carefully defined subject
areas which were each broken into an ordered learning sequence,
and the grouping of pupils into "classes" according to their
degree of progress through this sequence58. Advocates of
'classification' usually suggested that the elementary curriculum
should consist of from three to five classes in reading, writing,
arithmetic, grammar, geography and history, supplemented by
singing and drawing, with "industrial training" for boys and needle-
work for girls. The role of schools in incorporating all colonists
into the mainstream of colonial life meant that English was .
considered an essential subject in schools for German children59.
'Classified' schools were believed superior to others for
several reasons. In contrast to individual instruction in schools,
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the "simultaneous method" enabled the teacher to ensure that
all pupils were working all the timeó0. This form of
organization was also designed to allow for large numbers of
pupils and, in particular, for a single teacher to supervise
several classes at once through the use of monitors, pupil-
teachers or assistants. The organizational efficiency of
e
such schools was suggested by comparing their division of labour
with that of "any other well conducted business "61. According
to Governor Young, -a large school was "worth half a dozen
small onesió2. Moreover, they provided an economical means of
educating the working class since many pupils could be taught for
the same cost as a few, and this attraction was reinforced by the
apparent shortage of suitable teachers in the colony. As Simon
Frith shows, such schools made an extensive series of demands on
their pupils: ..
they had to attend regularly, be classified by
age and ability, learn a given curriculum in a
given order and at a given speed, be examined
and display their abilities for measurement".
Such demands took away the close responsiveness of schools to
their clients' needs and deprived parents of control over the
process of education within the school, seemingly not as a
political act but as a rational one.
The effectiveness of schools in fulfilling the functions
ascribed to them was inseparable from the quality of the teachers.
Firstly, teachers had to conform to the highest standards of
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morality. Wyatt argued that their moral character "should be
entirely without staini6', while others stressed the importance
of setting an example of "patience, temper and cheerfulness"
amongst other virtues65. Secondly, the formation of a superior
English culture in the colony meant that the teacher had to be
able to demonstrate approved cultural values himself or herself.
The press attacked such deviations from cultural 'norms' as
grammatical errors and provincial expressions. Wyatt was later
to advise a school committee against appointing one candidate for
the position of schoolmaster because he spoke with "a heavily
Scotticised dialect ... a very serious objection in a teacher "66.
Thirdly, the teacher was required to have a thorough general
education. According to Charles Feinagle, principal of the South
Australian High School, a first class teacher was expected to have
a mastery of such subjects as Classics, modern literature in
English, French and German, mathematics, sciences and logic67.
Such qualifications, however, were believed to be inadequate
without further special training in the skills of management,
organization, discipline and instruction in a classified school.
William Wyatt argued that even highly educated men and women were
incompetent to teach without training, a view that accorded closely
with that of the professional teachers". In' Clara' Morison,
Margaret Eliot's brother advised her against opening a "ragged
school" for the poor of Adelaide:
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you will perhaps hear the inspector say that
Miss Eliot is in great want of training ...
The man might even recommend that you go to
a normal school!69
Large, classified schools required special material
provisions. A school of one hundred pupils could not be
accommodated in a small cottage, or even in a large room in
a house. Overcrowding prevented good organization and was
a danger to the health of pupils and teachers alike, especially
during periods of epidemic. Churches and halls had sufficient
space, but made it difficult to provide and arrange desks and
to have blackboards, maps, globes, libraries of books and other
material needs in constant readiness for use. Consequently an
important element in this model of the good school was the need
for specialized school buildings. Once again, ideological and
economic considerations coincided: furniture and equipment
cost less in relation to the total financial resources of large
schools than of small ones. Wyatt in fact claimed that smaller
schools were "Unavoidably destitute" of the many "mechanical
appliances" found in large establishments70.
While occasionally teachers argued that teaching could be
based on oral instruction, most professional masters claimed
that class books were necessary. Carefully chosen texts, in
contrast to those which pupils might bring from home, could be
used to define the curriculum and provide the desired moral
lessons as an integral part of the process of learning to read
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and write. Moreover, all pupils in a class could follow the
same work and perform the same exercises, even when the teacher
was engaged in directly instructing another class71.
If.such a system in the classroom was superior to all
others, it followed that it should be applied to all schools,
and many professional teachers, and contributors to the mid -
nineteenth century education debate sought a degree of uniformity
throughout the colony. Progress, claimed one leading school-
master, was most obvious and rapid where uniformity had been
established whereas "where there is no uniform system of teaching, .
education is at the lowest ebb "72. Colonial conditions generated
another pressing rationale : the mobility of large numbers of
both pupils and teachers meant that children's schooling was often
extremely fragmentary and discontinuous. According to Bryant
Waymouth, a leading teacher, when a boy transferred from one
school to another, his education might be retarded by as much as
three years73.
In the light of this model of what schools should be,
many of the working -class and rural schools appeared hopelessly
inadequate, while even some "middle class" schools were less than.
ideal. The most comprehensive and systematic criticism of colonial
schools was provided by William Wyatt, in 1851, after he had visited
a large number of them in his capacity as newly appointed Inspector
of Schools. Some', he reported, were competently and energetically
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taught by trained and efficient teachers using the best methods
and materials, and usually housed in at least reasonably spacious
rooms or schoolhouses. While none of them was particularly
large, the best used class instruction methods with the aid of
assistant teachers. The majority, however, presented a sombre
picture. Many were conducted by untrained and in some cases
barely literate teachers, in private houses of "the most inferior
description ", and most lacked proper materials. They were poorly
organized and lacked any semblance of proper discipline''`.
Similar critisms were offered by a large number of teachers, rural
landowners, city businessmen and the newspapers.
The focus of most attacks on the schools was the standard
of the teachers. Trained masters in particular frequently
inveighed against their untrained competitors and the inadequacy
of the education they offered, while the Register described
teachers in general as "below the point blank rangei75. Many of
these inferior teachers, it was suggested, came from the working
class : Wyatt saw them "emerg(ing) from every imaginable position
in societyi76, while the Register, more pointedly, claimed that
teaching had become "the last resort of broken -down tradesmen and
unprotected femalesi77. .
A major problem for rural education was the sparsity of
settlement and the small size of many communities. Charles Watson,
the shopkeeper and postmaster at Golden Grove, pointed out that the
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local residents had built a schoolhouse from their own resources
but argued that despite the commitment to schooling which this
demonstrated there were too few children in the locality to
support a trained teacher by their fees78.
More characteristically, however, the inadequacy of schools
and the lack of trained teachers was attributed to the moral
failure of working - class and farmer parents themselves. In the
matter of education, claimed one writer to the South Australian,
"the generality of parents are brutally and obstinately dead to
the welfare of their childreni79. In the country farmers withdrew
their children to help with farm or domestic work, especially during
busy seasons such as harvest. Professional teachers claimed that
this made the position of the rural schoolmaster precarious, often
only attracting inferior, untrained persops. In the city similar
problems were caused by parents withdrawing their children to help
on the job or to find paid work. While some observers recognized
that such child labour reflected economic necessity many others saw
it simply as a result of parental greed and materialism. To some
extent thèse criticisms were also applied to members of the petty
bourgeoisie and the small capitalist class, especially those who had
risen from working class backgrounds80.
Finally, critics of existing educational practices argued
that many parents sent their children to inferior schools because
they were unable to judge the merits of different teachers. Thus
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they sent their children to those schools which charged the
lowest fees in order to save a "trifling amount ", receiving in
return "the most worthless substitute of an education '81. In
such cases, trained teachers, unable or unwilling to accept
such low 'fees, could not compete and moved elsewhere or found
alternative occupations. Bryant Waymouth claimed to "know two or
three myself that have been trained in England working as labourers,
who would be very glad to get a school, only that the situations
are pre- occupiedi82.
However, even where superior teachers did establish a school
and attract working class or farmers' children, irregularity
of attendance made 'classification' difficult and ineffective.
Moreover critics claimed that even when they did attend their
parents were often unwilling to provide the money for proper books
and even the best teachers under such circumstances might have to
put up with a "motley array" of materials. Schools under these
conditions could barely hope to conform to the model of good schooling
which they aimed at, however well qualified and experienced the
teacher83.
Many of Adelaide's leading citizens had made attempts to
establish 'good' schools for the poor, from the South Australian
School. Society which collapsed during the depression of the early
1840s to the Anglican Pulteney Street and St. Andrew's schools for
the "industrial classes ". Some professional teachers, such as
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Joseph Ryder, and untrained but well educated men and women
from 'superior' backgrounds, such as Frances Sheridan, had
privately attempted to establish similar schools. In the
country districts, many leading local landowners had also
established schools, built schoolrooms and even provided
teachers84. Moreover the state had provided a limited form
of support., for schools under an Ordinance introduced by
Governor Robe in 1847. This provided a capitation grant for
teachers with at least twenty pupils in regular attendance, to
a maximum of forty pounds per annum85. None of these forms of
intervention in the provision of schools had transformed colonial
education in the way that the advocates of 'good' schooling
desired.. To remedy the situation, they advocated a more active
and extensive role for the state.
First, they argued that the state should do more to raise
the standard of teachers. Many of them suggested that the
state should immediately establish a Normal School to train, teachers
in the colony, since "you cannot begin a good thing too soon "86.
Others argued that in the short term a Model School, providing
a form of apprenticeship for teachers while instructing a large
number of pupils, would be sufficient. The standard of existing
teachers could also be raised if the state appointed experienced
and qualified teachers as Organizing Masters to visit them and
provide instruction and assistance in methods of conducting a
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schools'. These strategies were to be supplemented by an
extension of Robe's scheme in order to attract trained
teachers from elsewhere and to ensure that locally trained
teachers remained in the profession. Teachers in particular
identified three major problems with the existing scheme : it
allowed many unqualified teachers to receive aid, the regulations
under which it operated made it difficult for country teachers to get
assistance, and if they did, it further discriminated against
them by tying the grant to the number of pupils". In place of
the capitation grant they suggested that the state pay teachers
a fixed stipend based on their competence and qualifications
rather than on attendance and proposed that the rates of payment
be raised. In response to the suggestion that the government
might raise stipends as high as one hundred pounds per annum,
leading teachers claimed that "a superior class of teacher would
come out from England if they heard such good salaries were being
given "s9.
Second, the state was to help improve the standard of
school accommodation. The simplest strategy was for the state
to put pressure on local communities to provide proper school
buildings by refusing aid to schools which were not properly
housed. However, as Andrew Garran, an Adelaide journalist and
preacher argued, "where the people live in huts they are not
particular of course as to the style of house their children go
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to school in and the strategy might prove self defeating9o.
A second approach recognized that many rural communities had
already raised funds for buildings which doubled as churches
and schools and recommended subsidies to encourage such
initiatives. In the city, larger buildings would be required
and occasionally advocates of educational development argued
that the government might buil,¢ or lease suitable accommodation
and let it to approved teachers at nominal rent91.
Third, the state was assigned an increased role in shaping
the curriculum and organization of the schools. Teachers and a
large number of leading colonists in both Adelaide and the country
argued that the state should define the position of religion in
the schools. Education was seen as a fundamentally moral and
therefore religious task, and yet many leading colonists,
especially through the League for the Preservation of Religious
Freedom, argued that the state should not provide even indirect
funding for religious purposes. Supporters of the League, the
most highly organized and effective political body in the colony,
insisted that if the state was to fund education, the teaching of
religion must be restricted to some form of general, non - sectarian
Christianity. Teachers widely recommended the solution devised
by the Irish National system as a means of resolving this problem92.
However, the clergy of the Anglican, Catholic, Wesleyan and
Lutheran churches, with support from sources such as the South
Australian, argued strongly that denominational instruction was
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essential to a truly adequate education93.
Those who advocated further state intervention in
education believed that it should also regulate the secular
curriculum to some degree. They argued that the state
should insist that German children were taught the English
language, but were divided over whether the state should
require all instruction to be in English94. They also argued
for some degree of control over the methods and content of
instruction. Newspaper editors and politicians occasionally
advocated that the state should insist on a particular method
and that it should restrict assisted schools to a specified
elementary curriculum. Teachers had more difficulty in
articulating the state's role in this sphere : on the one hand
they wished to eliminate 'inferior' teachers with their haphazard
methods and curricula but on the other they wished to retain their
own professional autonomy within their schools. Their solution
to this problem (which created .a degree of consensus with other
advocates of closer state control) lay in the means by which control
should be exercised. The state should define the general criteria
by which schools were to be judged and assess which schools
satisfied those criteria. Only those schools should receive aid,
and no further direct regulation would be needed".
Teachers also argued that the state should provide: assistance
to teachers trying to conduct their schools properly by ensuring an
adequate supply of books and other necessities. This was a
difficult area given the dominant ideology of free trade and
the intense hostility to the notion of state intervention in
the market place. However, teachers claimed that many
important books were unavailable or excessively expensive,
and that schools used a wide variety of texts. The state,
they suggested, should stipulate a select number of books for
use in assisted schools. This would encourage booksellers_
to increase their supply to meet the stimulated demand. If
this failed or if prices remained high the state might establish
a depot for such texts, either calling for tenders from local
booksellers or importing them direct from England96.
Finally, the state should weigh the costs of increased
intervention against the potential gains on the one hand, and
its commitments to other expenses, especially the development
of economic infrastructure,on the other. Men of large capital
who had little to gain directly from state assisted schools and
much to gain from improved roads, railways and harbours
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sought to restrict education costs as far as possible. They
sought to -restrict state support to places °where
good schools could not or would not be provided from local resources.
They readily accepted the case for rural schools where settlements
were too small to provide a sufficient income for trained teachers,
but some baulked at providing aid for urban schools97. However,
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as Andrew Garran argued, "the people are virtually as poor in
Adelaide as in the country" and would thus be unable to support
good teachers without some assistance98. John Hart, a ship-
owner, miller and merchant, argued that the curriculum should
be strictly elementary since the children attending assisted
schools would be of a class requiring little more99. Many
professional teachers opposed such restrictions, arguing that
"middle class" education was also inadequate and required state
intervention for its development. Such a view accorded closely
with their interests, especially for those who conducted
relatively select, educationally advanced 'academies' in Adelaide.
They were supported by those in the middle ranks of the society
who saw a relatively extensive state funding of schools as a
subsidy to themselves'.
The second restriction on the scope of state funding,
supported by teachers and both urban and rural leaders was that
the state should not meet all the costs of schools. Parents
should provide the basis of the teachers' incomes by paying
tuition fees, while half the cost of local schoolhouses should be
met locally. Moreover, state subsidies for school buildings
should only be for capital costs; maintenance and other recurrent
costs should be met locally. The Normal School, too, should be
established by the state, but become self supporting as soon as
possible. While such a sharing of costs fitted well with the
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concern to infringe as little as possible on other state
financial priorities, it was justified on other grounds.
particular it was widely argued that free schools would
'pauperise' those who attended them, that local initiative
should be stimulated as the basis for effective education,
not replaced, and that people only valued what they paid for.
The stress which the dominant ideology placed on free trade
and on the importance of the family provided further
reinforcement101.
Advocates of increased state intervention also directed
their attention to the administrative structure needed. Some
argued that little special machinery would be required: church
leaders, for example, claimed that the state should channel its
funds through them,while many leaders of local communities
suggested that if the state provided the funds they would be
able to apply them, choosing teachers, erecting buildings and
supervising the schools102. Professional teachers and urban
capitalists, however, argued that local leaders were not competent
0
to exercise such responsibility. They distrusted their notions
of what comprised an adequate education and claimed that school
management would be vitiated by petty squabbles ánd questions of
self interest1Ó3. Moreover, the teacher would be subject to the
"tender mercies of local wiseacres" anxious to exercise authority
in a field in which they lacked expertise104. In their view,
control of schools must be centralized, at least to some degree.
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Some teachers argued that a professional body such as a
College of Preceptors should be established to examine and
certify teachers as eligible for assistance. Others accepted
the view of politicians and the 'Register that a central board
should be established as a state instrumentality to distribute
funds and exercise general management of the schoolslos. Such
a Board might be composed of "men of integrity in whom the
public may feel confidence; men who have long been identified
with the moral and intellectual interests of the colony '
Los.
Teachers who saw such a board as an alternative rather than an
addition to the professional body added that they should be
represented on it107. In order to assess effectively the
standards of teachers and schools, such bodies should have
inspectors who could visit and report on the schools and act as
general executive officers. The teachers argued that the role
of inspectors should be strictly limited,and their supporters
expressed horror at the prospect of "beadles" checking on their
every move108. Inspectors, they argued, should have the power
to observe and report, andoperhaps even advise the teacher, but
should have "no power to interfere" in the running of the schools109.
However, even within government circles there was no suggestion
that the Inspector's powers should be more extensive. In the
Législative Council prior to Wyatt's initial appointment, Governor
Young argued that he should do no more than check and report on
the quality of the teachers and the state of their schools110.
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Within this administrative structure there was some room
for recognition of the fundamental importance of local initiative
in the provision of schools,and urban leaders and teachers
defined a limited role for local committees. Their functions,
they argued, should be confined to selecting teachers.(subject
to central approval), reporting to the central board, setting
school fees, funding and maintaining school buildings and
encouraging educationally apathetic parents to send their
childrenlli.
Many of these proposals were embodied in an Education Bill
introduced into the newly elected Legislative Council and rapidly
debated and passed. The new Education Act provided for state
assistance to non - sectarian education in the form of stipends
to teachers and funds for district schoolhouses and a Normal
School. A Central Board of Education was established to
administer the. Act, its members appointed by the Governor and his .
Executive Council and chosen independently of religious consider-
ations. The Board was empowered -to license teachers and set and
pay stipends, to establish and operate a Book Depot and Normal
School, and to determine the "kind, quality and extent of instruction."
The Act assumed the appointment of an Inspector of Schools to
"visit, inspect and report" to the Central Board on all schools
seeking or receiving aid under the Act. It designated District
Councils, or where they did not exist, two Justices of the Peace,
as District Boards of Education and gave them powers to visit their
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local schools and to report on them to the Central Board,.:
to raise funds for and erect, furnish and manage, local school
buildings. Finally, it defined the mode of funding: the
District Schoolhouses and the Normal School 'were to be financed'
by means of bonds which the Board would issue and the government
redeem, while stipends were to be provided by annual grant from
the legislature112.
A significant omission from the Act was any indication of
whether the schools established under the Act should be open
to children of all classes, or only some. This was especially
important since it was generally assumed in the debate that the
schools were principally for those who could not provide them
unaided. Although the Colonial. Secretary suggested that the Act
would make aid available to "every competent schoolmaster in the
colony ", he also introduced the Bill with a discussion of "the
past and present condition of the working classes ", suggesting
that it was primarily designed for them113. Moreover, a clause
to provide certificates for pupils who had completed a relatively
advanced curriculum was opposed by many on the grounds that such
certificates would not be required by the class of children in
assisted schools114.
In April 1852 the first Central Board of Education was
appointed. Pike has discussed the selection of members, like
the Act itself, within the context of the struggle for religious
liberty and equality, and described the membership of the Board
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as if this were the principal criterion115. Pike identifies the
members appointed as two Anglicans, a Presbyterian, a Congregationalist,
an Independent and a Lutheran. However, a closer look at the
personnel of the Board suggests that Pike's emphasis is misleading¡
Firstly the omission of Methodists and Catholics, which Pike noted
without comment, was highly significant, since they represented a
large proportion of the population and were, moreover, largely working
class sects. The apparent religious balance on the Board which Pike
presented is disturbed by his curious omission of another Anglican,
Francis Dutton. It recedes even further in the light of the
original list of nominees to the Board, which included four Anglicans,
a Presbyterian and an Independent - hardly a religious balance!116.
In fact, the appointment of the Board reflected the social,
economic and political structure of the colony, and to some extent'
the special concerns of the Education Act itself. Male dominance
in the public life of the colony was reflected in the fact that the
Board was, and remained, an all male body. Moreover, the men
appointed or nominated were a socially select group. Hanson was
a member of the government, and one of the planners and founders
of the colony. Francis Dutton, William Allen and Peter Cumming
were all merchants and landowners. Handasyde Duncan was a small
landowner, civil servant and leading member of the medical
profession, and G.W. Hawkes a relatively senior civil servant.
When Allen and Hawkes declined membership, Edward Wickes and
William Cawthorne, leading professional schoolmasters, and Otto
Schomburgk, a leader within the German community, were appointed.
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While neither Wickes nor Cawthorne can be classed as large
capitalists, both enjoyed high social standing and moved in
the colony's leading circles117. Thus the Board was dominated
by the representatives of the colony's most powerful economic
class and most prominent social circles. Moreover, it
included representatives of two groups whose cooperation was
essential to the successful working of the Act: the professional
teachers, and the major ethnic minority. group.
Thus the closely interrelated factors of class and status
appear to have been the major criteria in determining the
composition of the Board. However, educational qualifications
were also important, and members stood well in the intellectual
and educational life of the colony. Hanson's interest in
education has already been mentioned, and as an editor of the
Register he was closely associated with one of the leading
platforms for educational reform. He was also described by a later
governor as one of the most able men in the colonies. Francis
Dutton, too, was recognized as one of the best educated men in
the colony, while other members could claim high levels of personal
education and prior interest in the development of schools
"8
Such men were clearly seen, not as mere amateurs as later historians
have described them, but as men well fitted to exercise financial
and administrative responsibility as well as sound educational
judgement.
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A number of conclusions can be drawn from this analysis
of the origins of the 1851 Education Act and the appointment
of the Central Board to administer it. Firstly, the form
of intervention it established was not simply the result of
rational debate leading to the adoption of a scheme to promote
a form of schooling which was self -evidently or innately
superior to all others. Nor was it an attempt to do which-was
defeated by misguided conflict over the place of religion and
the churches in education, as some historians have implied.
Rather it reflected the aims of particular sectors of society and
their different capabilities to enforce their own strategies,
modified by their need to secure the cooperation of other groups.
Thus the overall aim, "to instill into the mind of the young
those principles upon, which the safety and union of the community so
much dependedi119 embodied the concern of those who exercised
power at both local and colonial levels. The mode of control, by
intervention in the educational marketplace rather than by direct
regulation of schools and determination of parents' choices,
reflected both the general.ideological framework and the need to
secure the support of the professional teachers,who would have
resisted direct controls and thus undermined the.success of inter-
vention. The locus of control can be seen as a result of the
differences between the educational model adopted by the urban
bourgeoisie and professional men and what they saw as the limited
acceptance of that model by rural and local leaders and settlers
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and the differences between their political strengths. This
control, it should be noted, was not simply embodied in the
Act, but lay firmly in the dominance of both the legislature
and the Central Board by the bourgeoisie.
Secondly, there were major tensions between the realities
of working -class life and the forms of education it supported
on the one hand, and the forms of education envisaged for them
in the Act on the other. The schools the Act was intended to
support demanded a form of commitment which was difficult if
not impossible for most working -class and small farming families
to support. Moreover it was a form of schooling which was
shaped by educational aspirations and expectations fundamentally
different from those of its intended clients, and which was
not responsive to their needs. In so far as local leaders
held different views about what comprised a good education from
those who shaped and administered the Act, the division of power
between local and central bodies institutionalized a significant
potential conflict. The professional teachers had a direct
interest in ensuring that state control infringed as little as
possible on the schools, but at the same time they had an equally .
strong interest in ensuring that untrained competitors were
excluded from the benefits of the Act. However, there can be
little doubt that many untrained teachers hoped to continue
receiving aid under the new Act and would seek to use their local
support to do so. Thus there was a complex of tensions and
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contradictory interests built into the Act, which threatened
to undermine its central strategies.
Thirdly, the way in which educational problems were
defined and solutions devised failed to identify the fundamental
dynamics of the situation. The strategy of intervention
focussed on two principal issues: the distribution of schooling
opportunity to those in need, and the enforcement of 'standards'.
The problems of distribution were conceptualized in terms of the
marketplace. Teachers offered a service and the best of them
commanded the highest fees and the most clients. Working class
and rural colonists were badly placed in the marketplace and
required special assistance to overcome their disadvantage. The
problem of 'standards' however was seen in terms of individual
ignorance and morality. Special guidance would be required to
enable them to see what good education was, and incentives would
be needed to persuade them to patronise good schools. To some
extent these two ways of seeing the issues conflicted with each
other: the first assumed that all parents were active in the
A
same educational marketplace, while the second accepted that they
were operating in different markets. However, both problems
could be met by the strategy of supporting good schools: the
standard of poor children's education would be raised as
trained teachers were able to entice them away from inferior
schools by lowering their fees to competitive levels. It is
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clear, however, that by seeing the problems thus, colonial
leaders were unable to grapple with the factors which shaped
the educational choices of the poor.
The power to implement the Act nominally lay with the
Central Board. It would do so in terms of strategies shaped
by the Act and the ideology on which it was founded, but it
would be constrained by its place within the apparatus of the
state on the one hand, and the responses of its intended
beneficiaries on the other. The analysis in the following two
chapters will explore the ways in which it proceeded.
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Chapter Three
The Board and the Structure of the State
The implementation of the 1851 Education Act did not simply
involve the appointment of a new Board of Education, but the
establishment of a new department of state whose sole responsib-
ility was the management of state intervention in education.
This entailed the formation of relationships with other parts of
the state such as the government and the legislature, and within
the department itself. This chapter is concerned with these
relationships and their implications for educational policy and
practice.
These relationships developed most clearly in response to
specific problems as they arose in the daily operation of the
Act rather than according to some preconceived plan. They were
shaped primarily by the dependency of the Board on the government
for funds and powers, by the framework of assumptions about the
nature of the state and the relationships between government and
administration shared by the leaders of colonial society, by the
models provided by already existing departments and by the
struggle of the colonial bourgeoisie to wrest power from the
governors. Despite the seemingly ád hoc, contingent nature of
this development the process of solving.problems'provided
precedents for similar cases. Thus standardized, routine admin-
istrative procedures were established. At the same time, a
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division of labour was developed in which the respective .
powers, rights and responsibilities of the government, the
legislature, the Board and the officers of the department
were defined. Thus an administrative structure was generated
and increasingly clearly articulated, not on paper or in
formal statements but in daily practice. The development of
this structuré and its associated administrative procedures
effectively determined the limits within which education
policies could be framed and executed. Consequently they
provided a major set of constraints on the state's intervention
in schooling.
Prior to 1852 there was no special department of state to
handle educational matters. The 1847 Ordinance had established
a Board of Education and made provision for the appointment of
school inspectors. However, the Board appears to have met
rarely, if at all, after it drafted the initial regulations.
No inspector was appointed until 1851, and then he worked not
with the Board but under the jurisdiction of the Colonial
Secretary. Indeed, all the administrative work associated
with the Ordinance was handled by the Colonial Secretary's Officer.
In 1852 the administration of the new Act was placed
directly in the hands of the Central Board of Education. The
records relating' to the previous system were transferred to it,
and all subsequent correspondence on educational matters received
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by the Colonial Secretary's Office was forwarded immediately.
With the appointment of an inspector and a secretary the
administrative machinery became more extensive and more complexly
structured. One outcome of the development of a more complex
machinery for administering the state's educational affairs was
the coining of the term the "Education Department ". The exact`
6
connotation of the term is difficult to define; at times it
appears to refer simply to the Civil Servants who acted as
executives for the Board while occasionally it seems to imply
the Board as we112.
The main elements of the state with which the Board and
its officers had to deal were the government (the governor and
the Executive Council),' the Legislative Council and other civil
service departments. The government had a number of means of
exercising control over its administrative branches. It could
define the broad limits within which they operated by means of
legislation and by granting or withholding additional powers.
It had control over the state budget and thus over the financial
limits within which departments could operate. The governor or
his ministers could make specific recommendations to boards and
officers about the conduct .. of their departments. Finally, the
governor held the formal power both to create positions within
departments and to nominate their occupants. Indeed, the
Education Act specifically granted the governor the power to
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appoint the members of the Education Board. This power of
appointment gave the governor the opportunity to control the
department by selecting men who were known to be sympathetic
to his own general policies3.
Despite these forms of control, the Board enjoyed a
considerable degree of autonomy in many areas. An early governor,
6
Henry Young, withdrew from one confrontation with the Board,
explaining that he intended no "vexatious interference" in its
activities, since that would "seriously interfere with that free action
which is indispensible to the efficient discharge of (its)
responsible duties". Shortly afterwards he pointedly refused to
intervene in the affairs of the Board even when conflicting factions
appealed for his supports. This degree of autonomy appears to have
reflected a general principle concerning the relationship between
government and administration: in 1856 R.D. Hanson, the Attorney -
General,informed the recently appointed governor, Richard
MacDonnell, that "however appointed," government Boards "are
essentially and necessarily independent of direct control by the
governmento6.
Political, ideological and functional reasons can be
suggested for this. Firstly, the members appointed to such
positions were drawn overwhelmingly from the bourgeoisie, a class
with a strong interest in wresting control of the state from the
Crown and its representatives. It seems highly likely that they
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regarded their assertion of independence in administering
government departments as one aspect of this struggle. Thus
although the governor enjoyed the formal right to nominate
members, he may have found it difficult to find men willing to
serve if he had refused some degree of autonomy. Moreover,
even if he had, the leaders of colonial society and the colonial
press were both quick to question the legitimacy of administration
which appeared to be simply a tool of the governor'. Secondly,
as I argued in chapter one, within the dominant ideology government
administration and the civil service were conceptualized as being
independent of politics. Thirdly, the process of administration
involved meeting a large number of day -to -day contingencies. No
government could keep close enough touch with the affairs of even a
few departments to deal with such matters effectively. As
Governor Young suggested, a degree of autonomy might be necessary to
ensure efficiency in administration8.
In the absence of formal definitions, the relationship between
the government and the education department was characteristically
negotiated as particular problems arose. These negotiations can
be traced in some detail in relation to the Board's powers, funds,
and policies, and to the appointment of members of the Board and
officers of the department.
The government's power to legislate and hence determine the
powers of the Board and its staff was fundamental to the relationship..
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However, on several occasions the Board was able to obtain quite
different powers from those outlined in the Act. One major
change concerned the mode of financing school buildings. The
Act stated that funds for District Schools and the Normal School
were to be raised by bonds issued by the Board, and further
stipulated in detail how these bonds should be redeemed9. The
W
Board regarded these provisions as unworkable and asked the
government to set aside the one thousand pounds per annum required
by the Act for interest and redemption of the bonds as a direct
grant for school buildings,thus doing away with the bonds entirely.
Although the governor argued that the bonds clauses were
satisfactory and superior to the Board's scheme he gave way1o.
A related case concerned the Normal School. The Act
required the Board to wait until five thousand pounds had been
spent on District Schools before establishing a Normal School.
However, the delay in finding satisfactory means of funding District
Schools, and the fact that they would only be funded at a rate of
one thousand pounds per annum,meant that the Normal School would be
delayed until 1860., Moreover, the Act placed a two hundred pounds
limit on building subsidies". The Board argued that this was
insufficient to provide an adequate contribution towards the cost .
of buildingssufficiently large to meet the needs of Adelaide and
other large centres. To overcome both these problems, it proposed
to build a Model School which would provide for large numbers of
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poorer urban children and provide some means of training teachers.
Despite the fact that the proposal involved a considerable
departure from the provisions of the Act, the government offered
its support immediately and granted the Board the powers it needed
to proceed12.
In contrast to these- ca5,es, however, the government refdsed
to sanction any direct central control over schoolhouses built
with the aid of subsidies under the Act. The Board sought the
power to vest all such District Schools in itself as a means of
ensuring that they were properly managed and kept open for
educational purposes. The government however claimed that such
a move would directly contradict the principle of local initiative
and discourage local support, and insisted that they be locally
vested and controlled13. Clearly, then, while the government
could alter the powers of the Board from those stipulated in the
Act, it kept that prerogative to itself and did not simply acquiese
in every request for more power. This remained an important mode
of government control over the. department.
The government's second major form of control lay in its
power over funding. The Act provided two sources of funds for
the department: the bonds already, discussed, and an annual grant
through the legislatures". As Governor Young pointed out, the .
bonds scheme allowed the Board a degree of financial autonomy's.
By opting for direct grants for building subsidies as well as other
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needs, the department became totally dependent on the government
for its funds; for stipends, officers' salaries, fees for the
schooling of destitute children, payments to Board members,
office rental and stationery.
However, the Act failed to define the mechanisms by which
the Board might appropriate money granted it or by which the .
government might hold it accountable for its expenditure. This
issue too had to be worked out in practice, and within weeks the
government and the Board were locked in conflict over the matter.
The Board asked the government to place its grant of money at
its disposal with the authority to spend it as it saw fit.
In reply, the Colonial Secretary sent a copy of the Civil Service
financial regulations with the instruction to abide by them.
These regulations required the Board to seek prior approval from
the government for each,item of expenditure and the Board claimed
that this would mean obtaining government approval before granting
any licence, altering any stipend or 'paying any destitute claim.
This, it argued, would make it impossible to operate effectively.
When the government insisted on adherence to the régulations the
Board suspended its 'activities until a "satisfactory" reply was
received. The government backed down and authorized the Board
to commit itself to any expenditure it believed necessary within
both the terms of the Act and the limits of the grant. Nevertheless,
the government insisted that the Board be accountable for its
expenditure,,and that no funds would actually be forwarded until its
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accounts had been approved by the government auditor16. In
effect this allowed the department to plan its allocation of
licences, set levels of stipends and destitute payments within
the limits of the total education grant.
In other cases, the Board actually sought limitations on
the way it could allocate its.funds. Under the terms of the'
Act, it faced unlimited liability for claims for the teaching
of destitute children. In 1856 in particular the department
faced a sharp rise in the number of such claims and since they
were paid from the same general grant as stipends, the Board
argued that its capacity to pay teachers was threatened.
Consequently it asked the government to vote specific amounts
for the two purposes, safeguarding stipends against excessive
destitute claims and placing a legal limit on its liability for
destitute payments. The government agreed to this request
without demur17.
Through this process of negotiation over financial
procedures the Board established a high degree of financial
control within the limits of its annual vote. However, the
annual grant itself, representing the government's attempt to
balance the needs of education against all other aspects of the
state's activities, was less negotiable.
Control of the state budget was firmly within the government's
hands. It prepared the estimates of state revenue and allocated
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the funds available to the various departments. Although the
Legislative Council could alter the details, the overall
pattern of government spending was thus determined by the
governor and his advisors.
Within this context the education budget was determined
by a number of factors. The government pursued a policy of .
balanced annual budgets. Since the bulk of revenue was drawn
from land sales and custom duties which fluctuated widely from
year to year, state spending also varied considerably from
budget to budget. Consequently, the government could ill -
afford to commit itself to ongoing expenditure on a scale which
it might not be able to sustain. However, it was committed in
advance to a substantial and relatively fixed expenditure for
the maintenance of the machinery of state, (the 'Establishments').
It therefore tried to hold such spending to the minimum levels
possible even in good years. This also reflected a strong
commitment to 'developmental' spending in preference to 'social.'
spending, and the status of education as a social rather than
economic investment ensured that it would be treated as a low
priority18. These factors were clearly reflected in the over, -.











1852 321,519 54,150 3,085 93,886 167,256
1853 ,196,600 26,400 6,646 114,410 ' 188,391
1854 512,895 141,529 10,845 128,758 562,569
1855 576,951 159,584 10,765 137,297 591,995
1856 593,567 115,290 12,716 155,269 595,191
1857 458,300 140,380 11,761 185,716 425,505
Source : Estimates of Ways and Means, 1852 - 185719
During the five years in which the department worked under
gubernatorial rule, education spending rose from five thousand,
three hundred pounds to eleven thousand, seven hundred and sixty -
one pounds. This expansion included an increased salary bill,
a grant for administrative costs and the inauguration of direct
grants for building subsidies. The largest increase, however,
was in the area of teachers' stipends. Originally they were
drawn from the same general grant as administrative costs and
claims for the education of destitute children. By 1857, however,
these costs were borne by separate grants, while the general grant
for stipends alone had risen to eight thousand, six hundred and
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twenty -five pounds20.
This did not represent a steady growth, but rather a
sharp leap in 1854, and then small adjustments thereafter.
This can'be seen as part of the process whereby the government
established its general educational commitments in relation to
its overall social and financial priorities.
While the early increases were made largely in response
to the Board, and were granted relatively easily, the government
rapidly decided that the new levels of spending represented the
maximum which was consistent with other needs. . Thereafter it
held spending steady or, as in 1855, threatened reductions. The
Board, however, protested that such reductions would not allow
the department to continue without "injurious restrictions", and
negotiated with the government to halve the proposed reduction21..
Nevertheless, education funding remained small when compared with
such areas as roads and other developmental projects. The
expansion of the education vote to ten thousand, eight hundred and
forty -five pounds in 1854 must be set against a road grant of
nearly one hundred and sixteen thousand pounds. However, thé
stable ongoing nature of stipends in particular was underlined the
following year, when they remained almost at the same level, while




A third area in which the government and the Board
established well defined relationships and procedures concerned
the appointment of personnel. The Act gave the governor and
Executive. Council the power to appoint Board members, and
stipulated that the two who attended fewest meetings in a year
should retire, although they were eligible for re- appointmen t23.
The letters sent to nominees offered them appointment "by the
Governor with the advice of Executive Councili24. However,
after the initial set of appointments in 1852, the process was
rather different from that suggested by this terminology. Before
the Board had completed its first year, some members stopped
attending. The Board informed the governor and asked for replace -
ments, but he referred the matter back to the Board and invited it
to nominate its own new members. These nominees were then appointed
in the name of the governor through the Colonial Secretary's Office25.
On several subsequent occasions, either in its annual return of
attendances at meetings, or with the resignation of a member, the
Board nominated replacements. The government routinely accepted
such recommendations26.
Hawker argues that the process of appointment allowed governors
to select men with whom they enjoyed close contact and in whom they
had high confidence. This, he suggests, provided a means whereby
they could secure Boards which would pursue courses of action which
conformed to the government's general policies27. The appointment
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of George Young appears to illustrate the argument. In 1854,
Francis Dutton, the Chairman of the Board,resigned. He was .
at the time a notable radical politician, an advocate of
universal male suffrage, secret ballot, annual parliaments and
a single chamber; he had clashed with the government on several
occasions. Under his leadership the Board, too, had clashed,
with the government, and his resignation followed hard on such
an incident28. Instead of asking for the Board to nominate a
replacement, as he had previously done, the governor, with the
assistance of his Colonial Secretary, took the initiative and
appointed George Young29. Young was an agent for absentee
investors and a member of the Chamber of Commerce, a body which
had refused Dutton membership, apparently because of his radical
politics. It seems possible therefore, that this appointment
was made in order to lessen the likelihood of further conflict
between government and Board.
It was also important to ensure that appointees enjoyed the
confidence and respect of colonial leaders, and especially the
elected members of the Legislative Council, to ensure that the
administration commanded support..,. However, the fact that the
governor and these colonial leaders together formed the small
colonial elite meant that this was easily accomplished. In
practice it made little difference whether members were selected
by governor or Board. Arthur Hardy and W.C. Belt, for example,
were both nominated by the Board and subsequently served on it
for over fifteen years. Both were not only men of considerable
social standing, but were on private visiting terms with the
governor at the time of their appointment30. Thus the broader
social processes which lay behind the selection of Board members
generally ensured that there was usually harmony between the
overall aims of both the government and the Board.
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A potentially important limitation on the government's
capacity to control the Board through appointment of personnel
was that the Act provided no means whereby it could dismiss any
member. It was not until 1872 that an Act was passed which
decreed that the power to appoint also conferred the power to
dismiss members of government departments31. While the social
and political composition of the Board and the government remained
similar, however, no such issue was likely to arise.
The power to create and fill additional offices within the
department also lay with the government. In practice, however,
these matters were subject to much negotiation and the Board
exercised a considerable degree of initiative. When the Board
was first appointed it approached the government to secure the
continued services of Wyatt as Inspector of Schools. Wyatt,
along with many other civil servants, had been retrenched as part
of the government's economy drive in response to the crisis created
by the Victorian gold rush. Following the Board's representations
to the government he was immediately reappointed32.
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The government did not always acquiese so easily in the
Board's request for more staff and their salaries. When Wyatt
and the Board asked for the appointment of at least one
additional inspector in 1853 the government replied that it
would appoint no further inspectors until the whole system was
more fully developed33. Unlike school inspectors, there was,
no mention of any position of secretary to the Board in the Act.
When the Board sought such an appointment the government argued
that no such position had been contemplated and that Wyatt
should fulfill such duties himself. Nevertheless, in response
to repeated requests and arguments from the Board it appointed
a secretary and provided a salary34.
While the government retained the prerogative to create
offices, it made it clear from the start that the selection of
candidates to fill any positions which were established would
lie with the Board35. Thus in 1852 the position of secretary
to the Board was advertised by the Colonial Secretary's Office
and applications were addressed to the Colonial. Secretary, but
they were forwarded directly to the Board for its consideration.
When the Board nominated William Crane for the position, he was
immediately appointed36. Again in 1855, when a second inspector
was appointed, the applications were formally handled by the
Colonial Secretary's Office, but were in practice forwarded to
the Board and its nominee appointed37.
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A final sphere in which the government and the Board
negotiated their respective powers and rights was the process
of educational policy formation. In 1852, for example, the
governor wrote to the Board to inform it that he believed
certain of its regulations were "injudiciousi38. The following
year he recommended the Board to develop an overall plan for
educational development which included both elementary and higher
schools39. In both cases the Board flatly rejected the governor's
proposals and strongly asserted its own prerogative to act
independently in framing its educational objectives and the means
by which they should be attained".
The Legislative Council had no direct jurisdiction over the
Board or its officers. In 1852, however, radicals in the Council,
led by C.S. Hare and G.S. Kingston successfully pressed for a
Select Committee to investigate complaints about the Board's
'arbitrary' handling of licence applications. The Committee itself
dealt rather harshly and arbitrarily with some of the witnesses who
presented - or offered to present - evidence in support of the
Board, and its report was severely critical41. However, the.
Committee was unable to compel the government to impose any controls
on the Board, and the focus of criticism shifted to the more general
issue of 'irresponsible' government'2.
However, the Council did have the right to consider and modify
the government's financial estimates and this gave it an important
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role in providing some degree of support for, or opposition to,
the department. In 1852 Dutton, as a member of the Council,
secured the support of other elected members for a special grant
for general expenses of the department and a salary for a full
time secretary. The following year he similarly secured a fifty
per cent increase to the stipends of teachers for two years. ,In
1856 Governor MacDonnell refused a request from Wyatt for an
increase in salary, but B.T. Finniss, his Colonial Secretary,
advised him that the elected members supported the increase and
it was placed on the estimates43. The extent of the Council's
involvement and power in financial matters was shown in 1855 when
the Board protested against major cuts to its stipend grant for
the following year. It successfully negotiated with Governor
MacDonnell to have the cut reduced to only half its original level.
However, the governor expressed doubt as to whether the Council
would accept the change if it were submitted directly by the
government, or whether the Board should petition the Select
Committee on the Estimates for the increase44.
In their financial priorities elected members of the Council,
if anything surpassed the government's commitment to developmental
spending, and generally opposed any expansion of non - productive
expenditure. Their direct interest in such an economic policy.
reinforced their belief that government administration was
cumbersome, costly and inefficient45. Their priorities can be
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seen in the additions to the 1854 estimates. Most of the
government's additions were for salaries, whereas the elected
members petitioned for funds for harbour improvements, the
development of the River Murray and premiums for faster shipping
and stock improvements4ó. Nevertheless, they did not once
reduce, the amount allowed for, education and, as I have shown, in
fact supported a number of increases..
In 1856 the Council established a Select Committee,
ostensibly to examine the estimates for the following year. It
examined the heads of all departments and drew up a series of
reports which sharply criticised the administration in general
for costliness and inefficiency". This Committee can be seen as
a declaration of the intention of elected members to intervene
much more directly and closely in the affairs of government under
the new Constitution due to be implemented the following year4e.
As such, the strategy it outlined for intervention is significant.
It focussed principally on the costs and the final outcomes of
administration and largely ignored the structures and processes
which mediated between them. The interview with Wyatt, for
example, ignored the way the,department was structured, the way
roles were determined and the division of labour, all of which
affected the effectiveness of the department's administration of
the Act. Rather it looked at the point of contact between the
schools and the department to ascertain whether the schools them-
selves and the method of inspection were satisfactory and efficient49.
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Thus the primary concern of the Committee was to ensure that
greater efficiency was enforced and its main strategy was
through carefully restricting funding levels.
After 1857, the new Constitution meant that control of
the government shifted'away from a governor appointed by the
Crown to the members of an ejected Parliament. Ministers `
were no longer chosen and appointed by the governor but depended
for their position on the support of Parliament. Moreover, the
governor was obliged to accept their advice, and exercised
significantly less real power than before.
The first move towards greater and more direct control of
government departments, foreshadowed in 1856, came from Thomas
Reynolds, the Commissioner of Public Works in an early Hanson
ministry. He clashed with the Central Roads Board which he tried
to bring directly under his control and fought to obtain detailed
reports from the Railways Commissioners, who repeatedly refused
his requests. However,.when he appealed for support from other
members of the government they failed to back him and he was
forced to resign5°. These were in fact the only major attempts
to transform the principle of ministerial responsibility into
procedures which made administrative departments directly
accountable for the details of their activities until the 1870s.
There was, in other words, little fundamental change in the
structure of relationships between government and administration
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as a wholeb1.
This held true for the education department as well as
other departments. There were, however, several minor
incursions into the administrative autonomy of the department.
On a number, of occasions the Board was asked to modify its
procedures, in._a an crktempt -'to encourage uniformity. In 1856,
it was asked to alter its accounting methods in order to
facilitate auditing, while G.M. Waterhouse, the Chief Secretary,
instructed the Board to bring its financial year into line with
other departments52. Four years later, the Chief Secretary, at
the request of the Auditor - General, instructed the secretary of
the Board to revise the procedures for granting credit through
the Book Depot. The extension of "trifling amounts" of credit,
he claimed, involved an inordinate amount of auditing time and
expense. However, the details of the revision were left to the
secretary and his submission to the Chief Secretary was eventually
formally set down as official regulations53. These incidents
were consistent with the concern for economy and efficiency in
administration which dominated the 1856 Select Committee. As
the last example shows, the government was prepared to leave the
details to the department concerned, as long as they were
consistent with that overriding objective.
There was little attempt to alter the department's powers by
legislation; the only Education Bill introduced between 1857
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and the early 1870s was Reynolds' bill to reduce state support
for urban schools significantly54. On the other hand, the
Board was able to press for minor extensions of the powers of
local government bodies to intervene in education. Under the
existing acts, only District Councils could provide funds for
local schools. At the Board's request these powers were
extended to Municipal bodies through the Municipal Corporations
Act in 186155.
Similarly, governments made little use of their powers of
appointment to increase their control over the department. In
the first year of Cabinet government,Finniss, the Chief Secretary,
nominated J.C. Paisley, an officer from his own department,to the
Board, presumably as a means of liaison and a source of information
on the workings of the department.- certainly Paisley was one of
the few members who attended regularly at that period56. There-
after, however, the established routine by which the Board
generally nominated its own new members was resumed. Even in 1861
when the department was under attack for its alleged denominational
bias and the Board invited the government to appoint new members
"having different denominational views ", Cabinet simply re-appointed
the retiring members57.
Governments continued to exercise the same control over the
creation of new positions within the department as they had prior
to 1857. On a number of occasions the Board sought the appointment
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of additional staff, especially to handle the increasing load
of clerical work. The government tended to treat such
requests according to financial criteria, granting them only
if they could be accommodated to budgetary limitations. One
device it employed in this process was ti) replace a clerk
at one rank and salary level by two more junior appointments,
such as an office boy and a cadet, whose total salaries were
no greater than the clerk's. In these cases the government
followed precedent and left the actual choice of candidate to
the Board".
Only one appointment fits uneasily into this pattern. In
1860 the Second Inspector Henry Smith died. The Chief Secretary
G.M. Waterhouse informed the Board that a replacement would be
appointed in accordance with the Board's wishes. Applications
were forwarded to the Board which selected two candidates from whom
the government might choose: G.W. Hawkes, .a senior civil servant,
and William Ross, a clergyman. Hawkes' subsequent withdrawal
left Ross the sole candidate. The government ruled that as a
minister of religion he was ineligible for the position. The
government's grounds for this were clear: although the Act said
nothing about the appointment of inspectors, it specifically
Precluded the appointment of clergymen to the Board, in order to
keep the system free from denominational bias. Furthermore, the
system was in fact under fire from Catholic critics who were
claiming that it was openly Protestant; the appointment of a
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Protestant minister would only exacerbate the problem.
However, the Board refused to nominate an alternative and the
government refused to back down. It therefore consulted
Wyatt, the professional head of the department and known
confidant of the Board, and on his advice appointed Edward
Dewhirst as the new Second Inspector. Dewhirst had been the,
next candidate on the Board's list, and it accepted the
appointment without further debate59.
While the Board largely maintained its prerogatives to
determine the overall educational policies of the department,
there were occasions when the government intervened in this
area. In 1864 Waterhouse instructed the Board to make more
funds available for rural schools by "weeding out ... inferior
schools" in the city60. This clearly implied a move into the
area of educational policy which the Board had previously guarded
jealously. In reply it claimed that it was already attempting
to implement this policy, but that it was hampered by the lack of
funds, especially for its proposed Model School61. In 1869
the government again warned of impending cuts and instructed
the Board about where it should make reductions62.
However such attempts to dictate the details of departmental
policy or procedure were uncharacteristic of relations between the
government and the Board. In 1863, for example, Francis Duffield,
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a District Council chairman'asked Henry Ayers, the Chief
Secretary, to formulate a government policy on the replacement
of school trustees. Instead Ayers simply referred the matter
to the Board and offered it the services of the Crown Law Office
for any advice it required63. Similarly in 1869 when the
government notified the Board of the financial cuts to be made,
it asked for recommendations` for a "better and less expensive"
system of school inspection. The Board replied that any
improvements would require more staff and thus cost more and the
government took no further steps".
The general procedures by which overall financial controls
were exercised were largely unaltered by the introduction of
Parliamentary government. The government framed the budget on
the information available from its departments and its general
spending priorities and constraints, and the House of Assembly
reviewed them. Members took their power to check the estimates
very seriously, often engaging in long debate over quite small
items, and were praised by the Register for their conscientiousness
in thisó5. Moreover, there was a continual interchange of key
members between the government and non - government benches. It is
convenient and appropriate, therefore, to consider the roles of
parliament and government in exerting financial controls over the
education department together.
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Annual budgets continued to be shaped by the same general
considerations and constraints as in the earlier period:
balanced budgets and fluctuating revenues, the maintenance of
government establishments, and the overriding commitment to
economic development spending over social spending. Between
1857 and 1870 the economy was subject to recurrent severe
depression which strongly affected state spending, often causing
sharp reductions to programmes of public works66. Under such
circumstances governments were placed under great pressure to
reduce their spending on 'establishments'. In 1858, for example,
it became clear that revenue would fall short of the estimated
level. Lavington Glyde, an Adelaide corn merchant, expressed
priorities which commanded widespread bourgeois support when he
argued that "the proper way of meeting the difficulties arising
from the decrease in the revenue consists in reducing the costs
of establishments and of immigration, and not in diminishing the
amount set apart for public worksi67.
These priorities showed in deeds as well as words. Each
year members proposed reductions to all sorts of 'unnecessary'
items: one year a clerk's salary was removed from the Armory,
vote, while another year spending on lighthouse keepers was
reduced. In 1865 the allowance for improvements to the Lunatic,
Asylum was reduced from eight thousand pounds to three thousand
pounds and on another occasion the vote for defence was reduced.
from ten thousánd, seven hundred and ten pounds to a mere seven
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hundred and ten pounds!68
Education too was a common target for such attacks. The
low spending priority already accorded education as a 'social'
expense was reinforced by the changing status of the rationale
for state intervention. Initially bourgeois supporters of
state involvement in schooling had stressed its role in makipg
democracy safe from ignorant men who might abuse it. After
1857, however, this danger appeared increasingly illusory to
those represented in Parliament. Even with a.school system
which was acknowledged to be inadequate, democracy rarely seemed
threatened. When it was, as in 1861 when the working -class
supported Political Association dominated the elections in
Adelaide and other large centres, members of the bourgeoisie
sought refuge in electoral reform rather than more education69.
Thus for many the ideological basis for state education was
weakened. This is well illustrated by the case of Francis
Dutton. He had strongly supported state education in 1851 and
became the first chairman of the Education Board. He was a
recognized radical and invited electors in 1851 to "Buckle on
the Armour of Freedom and vote for Francis S. Dutton the staunch
advocate of the Rights of the Peoplei70. By 1859 his support
for continued immigration earned him the opposition of the
Political Association and in 1862 he was a staunch supporter of
the rights of property. The following year he presented a motion
in the House of Assembly calling for the withdrawal of all state
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funds for educational.
Finally those whom Pike describes as the 'educational
voluntaryists', self -made capitalists, farmers and others,
were often men with little formal education. Their own
experience convinced them that extensive formal education was
not necessary either for sucçess or social responsibility.
This enabled them to express their commitment to economic
development quite readily by trying to cut education spending72.
Governments thus characteristically provided relatively
small education budgets. From less than twelve thousand pounds
in 1857 they rose to sixteen thousand, six hundred and forty -
seven pounds in 1858, and more than twenty -one thousand pounds
in 1869. Over that period, salaries and general departmental
expenses remained relatively static at around one thousand five
hundred pounds while the allowance for stipends, the department's
main item of expenditure grew or remained stable in most years.
The grant for destitute fees, too, grew from five hundred pounds
to one thousand two hundred and fifty pounds, as the department
faced increasing numbers of claims, and as widespread depressed
conditions continued. The grant for schoolbuildings, however,
fluctuated widely from year to year; the District School vote,
for example rose to one thousand five hundred pounds in 1858 but
fell to only four hundred pounds in 1863 -64, while the
vote for the Model School appeared and disappeared regularly73.
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The contrast between the relative stability of the salaries,
stipends and destitute votes, and the fluctuation of the
buildings votes no doubt reflects not only the fluctuation of
revenue, but the fact that while the former needed to be
ongoing commitments if a stable, well - organized system of public
education was to be developed, building costs were a single.
expense.. The reduction of building votes would simply delay
the erection of another schoolhouse rather than close existing
schools. Despite this overall increase in education spending,
the general level remained low in relation to the total budget,
and especially in relation to public works74.
Normally these estimates passed through the House of Assembly
relatively untouched. Occasionally reductions were made but
usually these were small and affected minor items; in some cases
they were compensated for by additions to other parts of the budget.
Thus,for example, the allowance for attendance fees for Board
members was eliminated in 1857, and a small sum transferred from
the second inspector's salary to that of the secretary75.
Occasionally, too, increases were sought by members of the House,
most notably in 1864 when H.B.T. Strangways successfully pressed
for a five hundred pounds increase in the allowance for rural
stipends, and in 1870 when, following severe cuts in the-previous
budget, members granted an additional one thousand pounds76.
Only rarely were more substantial additions or reductions suggested.
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In 1858, Henry Mildred, a Cambeiltown farmer,suggested removing
the grant for inspectors and clerical staff altogether, while
in 1860 Edward McEllister advocated doubling the vote". The
most important features of such suggestións were that they were
so exceptional and that they commanded little support - there
was a strong general consensus about what constituted appropriate
levels of expenditure on education in relation to the overall
resources and needs of the state. Through the exercise of
budgetary control the government and other members of parliament
placed strict limits on the activities of the education department
and kept them within acceptable bounds.
Non- government members of Parliament also took a number of
independent initiatives to exercise a degree of control over
educational administration. By means of questions and requests
for returns of such details as the books held in the department's
Book Depot, and through the 1861 Select Committee on Education,
members monitored such aspects of the system as its possible
denominational bias78. The 1861 Select Committee checked on
the extent to which the department was providing for the poorer
sectors of society, especially in Adelaide, and subsequently a
resolution was passed requiring the department to licence only
schools which charged fees of one shilling per week or less ".
John Barrow, the founding editor of the Advertiser and member of
the Legislative Council pressed a recommendation that the Board
investigate the possibility of "bush schools" to meet the needs
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of the more remote pastoral districts80.
The outstanding attempt by members of parliament to
participate in the process of determining the scope and nature
of state i ntervention in education and Other aspects of
educational policy was the Select Committee on Education in 1868.
Through it,members examined in. detail various aspects of the
department's system and methods, considered criticisms and
alternatives suggested by teachers, departmental officers,
clergymen, businessmen and others, and formulated a report
embodying a number of recommendations for change81.
The report and its recommendations, however, like other
resolutions and suggestions from within parliament were addressed
to the government rather than the department, since there was no
formal mechanism by which it could direct the Board itself.
However, on each occasion that members of parliament made
suggestions for policy and practice the Board responded, often
deliberating over them at great length, and in some cases
adopting new regulations, procedures or policies82.
Clearly
then the Board acknowledged some form of accountability to the.,
legislature.
This discussion of the'relationship between the Board and
its officers on the one hand and the government and legislature
on the other shows clearly that there was generated a relatively
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stable and articulated structure in which the respective
functions and prerogatives of each were defined and recognized.
The implications of this for departmental policy and practice
can be seen clearly if we define three general levels at which
they were developed : social, educational and administrative.
The first of these represents the most general level at which
the overall goals of the system were defined, the limits imposed
within which courses of action could be framed, and the educat-
ional needs of the colony balanced against other needs.
Educational policy concerns the formation of specific objectives
within the general limits of social policy. The decision to
seek trained teachers for all schools, or to provide training in a
Model rather than a Normal School were aspects of educational
policy. Administrative policy, finally, concerns the procedural
details by which the social and educational policies already
determined might be attained. Thus it included the decision to
issue licences annually rather than permanently, the method by
which inspectors reported to the Board and the procedures by which
the government kept a check on whether the department was keeping
its spending within the determined. limits.
Overwhelmingly, the controls exerted by the government, and
the legislature were concerned with general social policy. Most
obviously, the financial limits were concerned with determining
the general place of education within overall bourgeois priorities.
However, other issues such as the refusal to grant particular
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powers to the Board, or to appoint clergymen to its staff can
also be seen to reflect the same concern. The general commit-
ment to private rather than state initiative in social life
dictated that schools should be controlled locally rather than
centrally, and the separation of church and state, and of
religious and secular education demanded that the education system
be supervised by laymen. The.appointment of members of the Board,
too, can be seen in the same light, since it concerned the
selection of men committed to 'responsible' social policies. The
Board's acceptance of this limitation on its own competence was
clearly demonstrated in 1869 when the government asked for its
recommendations for a new Education Act. The Board replied that :
regarding themselves rather as an executive
body than a legislative body, they feel some
hesitancy in offering suggestions upon the
policy to be embodied in a new Education Act83.
Where educational or administrative policy was at stake,
or where the Board's recommendations did not alter overall social
goals or priorities, the government was generally willing to
accept its requests. Only rarely, as in the 1860 and 1869
recommendations about where cuts should be made In expenditure,
can either the government or the legislature be seen to have
trespassed on what the department regarded as its own territory -
educational and administrative policy. The implications of this
general control of the limits within which the department could
operate are examined in detail in the following chapter.
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The department's position within the machinery of the state
had one further dimension : its relationship to the other
departments. Firstly, it is important to note that neither the
Board nor its staff had . any direct relationship with any other
part of the civil service. All dealings with other departments
were conducted through the Colonial Secretary's Office and then,
where applicable, through the minister responsible for the other
department and thus finally to the department itself".
Secondly, there were many occasions on which the education
department required the sort of services provided by other
departments - legal advice, auditing, or the services of an architect.
In the first few years of operation the Board sought to use these
services on many occasions, and only rarely were they refused.
After 1856, it became part of government policy for departments to
use each other's services rather than those of private individuals
or firms, since they were generally cheaper85.
Frequently access to these services expedited the department's
business. It enabled it to order school text books and other
stock for the Book Depot through the government's agency in London,
thus helping secure a good, regular supply of materials8ó. After
1855, it made frequent use of the Destitute Board's staff to check
on the claims for free places in schools87. Often however the
tortuous nature of the procedure by which departments communicated
with each other meant that business was delayed, often for quite
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long periods. This could be exacerbated by the fact that
educational business did not always enjoy high priority with
other departments. On one occasion the department was engaged
in a protracted set of communications with the Crown Law Office
simply in order to explain what it really. required. On another,
the Colonial Architect took so long providing plans that the
Board in desperation sought the services of a private architeot88.
The relationships between the Board and the staff, and between
the different officers themselves also played a major role in
shaping the processes of state intervention in schooling. As the
Board began to implement the Act it began to develop an adminis-
trative structure - a patterned division of power, authority and
labour.
Particularly important was the division between the honorary,
part -time Board and the professional, permanent staff. However,
the process by which the administrative apparatus was established
and developed left the relative positions, powers and roles of the
Board and staff undefined. This was not unusual; Hawker noted
that there was a high degree of ambiguity about the relationships
between the various positions within the state administration in
genera189. In order to examine this structure and its development
therefore it is necessary to look at it in action rather than at such
documents as the Civil Service Acts and Régulations or the Education
Act.
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The Board itself was central to the whole structure; it
was defined and established by the Act as the body responsible
for the administration of the Act. Its general policy making
function was reflected in its requests to the government for
reports on education in Britain and elsewhere in order to keep
in touch with educational developments90. The Act also assumed
the appointment of an Inspector of Schools, but made no attempt
to define his position in relation to the Board except to require
him to report ón his visits to schools91. In practice, Wyatt
assumed an important position within the administrative structure
and process. In some respects his place was similar to the way
it was envisaged by some of the witnesses before the 1851 Select
Committee - an ex- officio member without voting rights92. He
attended most early Board meetings and was a member of important
sub - committees. His knowledge and expertise as the Inspector of
Schools in 1851 gave him a key role in deliberations on many
issues and at times items of business were delayed until he could
attend93. Thus he played an important part in shaping many early
departmental policies. Moreover, although the Board claimed
authority over Wyatt, it exercised no direct control and allowed
him a high degree of independence in shaping both the `- scope of
his work and the methods by which he would execute his duties.
Beyond requiring him to report in writing weekly and to attend
Board meetings where possible, the Board gave, him a free hand.
This was consistent with the terms of his appointment in 1851,
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when the government instructed him to observe and advise rather
than attempt to dictate to teachers, but beyond that gave him
extensive discretion over the development of the 'job".
The position of secretary had not been envisaged at all in
the Act and in so far as it had been considered in the debates
which preceded it, it was assumed that the inspector would
fulfill any secretarial functions95. The Board, however, sought
and obtained a separate appointment for the position. The terms
of appointment made quite clear that the secretary was to be
directly subordinate to the Board as a clerical assistant, although
formally he was appointed to the Civil Service within the Colonial
Secretary's Office. The government was explicit that the secretary
was to exercise no independent decision making power at al196.. The
place of the secretary, it seemed, was to be a very minor one.
This structure embodied4some striking anomalies and ambiguities.
The Board had no power to employ and yet it had two officers - the
inspector and the secretary. However, these two stood in quite
different relationships to the Board, one being highly independent
and the other thoroughly subordinate. Moreover, while both were
officers within the same department, with Wyatt holding the senior
rank, there was no direct relationship between them and certainly
Wyatt exercised no authority over the secretary. There was also
no defined relationship of authority to be appealed to in cases of
conflict between Wyatt and the Board.
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While this created the potential for considerable conflict
it seems to have resulted in few problems in practice. Wyatt
showed little concern to exert authority over the secretary, and
there only appear to have been two occasions on which he disagreed
with the'Board over policy decisions. In dealing with the
problem of providing adequate accommodation for large city schools,
Wyatt preferred a Model Schoo P while the Board wished to rent'
accommodation and let it cheaply to suitable teachers. In the
term, the Board appears to have carried its policy., but in
the longer term it abandoned it in favour of the Model School
scheme97. Wyatt also wished to develop a scheme for paying pupil
teachers whereas the Board argued that this lay beyond the scope
of the Act. However, a sub - committee was appointed with Wyatt
as a member and the principle that teachers who employed pupil -
teachers should be paid at a'higher rate was adopted98. Thus
where there was a conflict, Wyatt appears to have been able either
to win support or negotiate a compromise with the Board. However,
these differences were largely concerned with the means by which
generally agreed aims - better organization and larger schools -
might be achieved, and the overall unanimity between the'two,ls
more striking than their differences. This is hardly surprising,
since they shared the same general strategy for educational
development.
The other major aspect of the structure was the division of
labour. The Board received and discussed applications for
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licences and allocated them on the basis of Wyatt's reports,
set levels of stipends and destitute fees and determined the
procedure by which both licences and destitute fees should be
administered. Through its sub - committees it compiled
regulations governing the teachers and lists of materials for
the Book Depot. It corresponded with the government to
o
establish its rights to use the services of other departments,
to clarify the department's legal position and powers and to
negotiate increased staff, funds and power. It spent considerable
time formulating means by which the building subsidy scheme could
be put into operation. Finally, it drew up quarterly reports,
outlining the details of the system, of its spending, and its
general policies99.
When the secretary's position was created the duties involved
were described as "not onerous", and the appointment was only
part -time, although within a year it had become a full -time positionioo.
The work was mainly clerical, and involved taking and re- writing
minutes of the Board meetings, keeping the financial and statistical
records of the department and writing letters under the direction of
the Board. It also appears to have included the general execution
of decisions, and the implementation of procedures determined by
the Board, such as the actual forwarding of licences, notification
of school committees that building subsidies were not available and
the processing of destitute claims'"!
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Most of Wyatt's time was spent inspecting the schools and
teachers who had applied for licences and been referred to him
by the Board. The task of corresponding with school committees
mentioned in the Act fell largely to the secretary, under the
Board's direction. He also acted on a number of occasions as
the Board's agent in investigating complaints laid against
teachers for drunkenness or other misdemeanours, or ascertaining
the merits of conflicting claims about which teacher should be
appointed. A considerable part of his duties also involved
attendance at meetings of the Board or its sub- committeeslo2.
For about the first two years a large proportion of the
business received by the Board raised new issues which required
careful discussion and the formulation of policies. Decisions
had to be made about whether a teacher might also hold a position
as Clerk of the Local Court, whether a teacher might order his
own books or was obliged to use the Book Depot, whether a man and
his wife might be licensed separately, or should be regarded as a
single school and how they should be paid in the latter caselo3.
The Board asserted its general responsibility for establishing
the policies implied by such decisions, and the pattern of meetings
and attendance at them during this early period reflected the
weight of such business.
Governor Young had advised the members who formed the initial
Board that they would probably need to meet relatively frequently
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until the basic routines and procedures of the department were
established10'. In its first two years the Board averaged
slightly more than one meeting each week, and often met twice
a week. Moreover, the attendance at these meetings was high:
apart from Hanson who, as Attorney General found it impossible
to attend, members averaged attendance at four out of every five.
meetings105. Those who failed to attend regularly were asked
to do so or resign. Indeed, several members who found them-
selves unable to attend either from business pressure or absence
from Adelaide even if only for a few months, resigned voluntarily,
and the Board sought prompt replacements10s. Thus the turnover
of members was high: of the thirty -three men who served on the
Board at any time, fifteen were appointed before the end of 1854107.
Through this close attention to the details of business and
the development of decision making criteria, the Board effectively
controlled both the details, and the overall direction of
departmental policy. In many instances such as the handling of
destitute claims, licensing and the payment of teachers, it also
defined the procedures by which those policies should be executed.
However, once these procedures were established it was contentto
leave most of the execution of such business to the secretaryloe.
Wyatt's position as both ex- officio member of the Board and
as a semi - independent agent of the Board gave him an important role
in developing both policy and procedures. He participated
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extensively in determining the criteria on which licences were
granted and stipend levels set, through his involvement in
Board meetings. Even more importantly, however, he was able
to determine the procedures by which these decisions were made.
While the Board formally decided which teachers to license,
Wyatt determined how schools were to be inspected, what criteria
of competency and efficiency`to apply and how reports were to
be framed. In practice he kept detailed records of the schools
and teachers, noting their methods of organization, use of books,
mode of discipline and other details but only reported his overall
judgement of the school to the Board. Thus when the Board came
to consider a teacher's application for a licence, it had no
independent means of making its assessment of his or her worth,
and was completely reliant on Wyatt's report109. Thus the
administrative procedures and the relative independence of the
inspector placed_ strict limits on the Board's effective decision
making.
The system was far from.static of course. The number of
teachers and schools grew, and spread over an increasingly wide
area, increasing the workload of the Board and its officers. At
the same time the number of staff increased to help handle the
extra work. The early development of basic principles and
procedures also meant that most of this extra work could be treated
as routine matters, and the balance between policy making and the
execution of established policies shifted toward the latter. Each of
these changes had important implications for the administrative and
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decision making structure and consequently for the management
and execution of business.
The Board continued to deliberate on any new issues which
did arise, to exercise a, general supervisory role over the
affairs of the department and to check that it was running
according to the general policies already established. When
the Board was criticised, for example, for allowing denominational
instruction in licenced schools, it called the inspectors to
account and instructed them to abide by the policy laid down110
Similarly when the Board received complaints about the character
of teachers, the social exclusiveness of schools or the over-
generosity of teachers in permitting destitute claims the. Board
investigated the matter, either directly or through its inspectors
and decided what action should be taken111. Most importantly, it
Ì
continued to take responsibility for the problems of funding and
staffing. It continued to negotiate with governments for
additional funds, and at the same time dictated general funding
priorities principally through setting stipend levels, controlling
the general distribution of licences and checking on levels of
destitute claims112.
However these aspects of its business tended to be swamped
by large amounts of routine work. The re -issue of licences,
the reading of reports from local clergymen and District Council
chairmen, queries about whether a vacancy existed in one place or
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a teacher could be found for another, and deputations from
warring factions of school committees now occupied most of
the Board's time113. The large amount of such business and
the fact that the procedures for handling it had already been
established meant that it was both less easy and less necessary
for the Board to keep a close check on the details of each case.
The Board therefore came to rely on digests of correspondence
and other business prepared by its staff, while a large number of
matters were handled directly by its officers without prior
reference to it. In the licensing of teachers, for example,
most decisions were now made by officers of the department rather
than the Board. Wyatt continued to exercise his judgement about
the suitability of teachers and increasingly he, in conjunction
with the secretary, took responsibility for deciding which teachers
should be re- licensed and which should be re-considered.
Characteristically, he informed the Board which teachers needed to
be threatened with loss of licence, or advised to make particular
improvements, the Board notified the Secretary and he wrote to the
teacher concerned114. Such procedures meant that these officers
were making discretionary judgements which interpreted rather
than simply executed the policies determined by the Board. The
only major area of routine business the Board kept close control
over was the building subsidy scheme : it considered carefully
each application for a new building or additional funds for
improvements. In this it was no doubt aided by the fact that such
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applications did not usually exceed about a dozen a year, only
half of which could be funded115. In most areas, therefore,
business was administered by the staff as a matter of course
and the Board's role became one of providing official approval
for work already done.
This shift away from acjive decision making by the Board
was reflected in the frequency with which it held meetings, and
the rate of attendance at them. After 1854 the number of
meetings fell until the Board was meeting only about once every
three weeks, and at times several weeks elapsed between meetings.
This seems to have been the general level of activity expected
when the Act was framed, for it allowed attendance fees for
Board members for only twelve meetings per year, and on no
occasion did the number of meetings fall that low116. However,
the attendance of members at these meetings also fell sharply
and on many occasions only the chairman and one or two other
members were present. Apart from W.C. Belt, the chairman, most
members in fact attended relatively infrequently. Thus Samuel
Davenport admitted in Parliament that "it was true that he had
not been very regular in his attendance lately "117. Indeed he
had attended only twenty -six of the one hundred and seventy-eight
meetings over the previous five years118.
There were two important consequences of these changes in
structure and meeting patterns. Firstly when new business did
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arise it was often delayed for some considerable time until
sufficient members were present to make thorough discussion
possible119. Secondly, the pattern of meetings accelerated
the process by which the Board became dependent on staff for
the general conduct of business, since the less time it devoted
to business the more difficult it became to exercise effective
o
control over it. Thus effective management increasingly
became the province of the professional full -time staff.
The expansion in both the number of officers and the work-
load they shared entailed changes in the structure and division
of labour within the civil service department. The appointment
of Henry Smith as a new Inspector of Schools in 1855 meant that
the relationships between the two inspectors and between Smith
and the Board had to be determined. Although the terms of his
appointment suggested that Smith would be subordinate to the Board,
Wyatt immediately assumed a high degree of authority over him,
especially in determining his duties and the manner in which he
should perform them. He carefully coordinated their inspection
programmes for the first year so that Smith could learn from and
copy his methods, in the interests of uniformity of inspection120.
Moreover, almost all correspondence from Smith to the government
or the Board was forwarded by or through Wyatt, although they . did
not always reply through him. Thus Wyatt wrote to the government
on such matters concerning his colleague as salary and travel
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allowance as well as more routine administrative matters121.
Their relationship was symbollically reinforced as Wyatt
adopted the title of Chief Inspector and Smith became the
Second Inspector. The hierarchical nature of the inspectorate
was sufficiently well established by the time Edward Dewhirst
was appointed Smith's successor in 1860 that he was placed
under Wyatt's orders122. P
This distinction in rank was parallelled by a division of
labour. After the first year of Smith's appointment in which
the task of inspection was shared more or less evenly, Wyatt
undertook sole responsibility for the city schools and most of
the responsibility for the suburban establishments while Smith
was preoccupied with the rural districts123. While the Second
Inspector was also required to attend Board meetings from time
to time, and undertook some additional tasks, most of his work
remained that of inspecting and reporting124. Wyatt's job,
however, expanded considerably. By the late 1860s he spent a
considerable portion of his time in the Education Office,
interviewing teachers and school trustees, conducting correspondence,
preparing teachers' examination papers and taking care of "various
other details connected with the general business of the departmentn125 .
Overall, the difference between the roles and functions of the two
inspectors was suggested by the fact that the Second Inspector
travelled two to three times as far as Wyatt, and spent about forty
per cent more time in schools126.
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The position of the secretary also changed substantially
as clerical assistants were employed and placed under his
supervision127. Thus there developed another hierarchy within
the department. While the aggregate workload for the secretary
and his assistants was increasing, it was also changing in
content. The same tasks still had to be performed as before,
of course, but such jobs as the re -issue of licences and the
drawing up of lists of teachers whose competence was doubtful
also fell to the secretary and his staff. While the, more basic
jobs were left to the junior staff Wickes, the secretary from
1854 to 1867 took on more of the business which required the
exercise of initiative or judgement. By 1865 his position had
changed from that of a mere subordinate clerk to one which
involved "numerous other duties, regular, contingent, discretionary,
etc." and gave him "an intelligent, active and managing part in
the general supervision of the Educational affairs" of the state129.
Two years later his list of duties included examining teachers for
licences., interviewing teachers, parents and school committee
representatives, preparing the Board's annual reports and deputising
for the inspectors on many occasions129.
Clearly then, Wickes and Wyatt both established positions of
management and authority within the department in relation to the
other staff and the conduct of business. The shift in control away
from the Board was thus a shift towards them. In practice they
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worked together and exercised their power jointly and largely
determined the day -to -day procedures of the department and
through them the way in which policies were translated into
practice. Their positions were such that they were acknowledged
as the head and sub -head of the department respectively, titles
which reflected accurately their power within the administrative
structure under the Act130.
During the later 1860s the Board became more active as
financial restraints impeded the attainment of its goals and
as criticism of both its achievements and strategies mounted. It
developed a tendency to call special meetings at which full
attendance was encouraged, to deal with such issues as bible
reading, Bush Schools for remote pastoral areas, and the failure
of the licensed schools to cater for the urban poor.- In several
of these instances it suggested new approaches to the pròblems131.
Nevertheless, the Board remained content to leave both the
routine administration and the implementation of any new policies
to Wyatt and the secretary. However, these officers saw their
task as one of applying procedures largely established and
certainly sanctioned,by the Board rather than the generation of
new methods. Moreover,Wyatt, Wickes and James Bath, who became
secretary in 1868 were committed to the general model for
educational development embodied in the Act and the early policies
of the Board, and which established procedures had been generated
to implement. Thus any new policies generated by the Board
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would be implemented piecemeal and accommodated to the
existing procedures and general practices of the department.
However, the Board largely accepted the same basic framework
and its 'reforms' in the 1860s were alternative tactics within
the same general strategy. It therefore required no major
revision of either the structure or the procedures of the
department. The department remained under the control of the
Chief Inspector and the secretary.
The administration of the Education Act thus took place
within a structural context which was defined with increasing
clarity and comprehensiveness, at least in practice. ,The
government defined the limits within which the Board could
operate and, develop policies and the Board in turn circumscribed
the area within which procedures could be developed. Moreover,
the Board's reliance on the services of other departments in
many cases not only provided it with a means of handling business,
but shaped the way that business was performed. Finally, the
relative independence of the Board and the officers of the
department meant that once initial procedures closely geared to
initial policies were established, subsequent implementation of
policies would take place within the boundaries determined by
those procedures. This could seriously limit the effectiveness
with which such policies could be put into effect. The
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Chapter Four
The Board and the Schools
The central aim of the Education Board and its officers
was stated most succinctly by William Wyatt in his report for
the third quarter of 1853 : "the full development of a perfect
system of educationi1. Suchoa system would comprise a network
of schools established by private initiative and supported by
the state. The schools would be conducted by trained teachers
and organized along modern "class" lines and would ensure that
the means of education lay within the reach of every child in
the colony.
In this chapter I analyse the processes by which they
attempted to foster such a system within the limits, imposed by
the 1851 Education Act on the one hand and the structure of the
state on the other.. I argue that they established at the outset
a range of administrative policies and procedures intended to
secure those goals. In the process of implementing them they
faced a number of obstacles which they interpreted in the light
of both their specific model of, education and their general under-
standing of society and its dynamics. On this basis they
modified their procedures in order to pursue their aims more
effectively.
-I have distinguished three main phases in this process between
1852 and 1873. The first coincided with the initial development
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of procedures and the early responses of communities and
teachers. In this period, roughly 1852 to 1856, the Board
and its officers believed that the system was making good
progress and expressed a strong sense -of optimism about the
future. The second, extended to about the mid 1860s, and saw
them seriously hampered by lack of funds. They - recognized
important deficiencies in the network of schools they supervised
and in colonial education generally but claimed that without
more adequate funding only limited success was possible. The
final phase was characterised by two important shifts in focus.
Firstly, in defining where the greatest need for assistance lay,
the centre of their concern moved significantly from rural to
urban areas. Secondly, in dealing with the problem of
attendance which they regarded as crucial to the success of the
system, they abandoned their faith in private initiative in favour
of some form of compulsion. This meant that they regarded the
resolution of their own difficulties as dependent on new legis-
lation and powers rather than simply more money and administrative
adjustments. These phases were not sharply defined with clear
breaks between them; rather, they reflected subtle changes . in
emphasis. Significant aspects of policy and procedure overlapped
these periods and in many cases contrary tendencies were present
together. However, it is important to identify the underlying
shifts since they 'represented changes in the way the Board and its
key officers - central figures in the development of colonial.
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schooling - saw the capacity of the existing Act to transform
schooling in accordance with their ideals.
The Education Act of 1851 gave the Board power to license
and pay teachers, provide fees for the free schooling of destitute
children, espablish and operate a Normal School and a Book Depot,
subsidise the building of schoolhouses, determine the broad
curriculum of the licensed schools and make regulations governing
the licensed teachers and their schools. The task confronting
the Board and its Inspector was to transform these provisions from
mere enactments on paper into'a fully functioning system of
"national education ". To do this they had to generate a wide
range of educational and administrative policies and procedures.
The early meetings of the Board were concerned with
establishing the administrative apparatus of the department - staff
and offices for example - and with setting up the system of
licensing and paying teachers, handling the initial rush of
applications for assistance, and drawing up the regulations which
defined the conditions on which schools and teachers might receive
support. Following the procedure established under the 1847
Ordinance the Board determined that the teacher or other represen-
tative of the school had to show that the school was already
functioning and provide a memorial from the parents,of at least
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twenty pupils testifying to the teacher's good character
and competence to conduct the school2. Under the new system
Wyatt then inspected the school and reported his judgement to
the Board. On the basis of, his report the Board granted or
refused the licence. Occasionally Wyatt's prior knowledge of
the school enabled the Board to dismiss the application
immediately, or to defer inspection but grant a licence on a
provisional basis. Where the school was too remote for Wyatt
to visit it within a short time, a local magistrate, doctor or
other dignitary was asked to deputize for him, and the
application dealt with provisionally on that basis'.
If the Board accepted the initial application and the
subsequent report was satisfactory, the secretary forwarded an
official application form, requesting information about the
teacher's level of education, professional training, qualifications
and experience, methods of teaching, school accommodation, books
and numbers of pupils. When this was returned the teacher was
sent an official licence, a copy of -the regulations, the forms
required for school records and returns and a notice of the level
at which his or her stipend would be paid ".
The Board made the licence subject to several conditions.
It was valid for one year and the teacher had to reapply before
the end of the year to renew it. The teacher was bound to comply
with the regulations promulgated by the Board and was obliged to
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receive into the school any destitute children who might apply.
To resign, the teacher was required to give at least one
month's notice, while to transfer to a different school, the
teacher had to resign and then establish or take up the new
position and apply for a licence according to the established
procedure. Similarly when a new teacher was appointed to an
already licensed school, the school had to be licensed afresh.
Thus the licence was granted to a specific teacher in a specific
school and was not transferable. The Board also reserved the
right to withdraw licences for failure to maintain standards,
breaches of regulation or because the Board or the Inspector
wished to transfer the licence to a different school. To ensure
that the teachers continued to conform to the conditions under
which they were licensed they were subject to inspection at any
time, although in practice this meant about once each quarters.
The Board moved quickly to draw up its official regulations.
Some were designed to ensure that the schools met the needs of
the society as Wyatt and the Board defined them, that teachers
conducted their schools properly and that their curriculum
conformed to the official model of a secular, Christian elementary
education. Others aimed to promote administrative efficiency and
record keeping, and required teachers to send returns of attendance
and destitute claims on prescribed forms at prescribed times.
Finally, the regulations stipulated the dates on which the schools
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might be closed and required teachers to specify the hours of
instruction in their schools and to adhere strictly to them.
This would not only ensure that teachers provided the full
amount of instruction for which they were paid but would pre-
empt the situation which Wyatt had encountered previously, in
which he visited .a school only to find it closed6.
r
The process the Board established for providing free places
for destitute children involved the teacher and the local
community rather than its own representatives. Firstly, a parent
had to apply to the teacher to have a child enrolled and instructed
free of charge. The teacher was required to check the credentials
of the claim and if satisfied that the child was really "destitute
of the means of education ", provide free tuition and materials.
Each quarter the teacher had to prepare a return providing details
of the destitute children taught, have the return ratified by a
local magistrate and forward it to the Board which then paid him
for the service rendered. The Board believed that this process
would ensure that, while the truly needy would receive assistance,
local vigilance and the stigma of pauperism would guarantee that
those who could pay did not receive their schooling free'..
The Board also made the department's services available as an
exchange of information between teachers looking for situations on
the one hand and school committees and others seeking good teachers
on the other. It advertised in leading newspapers informing the
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public of this service and of the means of applying for
financial support for schools. On at least one occasion it
took the initiative to encourage the establishment of a large
central school in a major working-class area : it approached
the Port Adelaide Land Company for a grant of land for a public
schoolhouse. When the Company offered a block at a reduced
price and one hundred pounds °towards the cost of a building the
Board immediately wrote to other leading citizens of Port
Adelaide to ask them to undertake the project and offered to
secure a first class teacher for the school, from England if
necessary'.
By early July 1852, the Board and the Inspector turned
their attention to the proposed Book Depot. They established
a sub - committee to draw up plans for the scheme and a list of
necessary materials "with as little delay as possible ". Two
weeks later the sub - committee presented its list and a series
of recommendations for running the Depot. The Board, acting
through the Colonial Secretary's Office and the government's
London agent, arranged to order its materials from the cheapest
available sources, the depots of the British and Foreign Society
and the Irish National system'.
Wyatt and the Board faced a number of problems in increasing
the number of schools in the colony and in ensuring that those
which were established would provide the right sort of education.
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Firstly, there were difficulties arising from their position
within the machinery of the state. Secondly, there were
those which arose from within the operation of the system
itself and which could be regarded primarily as administrative
difficulties. Thirdly, there were problems located within
the society itself which impinged on the system they sought to
develop. I have already examined a number of issues included
in the first category, such as the difficulty in securing
adequate financial means from the government, legal problems
and the obstacles to implementing the building subsidies scheme.
An extended analysis of their attempts to deal with the second
and third types of difficulty throws considerable light on the
workings of the Board and the department and on the question of
whether they were capable of generating a viable system.
Implicit in the strategies embodied in the Act was the
assumption that change, dependent as it was on private initiative
and response, would be slow. Thus Wyatt argued that a
satisfactory system would only be the result of "the gradual
introduction" of superior schools of "a public character "10. In
particular, both Wyatt and the Board recognized that the supply
of good teachers was unlikely to meet the need for schools within
the first few years, especially in working -class and rural
localities. Their first problem, therefore, was to assess the
relationship between these two factors. In 1852 they drastically
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reduced the number of licences from the 115 of the previous
year to only 69, mainly by 'weeding out those whom they
regarded as inferior". This enabled them to set their
standards high and to hold open 'vacancies' for superior
teachers.-- This, it had been suggested in 1851, would
encourage trained teachers working in other jobs to assess the
situation, establish schools and apply for aid. It was alsa
to encourage teachers who had lost their licences to make
strenuous efforts to improve sufficiently to regain them. At
the same time, it allowed the Board to assess how adequate the
supply of good teachers might be and on this basis to calculate
how far it might have to compromise its own standards to meet
the existing need. Partly because of an improved supply and
partly because of this process of compromise the number of
licences rose sharply in 1853 reaching 111 by the end of the
year12. Wyatt began recommending that teachers should be
licensed provisionally even if, like William Ramsay at Norwood,
their "only recommendation is the lack of schools in the areai13.
Other teachers, like Frances Sheridan at lower North Adelaide,
were now licensed for similar reasons, despite earlier refusals".
After this initial process of balancing standards against needs,
the Board increased the number of licences at a relatively steady
rate of about twelve to fifteen schools each year15.
The Board had clear priorities in the distribution of its
funds. The largest proportion of its resources was devoted to
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rural schools, in order to secure good teachers there against
the effects of small and fluctuating numbers. The aid
directed to the urban areas was to support schools for the
poor and superior schools which could act as a model for
elementary education generally. It argued, therefore, that
it should not venture into the field of 'higher' education,
the preserve of the wealthier sectors of the society, since:
It is principally among the less wealthy
classes of the community that the apathy
exists in regard to the education of their
children; it seems therefore to the Board,
a matter of importance to encourage schools
to which these classes can send their
children, at a small cost to themselves and
deprive them, as much as possible, of all
grounds to withhold their children from
school on the ground of expense".
These priorities were reflected in a number of ways. At
the end of 1853, 66 of the 111 licences had been allocated to
country districts and %'ural'suburbs, and twelve to'urban'
suburbs including recognized working -class localities such as
Hindmarsh and Thebarton. Adelaide, the major area of working -
class concentration, had the remaining 3317. The Board began
rationalizing the distribution of licences in Adelaide, aided by
improvements in -the state of the streets, which enabled children
to travel further to school in safety. Thus the number of
licences in the city fell, while the enrolments rose, if only
slightly. The stipends thus saved were available to meet rural
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needs. For very small settlements it sometimes abandoned its
requirement that licensed schools have at least twenty pupils
and Ardtornish school was licensed with only eleven18. Where
small settlements which were unable to support their own
teacher's were close to each other, Wyatt and the Board experimented
with half -time schools, one teacher serving both localities and
receiving a single stipend": By issuing a licence for a specific
location they ensured that teachers maintained their schools in the
areas where they were approved, and did not shift to 'better' areas,
or ones which were already well supplied, while retaining the
stipend. Thus they were able to control the distribution of aid
according to their social priorities. They also found that it was
necessary to guard against schools catering only to the more
financially secure sectors of the communities in which they were
licensed, and the regulations insisted that the licensed schools
should be open to children of all classes. As an extension of
this principle, the Board adopted the principle that no school
which took only boarders should be eligible for aid, since it
regarded these as socially exclusive20.
The procedures for providing for destitute children also
showed a concern to meet aswide-a cross section of need among
the 'poorer classes' as possible. Most contemporary definitions
of 'destitution' included only those chronically unable to support
themselves, such as orphans, the aged and the permanently ill or
injured21. Thus, temporarily unemployed but generally able- bodied
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workers were not normally eligible for destitute relief. The
Board adopted a much more liberal definition, which recognized
that parents might have the means to feed, clothe and shelter
their children, but not to pay school fees and provide books.
It defined such cases as "effectively destitute of the means
of education" and made them eligible for free schooling'.
The rate at which teachers were paid for instructing them, nine
pence per week, was comparable to the fees charged for 'ordinary'
pupils in many licensed schools. Wyatt and the Board clearly
hoped to encourage rather than discourage the teachers to welcome
them into their schools. However for both ideological and
economic reasons they had no desire to provide free schooling
where parents could afford fees and as the number of claims for
destitute pupils increased rapidly under the impact of the
Victorian gold rush they began checking teachers' returns more
closely".
The attempts to transform the type of schooling provided
focussed especially on accommodation, the qualifications of the
teachers and the method and content of instruction. Until 1855,
when the Board was able to begin subsidising District School-
houses, it used its more general powers to provide- incentives and
controls for changing the nature of school accommodation. In
particular. the Inspector and the Board considered thé type and
condition of the building in which the school was conducted when
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dealing with a licence application. One early applicant was
informed that "his licence will be granted ... upon his
satisfying the Board that he has got a proper School Roomi2".
Others were refused because the buildings were ill - ventilated,
poorly lit, overcrowded or inadequately furnished. Later,
teachers were warned that unless they made improvements their;
licences would be rescinded. These threats were most likely
to be effective in larger centres where licensed teachers faced
competition from other teachers to whom the Board could transfer
the licence. Negative sanctions were accompanied by positive
incentives in the form of higher stipends for teachers who made
significant improvements to their schools25. To some extent
these administrative measures appeared effective. Some country
communities built schoolrooms by public subscription and in both
town and country there were teachers who provided better quarters
for their schools at their own expense. William Leslie at
Alberton, for example, built and furnished a school capable of
accommodating 185 pupils, while others applied to the Board for
permission to shift their schools to better rooms in their
neighbourhoods. However, the absence of any direct means to
provide assistance for such schemes meant that progress was
slight and the Board and the Inspector both regarded the state of
school accommodation, in general as highly unsatisfactory'.
While Wyatt and the Board continued to work towards the
establishment of the building subsidy scheme, they made a number
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of attempts to devise alternative means of improving accomm-
odation. As early as 1854 they suggested that they should be
especially empowered to provide large schoolrooms to densely
populated areas. The Board favoured renting suitable premises
and letting them to approved teachers at low cost, while Wyatt
preferred an adaptation of the Normal School scheme : the
Board would build centrally located Model Schools which would
both train teachers and provide good housing for superior schools27.
Despite the recognition that the supply of good teachers
would not meet the need for schools for several years both Wyatt
and the Board exerted considerable pressure to improve the
quality of the licensed teachers. Firstly, they used their
control over the teachers' incomes. In the first half year of
its operation the Board set all stipends at a rate of forty pounds
per annum, the minimum allowed by the Act. At first glance this
appears contraryy to the aim of providing a strong attraction to
teachers. However, this had been the maximum grant for elementary
instruction under the 1847 Ordinance and most teachers, especially
in the country, had received less. Moreover forty pounds was at
least comparable to the total amount many teachers might expect to
receive from fees. At the end of 1852 the Board paid all licensed
teachers a bonus of ten, twenty or, thirty pounds and set their"
stipends at either forty or sixty pounds for the following year.
The rates were determined by Wyatt's assessment of their qualific-
ations, efficiency and ability to attract and hold pupils, as
rf
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measured by attendance in relation to the size of the local
population28. This the Board argued would make the stipend
a "premium to meriti29 and therefore simultaneously reward
superior teachers and encourage inferior ones to improve in
order to qualify for the higher rewards. By carefully limiting
the number of higher stipends - twenty -two out of one hundred.and
five teachers in late 185530 - and offering a few increases each
year, Wyatt and the Board hoped to sustain a process which would
encourage and reward conformity to their own standards of good
teaching.
Secondly, they put direct pressure on many teachers to
adopt approved methods of organization and instruction. Profess-
ional teachers were expected to do so as a matter of course and
appear to have enjoyed relatively cordial relations with Wyatt
and the Board : co- operation and mutual respect rather than
relations of authority and subordination seem to have been the rule
and such teachers were left to manage their schools with a minimum
of interference. Untrained and "inefficient" teachers were
expected to be much slower to adopt proper methods, from incompetence
or lack of interest. They were only licensed as "temporary
expedients" in localities where no trained teacher could be procured
and the Board attempted to replace them as soon as possible31.
While they retained the licence, Wyatt inspected them regularly,
offered "suggestions" about improvements in methods of teaching and
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management and no doubt drew their attention to the fact that
the Depot stocked teachers' manuals based on a variety of
principles, from those of the British and Foreign system to
those of Pestalozzi. . If they failed to heed his advice the
secretary wrote and threatened them with loss of licence32.
The Board also considered imposing a regulation requiring all,
teachers to classify their schools within six months of
receiving their licence. It dropped the idea, however, partly
because it doubted whether it lay within its power, partly
because it believed many teachers were "incompetent to employ
any system without training" and were only licensed until better
teachers could be found and partly because many schools were too
small for even highly trained masters to classify effectively33.
Thirdly, they tried to compensate for the number of teachers
who had no special training by providing some form of professional
instruction. In the absence of either a Normal or a Model School
it sought to use the licensed Pulteney Street school as a
temporary Model School which teachers could attend for a short
period to learn approved methods by means of lectures, discussion,
observation and practice. They recognized that such a scheme
would be of limited value unless teachers could receive financial
support and their schools kept open during their period of
training. Despite the lack of such support a small number of
teachers did undergo brief training there34. To obviate the need
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for teachers to leave their schools in order to receive close
direction and guidance Wyatt recommended the appointment of
an "Organizing Inspector ". He also recommended that the
government should provide funds to support the Preceptors'
Association which he believed might help raise the standard of
teachers by conducting lectures and discussions and by
providing important literature relating to professional skills".
The Book Depot was a major step towards eliminating any
unnecessary difficulties which teachers might face when they
attempted to implement the approved methods, by providing class
books at low prices. Wyatt observed that teachers often used
the Depot in order to provide books for their schools at their
own expense. To help them and others whose "slender means" made
this difficult, he recommended that the cost of books should be
included in the tuition fee. Parents would thus be induced to
pay for the books while the books would remain the property of the
school which would thus acquire an excellent stock of materials.
As an additional help the Board extended credit and discounts to
teachers purchasing from the Depot against the security of their
stipends, thus enabling them to sell the books to their pupils at
a small profit without any direct financial outlay".
The Board also considered licensing assistants and
supervising and subsidising pupil - teachers employed in licensed
schools. This, they expected, would encourage professional teachers
to enlarge their schools and thus organize them more effectively
without the risk that the increase in tuition fees might not
compensate for the costs of hiring additional staff. It dropped
the scheme, however, because after lengthy deliberation it
concluded that it exceeded the bounds of the Act and because in
the short term there were no funds available for the purpose..
Moreover, it appeared to contravene the principle that the
proprietor of the school should be master in his own domain.
However, it did adopt a policy of paying higher stipends to
teachers who employed assistants37.
The content and scope of the curriculum was defined in the
first place by the Regulations. The syllabus was to comprise
the elementary subjects - .reading, writing, arithmetic, geography,
history and grammar - daily Bible reading, but not denominational
instruction, moral training and in German schools, English38.
The books recommended by the Board and the Inspector provided a
much finer - grained definition of the content of instruction. The
stress on elementary education was well reflected in the numbers
of books the Depot stocked: one early order included two thousand
copies of the Daily Lesson Book Number One, but only six copies
of a Latin exercise book39. Even more 'importantly, 'however, they
provided the core of the moral curriculum: Wyatt claimed that
reading lessons using such books were the main means for providing
moral instruction40. Imported books stressed character traits
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such as cleanliness, orderliness, respect for authority and
social superiors, industry, punctuality and sobriety. The
existing social order was portrayed as God- given, with its
divisions of class, gender and race and their attendant shares
of worldly goods firmly rooted in both nature and morality.
Acquiescence in the existing order was justified by lessons
which showed that English law °was founded on reason and justice
and accepted by all as a social contract". Locally produced
texts showed the same traits: Wickes' text on grammar, for
example, included such lines as "the virtuous are rarely unhappy"
and "by industry we attain fortune" for student exercises42.
The social and moral lesson of the curriculum was to be
reinforced by the correct methods of schoolroom organization
and conduct. By encouraging separate schools for girls and boys
and by insisting on segregation within mixed schools the Board
sought to provide the organizational counterparts of the social
differences between the sexes which the lessons articulated. More
generally, the process of subordination to the discipline and
orderly management of the well conducted classroom provided a
continuous learning process which underpinned the overt lessons of
the syllabus43.-
The Inspector's visits provided the Board with a means of
checking that this curriculum was adhered to and those who strayed
too far from the 'correct' path were warned to return or lose their
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licence. Wyatt discovered that many girls' schools and
female departments within mixed schools spent an inordinate
time on such accomplishments as needlework to the detriment
of other subjects. To control such problems, the department
added to its regulations: needlework,was restricted to a
maximum of one hour each day. The Inspector also checked on
the mode and effectiveness of discipline in the schools, since
these played an important role in imparting the 'hidden' lessons
of education. .On the one hand, many teachers were warned to
improve their general control of their classrooms. On the other
hand, in keeping with the stress on rationality in the model of
the functions of education, Wyatt stressed that corporal punish-
ment should be used sparingly and that where possible other forms
of punishment should be preferred".
The role of the schools in providing moral training was
reflected in the process of licensing teachers. The regulations
required teachers to set an example of "correct personal conduct ".
When applicants or already licensed teachers were discovered to
be morally unsatisfactory the Board refused or withdrew their
licences. Agnes Curl, for example, was the mistress of a large
"very efficient and satisfactorily conducted school" at Mount
Barker, and Wyatt "strongly recommended" her for the licence.
Two years later, however, the found some support for
charges of "repeated intoxication and immorality" levelled against
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her by the local moral guardians, and withdrew the licence
immediately46. Similarly James Jolly, a well respected
licensed teacher and member of the Preceptors' Association
was refused .a licence because he had once been charged with
pilferring. Finer points of 'character' also emerged.
James O'Sullivan's application was dismissed out of hand because
it was "highly slovenly and offensive ", while Matthew Cranston,
a highly trained teacher, was almost refused because "he had
been heard indulging in disrespectful language regarding the
Boardi47.
In accordance with their views on the position of women in
the society, Wyatt and the Board also used the gender of
applicants as a criterion when licensing and paying teachers.
Female teachers were considered acceptable for girls' schools and
for young boys, but not for older boys. Where more than one
licence could be granted in a locality they adopted the policy of
licensing one male and one female, but where only one was granted,
they deliberately preferred males. In some places where the only
licensed school was conducted by a female, the mistress was
advised that her licence was provisional, and would be revoked in
favour of any competent male teacher who established a school in
the neighbourhood, "especially if assisted by his wife"48. Further-
more, female teachers were generally paid at lower rates than males, .
and most received the minimum stipend, although some with large
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schools, high standards and assistants received more49. This
policy in turn helped reproduce the social and economic
inferiority of women, while proving financially advantageous
to the Board.
One final aspect of the Board's procedures gave it great
power in dealing with the problem of balancing 'needs' against
'standards' : it refused to account for its licensing decisions.
This gave it a great deal of flexibility in handling applications
and in dealing with those already licensed. James Jolly, already
mentioned, had been acquitted of the charges brought against him
and when the Board's reasons for refusing him a licence were made
public there was considerable proteste°. By withholding its
reasons it was able to use whatever criteria it wished without
raising such opposition and criticism. The same procedure
enabled the Board to deal differently with similar offences,
according to its estimation of a teacher's value. James O'Sullivan
had his licence withdrawn without notice when it was discovered
that he also held the position of Clerk of the District Council at
Salisbury,since the regulations prohibited teachers from holding
other paid positions51. Joseph Cole, licensed at Auburn,
committed the same offence, but merely had his attention drawn to
the regulations. When the Council protested that he was the best
person for the job, the Board reiterated its policy but allowed
Cole to continue in both capacities until a suitable replacement
could be found for the Council52. The differences in treatment
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of the two teachers is startling. It is explained by the fact
that both Wyatt and the Board regarded Cole as a superior teacher
and O'Sullivan as an inferior one and were prepared to 'administer
the regulations unevenly in the interests of their overall goals.
They used the same methods for dealing with other facets of
the system they wished to control inclúding the size of school.
and the uniformity and stability of the, system. Thus, within
the restrictions of the Act, the available resources and their own
beliefs about the legitimate scope of its action, the Board and
its officers developed a wide range of administrative means for
shaping the network of schools according to their model of the
"perfect educational system ". This process involved defining
problems as they arose and_refining administrative procedures or
extending and elaborating administrative policies.
The Board and the Inspector also identified another body
of problems which they saw not principally as administrative
difficulties to be resolved by adjustments of internal procedure
but as the result of more general social problems. They regarded
a number of such problems as the almost inevitable consequences, of
the relatively undeveloped state of the colony and the fluctuations
of the economy. In the country, they argued, many settlements were
too small to provide large enough schools to attract first -class
teachers, even with the stipend. Even where 'good' teachers could
be found, the schools were often too small to permit them to -
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organize or conduct them according to approved principles. In
Adelaide, they claimed, the poor state of the streets made it
dangerous for children to venture far from home to attend
school, inducing them to license many small local schools
instead óf the few large central schools they believed were
really needed. The great value of labour meant that children
were often so important to their parents either as wage earners
or unpaid workers in the domestic economy that the schools were
deprived of many potential clients. The economic chaos
following the Victorian gold- rushes meant that there was wide-
spread poverty asimen left their families in search of fortunes.
The economic depression of the mid 1850s meant that many workers
were unable to find employment and plunged their families into
destitution. During these years, therefore, many parents were
unable to afford school fees. From 1855, state revenue was also
reduced and the education department faced financial cuts as a
result. Finally the Board was troubled by what it regarded as
the lack of suitable local school committees. The Act and the
Board's own procedures required a high degree of local initiative
and involvement in the formation and running of district schools
but, as Wyatt pointed out, neither the size nor the social origins
of many of the rural settlements enabled the formation of
committees comparable to the English models which Wyatt, at least,
regarded as the idea153.
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Other problems, however, stemmed from what Wyatt in
particular saw as the moral failure of parents. He claimed
that the Board was compelled to license inferior teachers in
many places because good teachers were "not to be had at the
price offered by the unthinking part of the population "54.
Similarly,he claimed that the implementation of the building .
a
subsidy scheme was "calling forth the liberality" of a "small
minority" of the population but, he continued,
the rest are satisfied to look on and, if not
quite indifferent whether their children
are educated or not, are ready to avail them-
selves of the outlay of their neighbours".
The same 'failure' complemented the effects of economic
pressure to produce the attendance patterns which characterized
many of the licensed schools:
One of the greatest evils, irregularity in the
hours of attendance and frequent absence from
school is continually spreading its baneful
influence far and wide. ... Pupils are seen
dropping into school at all hours; and days,
weeks, and even months of absence occur in the
course of a year. Children are thus kept at
home to assist in the accumulation of wealth".
Within the licensed school, he argued, this pattern seriously
undermined the orderly management of the classroom and the
regular, systematic progress of classes. Equally importantly
it also affected. the Board's ability to promote only 'good'
schools and to force others out of the marketplace:
for the sake of a trifling saving, (children).
are sent to schools of the lowest description,
such as now abound, under the charge of persons
whom poverty, misfortune or extravagance has
forced into the ranks of the teachers, and who,
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tempt the niggardly parent by the smallness
of the weekly fee - ranging from sixpence
down to twopence. The legitimate income of
the qualified tutor is thus grievously
diminished, while the youth are brought up
in a state of ignorance57.
Attendance patterns appeared to be worst amongst the
very social groups which Wyatt and the Board regarded as
their prime concern. Rural attendance fluctuated with the
seasons: in bad times small farmers could not or would not
pay school fees and in busy times children were kept to help
on the farms. In the urban areas the descriptions of the
most irregularly attended schools strongly suggested that they
belonged to the working class : they were housed in inferior
cottages, charged low fees, lacked proper books, offered the
most elementary instruction and were conducted by marginally
competent teachers. In contrast, Wyatt observed that attendance
was best where parents were "in easy circumstances'.
However the dominant ideology of the colony which Wyatt
and the members of the Board shared, suggested that these
problems would correct themselves. Depressions were aberrations
in the generally smooth running of a 'rational''capitalist economy
and the colony would grow and prosper. The value of,j:uvènìle
labour would disappear as the population grew and the work of
basic development was completed. The standards of roads and
streets would improve, enabling children to walk further to school,
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even in winter. As the Board expressed it in 1859, the
difficulty facing the development of education:
could (not) be obviated by any change in an
educational system, and are of the opinion
that it can only be overcome by time, and
the more advanced and settled condition of
the community".
The Board was not prepared simply to wait for such a time
to arrive but actively set about devising whatever immediate
provisional solutions it could. William.Cawthorne suggested
that it should offer a prize to the best pupils in each school;
this, he argued, would encourage parents to send their children
regularly to increase their chances of winning. The Board
rejected the proposal, since it regarded it as beyond the powers
conferred by the Act60. It had more power to deal with the
attendance of destitute children and threatened to withdraw their
free places unless they were regularly at school61. Finally it
resorted to a policy of exhorting local "men of influence" to
encourage neglectful parents to look to the true interests of
their children and send them to school. Wyatt even suggested
that a circular letter should be sent to all such people and,the
annual reports of both the Board and the Inspector began to feature
such an appeal regularly62. It is perhaps significant that
neither the Select Committee on the Estimates in 1856 nor the
1861 Select Committee on Education offered alternative solutions
to this problem : both simply recommended that the Board encourage
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such local influence to the utmost of its ability".
The Board also took steps to deal with the problem of
inadequate local school committees. Firstly it appealed to
the same "Men of influence" who were to encourage attendance
to actively promote the development of 'good' schools in
their areas and, when particular problems arose, such as the
threat to close a school, urged them to intervene. Secondly
it modified its own procedures to minimize the role of local
bodies in controlling the schools. It restricted the local
committees to nominating teachers and providing local
information and funds. Thus it consulted local committees
when teachers sought to transfer to different schools, asking
for co- operation in keeping the school open and finding an
immediate replacement. However, when a committee overstepped
the limits of its role as the Board defined it, it could
receive a sternly worded rebuke. Nevertheless, the Board
was heavily dependent on local initiative by virtue of the
strict limits on its powers. When it was examining the means
by which it could implement the building subsidy scheme, it
sought government approval for a proposal to vest control of the
buildings and land in itself, significantly reducing its
-
dependence on local support. However, it found this move firmly
blocked64.
In attempting such administrative solutions to these
problems, Wyatt and the Board faced - often consciously - a
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dilemma. On the one hand they formally accepted a model of
educational provision which strictly limited their role. On
the other they found that in order to achieve their goals
they were pressing for an extension of that role beyond what
they believed were its desirable limits. This showed
particularly in the case of the 'inferior' schools.
Despite the difficulties they faced, the Board and its
officers claimed that their interventionin schooling was, on
the whole, effective. In those aspects of education they
were most strongly placed to influence - the number and quality
of teachers and books - they claimed good success. In contrast
to the dismal picture painted by Wyatt in 1851, they could claim
in 1855 that forty -one of their one hundred and thirty -eight
teachers were professionally trained, while many others were
highly educated and experienced. Many, of those initially
accepted as "temporary substitutes" had disappeared from the list
of licensed teachers. They claimed that the Book Depot was
making a strong impact on the schools : in its initial four
months it sold over four thousand volumes, and in 1855 its sales
reached twenty-one thousand and were still increasing. Consequently,
they claimed that the "extraordinary medley" of books was
disappearing.. Through selective licensing, the size of schools
was also growing, despite the number of small rural schools being
supported. In 1851 the average size of licensed schools had been
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less than twenty- seven; in 1852 it jumped to more than forty -
seven pupils in attendance each month and although it then .
dropped, it only once fell below forty -four. In 1855 suburban
schools had an average attendance of fifty -six, city schools
forty-nine, and rural schools thirty -six, which was almost
double the minimum limit officially allowed. These developments,
they claimed, were reflected in improvements in the character of
the schools themselves. In particular, classification and
associated forms of organization and instruction had become much
more widespread".
As I have already shown, the Board was able to do little
directly to improve the accommodation of schools. Nevertheless
from the timeit announced that it was able to subsidize District
Schoolhouses, it was faced with more applications than it had
funds to meet and new applications continued to arrive at the
Education Office. By 1856 it had approved nineteen such
applications66. Clearly the building subsidy scheme promised to be
successful in providing better schoolhouses at least in rural and
some suburban districts. Apart from this direct means of
effecting improvements, it claimed to have eliminated many of `the
schools in the most unsatisfactory buildings while the Chief
Inspector reported that many licensed teachers had made considerable
efforts to improve their rooms or move to better premisesfi7.
Wyatt and the Board made fewer and more tentative claims of
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success in extending the provision of schooling in quantitative
terms. Each year the Board's final report included a statement
showing the 'growth' of education. By 1855 it showed that the
number of schools licensed had risen from sixty -nine in 1852 to
one humdred and thirty- eight. The Board and Wyatt both claimed
that the department was supporting teachers in areas "previously
destitute of schools ", thus keeping in touch with the increasing
diffusion of population. The same table also showed that the
number of pupils in the licensed schools had risen over the
period from 3,823 to 6,039. Such figures, of course, could only
be meaningfully interpreted against relevant population statistics.
In 1854 the Board's report estimated that the proportion of
children in all schools comprised about one - twelfth of the total
population. Four fifths of pupils were in licensed schools.
Two years later it estimated that the number of children in
the licensed system was about one fifteenth of the total population,
and that other schools raised this to about one -ninth. Thus the
Board could suggest that it was enabling the provision of schools
more than to keep pace with the growth of the colony68. It must
be remembered, too, that the Board had no intention of providing
places for all the children of school age. Nevertheless it
expressed considerable concern that many whom it regarded as its
main concern were attending the cheap inferior schools rather than
rather than those of the licensed. teachers.
Importantly,the Board and its officers did not see this as
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indicating a significant failure on their own part. On the
contrary, they saw the provision of schools and the
attendance of children as the responsibility of parents. They
had no power, and claimed no right,to initiate schools or to
enforce attendance at them. If schools were not provided or
children not sent, the fault was with parents rather than with
the system or its administration.
By about 1856 then, the Board and its key officers had faced
a wide range of problems - social, administrative, legal and.
political. The Board believed that it had solved most of these
problems at least in principle. -Those which it had not, it
argued, were beyond the legitimate scope of its actions and could
only be deal with, if at all, by the government itself. This
tone of optimism, if not complacency, was evident in the Board's
reply to criticisms levelled by the 1856 Select Committee on
the Estimates:
The Board of Education consider they have ...
directed public attention to the subject of
Education to the utmost of the powers which
are conferred on the Education Board; and
they, moreover, feel satisfied that the
provisions of the Education Act of 1851 have
been practically carried out by the Board to
the fullest extent. ... The Board of Education
are confident that their reports will bear out
their assertions that the funds entrusted to
them have been expended in the most judicious
and useful manner ...69
The Board attributed its strong position to adequate
financial and other resources, and the range of powers it enjoyed
under the Act. While it maintained that some additional
powers would be useful, it nevertheless believed that the
system it conducted under the Act was a viable one, able to
meet the needs of the growing colony.
Despite the prevailing belief that 'normally' the
economy would be expansive and bouyant, the colony faced
recurrent depressions over the following years.
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In particular,
the years 1859 to 1862, and 1865 to 1870 saw drought and crop
disease cause widespread failure in the rural sectors, while
depressed prices in the overseas markets for primary products
added to the colony's economic difficulties. Such periods
were marked by widespread unemployment and poverty.
Thus the
Board faced a society in which many parents were chronically
hard pressed to afford school fees (especially those sought by
the professional teachers) and in which the labour of children .
remained an important factor in the economic survival of many
families. At the same time the reduced level of state revenue
meant that the Board's own financial resources were restricted,
and in fact lower than in previous years relative to the growth
of population and the demand for schools.
The Board was therefore compelled to try to balance its
commitment to raise standards through a strong market presence
against its commitment to meet growing demands for assistance,
in the light of increasingly strained resources. In general it
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adopted the policy of giving first priority to the need for
more schools and then trying to encourage whatever improvements
it could by means of the controls and resources at its disposal.
It was actually better off after 1856 than it had been
previously in one important respect - the building subsidy scheme
was in full operation. As with other aspects of its system,.the
Board had to define its administrative procedures in accordance
with the Act and its general model of how education should be
provided. In particular, it required the initiative for erecting
schoolbuildings with the aid of the subsidy provided for in the
Act,to come from local residents or teachers, although it did take
the important step of writing to all District Council chairmen to
inform them of the procedures for obtaining aid70. In accordance
with the Act's reference to District Councils as local education
boards, the Board determined from the beginning that all
applications for aid should be directed through the Councils
where they existed71. The procedures for handling applications
for aid focussed, firstly, on the suitability of the project and,
secondly, on the control and use of the schoolhouse. To ensure
that the buildings subsidized were suitable the Board` required -.
applicants to show that the school was to be located so that it
adequately served the needs of as large a neighbourhood as possible
and that the building itself was suitable for the purpose. It
demanded plans and specifications to be submitted for approval
before the project was begun and in many cases returned them for
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modification. Once a plan was approved the Board determined
that no subsidy would be paid until it received a certificate
signed by local authorities testifying that the building was
complete72. To ensure that the building was kept open for
use as'a school and neither diverted to other purposes instead
nor allowed to fall into disrepair, it demanded that it be
vested in trustees by means 8f a Deed drawn up according to the
Board's requirements. The Board would only allow the building
to be withdrawn from use as a school if it was, to be sold in
order to build another in an even more suitable location. The
Board recognized the potential for conflict between itself and
the local trustees and determined that the terms of the Trust
Deed "must at least secure a veto" for the Board in choosing a
teacher for the schoolhouse and stipulated that once licensed
the teacher must be given possession until dismissed by the
Board73.
The Board experienced a number of difficulties while it
assessed its powers and the procedures needed to implement the,
scheme effectively. Local committees often asked for the subsidy
to be paid in advance or in instalments, during the construction
of the building.. However the Crown Law Office advised the Board
that the subsidies could only be paid once the bùilding was
complete: Local groups replied that it was impossible to complete
the buildings. without the subsidy since demands for payment for
materials and labour often exceeded the amount of local subscriptions
required and some contractors were unwilling to complete the work
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until they received further payment. Such problems generated
tension between the Board and local groups: one trustee
accused the Board of "official humbug" while others repeated
their requests that the aid "so liberally, promised" should be
paid' ". .These difficulties required adjustments of
administrative procedure rather than fundamental changes of
educational policy and the Board persuaded the government to
allow it to /pay the subsidies in instalments. This cleared
the way for a more streamlined administration of the scheme75.
In response to requests it received from local bodies or
to issues which arose in implementing the subsidy scheme, the
Board clarified a number of points which the Act failed to
define closely. Through the Crown Law Office it checked whether
it had power to approve applications for schoolmasters' residences,
whether Municipal Corporations had the same powers to assist in
the erection of schools as District Councils and whether the Board
could fund improvements to schools erected prior to the 1851 Act.
In some cases where the Board's position appeared unclear or
limited it secured extensions to its powers. Moreover, since
Municipal Corporations were deemed not to have any power to support
school building projects the Board took the initiative to have
such powers included in the new Corporations Bill of,186176.
The Board also faced a large number of problems which arose .
within the local communities themselves. A number of the first.
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schools proved defective in design or construction and fell
quickly into disrepair. Local trustees were at times unable
or unwilling to provide the money needed to maintain them and
the Board was in turn unable to provide funds for the purpose.
To pre -empt such problems, it regulated its subsidies more
closely. It sought plans from the Colonial Architect but the
estimated costs were too high, and then long delays in
obtaining new plans from them led the Board to commission a
private architect to provide them. Even when it approved
locally produced plans it imposed increasingly strict criteria
of size, lighting, ventilation and construction, insisting, for
example, that hearthstones be provided and that calico ceilings
were unacceptable".
Other local problems were less easily solved. Where
schoolhouses were built in times of financial difficulty or
in newly settled areas the schools often outgrew them within a
few years. The Board then had to decide whether to
license a
school which was overcrowded, provide funds for extensions, or
grant an additional licence - all of which it regarded as
uneconomical and unpalatable options. In other cases there
were local conflicts over the control or use of the building
or. -`even before it was built - over the site for it. Such
Conflicts . could delay the erection of the school, or leave it
unused for considerable lengths of time and result in a school
which enjoyed the support of only part of the local population.
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Partly because of its commitment to local initiative and partly
because it recognized that any solution it imposed in such
circumstances would be ineffective - those who did not like it
would simply withdraw their children -- the Board and its
Inspectors consistently refused to do more than mediate in such .
disputes and waited for them to be resolved locally".
The recurrence of economic difficulties in the colony
with its consequence of lower teacher incomes added to the
Board's problems in securing better school accommodation through
the efforts of teachers on their own account. They were less
able to afford improvements to existing buildings, find better
but more expensive rooms or build their own schoolhouses, while
at the same time the Board was less able to offer the increased
incentive of higher stipends for doing so.
Apart from these administrative and social difficulties,
the Board identified at least three ways in which the Act and
the method of financing the subsidies programme severely limited .
its capacity in this area. Firstly it argued that the system
of funding buildings by means of an annual grant.- a system which
it had in fact demanded from the government - meant that it had
insufficient resources to meet all applications. Secondly the
levels of funding allowed by the Act restricted its application
to the rural areas. The two hundred pound limit was far short
of half the cost of the large buildings the Board and its officers
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believed were needed in urban areas and the additional cost,
they - claimed, was beyond the level which could be borne by
private efforts. Thirdly the Model Schools project which Wyatt
and the Board anticipated would help overcome the problem of
poor urban schoolhouses was delayed by lack of finance. They
continued to put their hopes in this scheme and were encouraged
a
by the grant of money which enabled the Board to purchase a
central site in Adelaide in 1858. However further funds were
not forthcoming for another fifteen years despite repeated
requests. Under pressure from increasing urban poverty and
outside criticism in 1867 and 1868 the Board again considered
the possibility of renting accommodation for large city schools.
The government delayed consideration of any new proposals until
after the 1868 Select Committee had reported; by then both the
Board and the government were committed to a much more active .
policy of building urban schools and the idea was dropped79.
From the mid 1850s through to the late 1860s the number of
licensed teachers increased steadily. However the level of
government grants did not rise proportionately and the rate; at
which teachers were paid fell. This had little effect on the
lowest paid teachers, those whom the Board and the Inspectors
considered the least competent,, since the lowest rate was fixed
by the Act. Those on the highest rates, the type of teacher
the Board most wished to attract, lost.a substantial proportion
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of their stipends as the Board reduced the maximum rate from
one hundred pounds to only eighty pounds. Moreover, in effect,
the Board was forced to abandon its attempts to use the
graduated stipend policy as a means of encouraging less efficient
teachers to improve their schools. This financial pressure on
the Board thus seriously weakened a key element in its strategy
for transforming colonial edecation80.
The Board sought to counter the effects of these financial
restrictions in a number of ways. It used the building subsidy
scheme to compensate for its inability to pay higher stipends by
insisting that school trustees made district schoolhouses
available to licensed teachers free of charge. On occasions
when trustees tried to impose some charge on the teacher, such as
a levy on tuition fees to maintain the buil.ding,,the Board
unequivocally upheld the teacher's rights81. It continued to
rationalize the distribution of licences, eliminating the smaller
licensed schools and encouraging larger ones which it could
therefore still grant higher stipends despite, the claims of rural
districts. , After 1861 this process was taken a step further
when, in response to a parliamentary resolution, it withdrew'
licences from all schools charging more than one shilling per
week. The funds thus saved were disproportional to the number
of licences reduced since many of these had been the most
'efficient' teachers who had been paid the highest stipends".
There were however curious exceptions to this process. In 1861
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the Chief Secretary asked the Board to step up the "weeding out"
process. The Board replied that it was reluctant to withdraw
licences from some smaller city schools since they had been
established early and their masters had borne the brunt of the
pioneering process in education83. These exceptions appear
to have been confined to the schools which the Board considered
superior - it had no hesitation in removing licences from
'inferior' teachers, however early established! In country
areas the Board encouraged more half -time and itinerant teachers
(although with little success) and withdrew some licences from
smaller localities or places which had more than one school84.
The Board, acting through the Inspectors and the Secretary,
continued to make use of its established combination of threats,
incentives and regulations based on its power to licence and
pay teachers bat it also tried to develop new means of enforcing
the form of education it approved. Wyatt and the Board continued
to urge the appointment of additional inspectors in order to use
the visits to schools more effectively as a means of improving
the methods of the untrained teachers but their requests went
unheeded85. In 1859 Wyatt announced that in future he would-,
require all new applicants for the licence to pass a written
examination in addition to the customary inspection before being
approved86. In practice, however, this proved difficult to
carry out, since many applicants were in areas too remote to
permit them to be examined promptly but where numbers of pupils
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were too small for them to survive without assistance. To meet
this problem the Board granted such teachers a 'provisional'
licence. To keep them under pressure to pass the examination
it kept them on the minimum stipend and in some cases threatened
to withdraw even the 'provisional' licence. However the fact
that there was little likelihood of such teachers receiving a
i
higher stipend even after examination, and the Board's
commitment to "maintaining schools throughout the colony, meant
that such procedures were probably relatively ineffective.
Certainly some teachers remained on a 'provisional' licence for
many years. Nevertheless in some cases where it believed the
applicant would not pass the examination, it refused even a
'provisional' licence. Periodically, too, Wickes and Wyatt
reviewed the list of 'provisional' licences and revoked those
which were least satisfactory87. In addition there was a steady
flow of revoked licences where the Inspector of the Board found
that teachers had failed to maintain standards or numbers or
had been guilty of moral lapses such as drunkenness or sexual
indiscretion. Where schools were too remote for the Inspectors
to- assess. quickly or regularly, the Board continued to use local
dignitaries for the purpose, but it often provided more detailed
and explicit criteria for judging applicants and asked those
responsible to undertake regular close checks on the schools. By
the late 1860s even the remotest schools were included in the
annual rounds of the Second Inspector".
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Despite their attempts to increase their control over
the selection of teachers, the Board and its officers found
it difficult to hold the ground they had won in the first few
years. Parents continued to support. 'inferior' teachers and
in the absence of 'superior' competitors, there was little the
Board could do but recognize the existing teacher. If it
withdrew the licence it meant that the school continued unaided,
the teacher was replaced by another possibly even worse, or else
the school closed altogether. At Port Augusta, for example,
the Board licensed Robert Brown after repeated applications but
withdrew the licence when it received reports that he was both
immoral and incompetent. However, it is clear that Brown had
considerable local support and that the school was able to
survive for some without a licence89. Even where there
was a choice between teachers of different types, the Board was
not always able to ensure that the 'better' one succeeded. At
Brighton there was competition between William Jemson, an
untrained teacher and John Hoad, a 'superior' master. The Board
decided to license both, Hoad because of his professional
competence and Jemson because he commanded much stronger local
support. Despite his 'superiority', Hoad made no inroads into
Jemson's numbers and left the district after a few years ".
Finally, there were conflicts within communities over the choice
of teachers, similar to those over school buildings. These
often resulted in the loss of teachers because of low income,
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since only one faction sent their children. As with school -
buildings, the Board and its officers involved themselves
only as mediators in such cases, hoping to license the best
teacher who could command the support of most parents91.
The Board and Inspectors continued to use the power to
determine the organization 'aril content of instruction to shapb
the type of education provided,bút to some degree refined and
expanded the scope of their procedures and requirements.
Recognizing that many children attended school at a very young
age and remained for only a short period, the Board began
licensing trained infant teachers to ensure that these children
were taught in the most efficient manner possible. As 'a means
of reinforcing its attempts to use the Book Depot to shape the
curriculum the Board added to its regulations, stating that
teachers who did not use approved books would be paid the minimum
stipend".
From the beginning the Board had recognized that in many
of the schools any instruction beyond the rudiments of reading,
writing and arithmetic was ineffective and sketchy. By 1860
its early hopes that this might improve had faded and the new
regulations re- defined the curriculum:
The course of instruction at present required
from licensed teachers must, at least, comprise
reading, writing, arithmetic, with the rudiments
of grammar, geography and history93.
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Singing, drawing and physical exercises which had been
recommended earlier disappeared from the reports of the
Inspector. Thus there appears to have been a partial
contraction in the scope of instruction he and the Board
hoped to see in the schools. By the late 1860s, however,
the curriculum had again expanded. This expansion was
not so much concerned with fields of knowledge, the subject
of rational learning, but with non - cognitive aspects of
learning, such as discipline and order. Drill, for example,
was advocated as "a healthy exercise; it induces habits of
order and prompt obedience"94. While recognizing that "the
value of singing in schools is not appreciated by some persons
to the extent it deserves ", the Board argued that it "is one of
the most effective means to secure order and good discipline'..
However, it was not without its cognitive importance:
School songs can be made the medium of conveying
to the youthful mind many valuable moral lessons,
which will never be forgotten, as well as lessons
of friendship and patriotism9ó.
As it was integrated more fully into the purposes of the
school singing itself would be transformed from a simple art
to be learned 'by ear' and invested with the full dignity of
other branches of formal learning : Wyatt expressed regret
that so few schools taught singing "as a sciencei97.
The moral curriculum was also expanded. It became the
"incumbent duty" of licensed teachers to :
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repress quarrelling, profanity, cruelty to
animals and every approach to vice; to
encourage kind and generous feelings one
toward another; to enforce the duty of
obedience to parents, and the observance of
a respectful behaviour to all persons; and
to lose no opportunity of inculcating the
principles of truth, honesty, self - reliance,
. industry, temperance and other social virtues98.
The continued focus on elementary instruction in most
schools was reflected in the °stocks of the Book Depot. Orders
of books continued to be dominated by basic level reading books,
while advanced readers and singing books. made up only a small
but increasing proportion of orders. Nevertheless the
increasing use of books generally was reflected in the overall
size of such orders99.
As with other aspects of its programme, the Board faced
e number of problems in securing adherence to its curriculum.
A major recurrent area of contention was the place of religion
in schools. In 1861, in particular, Catholic leaders claimed
that many of the licensed schools were openly Protestant, while
in 1868 Tennison Woods, the head of the newly established
Catholic Education Office added that others were blatantly
Catholic. The Board closely questioned the Inspectors and
stressed that religious practice in the schools must be limited_
to the daily bible reading, without any comment of a sectarian
or doctrinal nature. It also asked the teachers named by Woods
to explain their actions. The Board concluded each time that
the teachers were acting within the regulationsloo. It regarded
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the matter seriously enough to devote several meetings to a
reconsideration of the daily bible reading. Despite the
difficulties it entailed,bible reading remained, partly because
it was considered essential to the moral function of education
and partly because, as Chairman Belt put it, "it was better to
leave things as they werei101. The case of the Pulteney Street
school suggested strongly that the Board knowingly licensed
at least some denominational schools. This school included
among its advisors and governors Chief Inspector Wyatt and some
members of the Board and yet it included instruction in the
Anglican catechism in its curriculum102. Many other schools,
too, were closely identified with particular denominations -
teachers included clergymen or their wives, lay readers and local
preachers, while others were conducted in or by churches.
Other problems concerned both the content and methods of
instruction. Where teachers attempted to employ 'approved'
methods, they often encountered considerable parental and pupil
resistance. C.S. Hussey, for example, conducted a school at a
sheep run on "industrial school lines ", but reported that he was
in danger of having to close the school because "the parents so
strenuously object to their children being taught to work "103.
Elsewhere parents withdrew their children because they objected
to the forms of discipline, the use of pupil - teachers or the
separation of their children into different classes. Finally the
Board found that many parents withdrew their children as soon as
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they had learned to read and write, undermining all endeavours
to develop a more comprehensive curriculum's'".
Wyatt and the Board argued that these difficulties seriously
hampered their efforts to develop colonial education and that
successes were offset by significant failures. There were, they
claimed, marked improvements in school accommodation. By 1873
there were one hundred vested schoolhouses, sixty -three of which
included teachers' residences and the Model School was finally
runder construction. Moreover, there were one hundred and forty
licensed schools conducted in privately owned schoolhouses and
many teachers had made significant improvements to their school-
rooms. However, many licensed schools were still conducted
in chapels and private dwellings which were ill- suited to the
purpose. Furthermore many schoolhouses, both vested and private,
had been outgrown, hàd fallen into disrepair or were located in
older farming areas which had been depopulated. In working -class
suburbs and country centres such as Moonta there was not a single
public schoolhouse and the lack of suitable alternative rooms
prevented the development of large schools1s's.
The same contrast between success and failure could be seen
in the lists of the licensed teachers. Many whom the Chief
Inspector regarded as highly competent and useful teachers
persevered in the licensed system. They included trained masters
such as Leonard Burton, Robert Mitton and Joseph Ryder and men
of high standing in the intellectual life of the colony like James
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Bassett and Edward Catlow. A large number occupied positions,
of leadership in the local districts and held offices such as
Institute Secretary, District Council auditor, Sunday School
teacher and preacher106. However many of the best teachers
had withdrawn from the system either in 1861 when the limit on
fees was introduced,or as stipends continued to fall. George
Irvine, for example, took up pie licensed school at the major.
country centre of Strathalbyn. . Thomas O'Halloran reported
that "the healthy, cleanly, happy and intelligent appearance of
the boys who gave evidence of being well taught and otherwise
brought up, afforded as favourable specimen of a good country
school as he had seen anywherei107. However Irvine resigned a
short time later and was replaced by what the Board regarded
as a much less competent teacher. This drift of trained teachers
away from the licensed system meant that the Board was unable to
develop the body of teachers it aimed for, especially in the
country, and the system continued to include many whom it regarded
as barely satisfactory. Jane Crossland, for example, first
licensed in 1861 was still on the list in 1867 when the Board
described her as "one of the least efficient" teachers, whose
school was "still (of) so rudimentary a character as it has always
been "loe. In contrast to the optimism of his early reports Wyatt
was reduced to claiming in 1865 that the teachers were "rarely
those who had failed at all else "109.
Not surprisingly, therefore, the Board admitted that the
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licensed schools were generally far below the standards it
hoped to attain. It regarded this failure as the result
of the political and economic circumstances of the 1860s
which had severely restricted its level of funding. Lack .
of money for stipends, District Schools and the Model School,
and the lack of additional Inspectors had forced it to weaken
its demands and accept many teachers and schools it would
have otherwise been able to reject, and given it no means to
improve them. Although it had attempted to develop adminis-
trative solutions to such problems,. the maintenance of a strong
market presence was so fundamental to its strategy for raising
standards that any such alternatives could produce, at best,
limited results.
These problems in raising standards were inseparable from
the Board's other major commitment: supporting schools wherever
they were needed. It conceptualized this in terms of responding
to local initiative and as population grew and new districts were
established the demand for schools grew steadily. However, funds
grew only slowly and the department was forced to stretch them
much further. Ín part its strategy for urban education - fewer
but larger schools - helped solve this problem by cutting costs
in Adelaide. , In the country, however, it was faced with the need
to license many more schools. Consequently it was pre- occupied
with rural needs. Working class areas like Hindmarsh and Port
Adelaide were still identified as areas of need but the Board
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believed that most new licences should go to meet "the more
urgent claims of distant country lócalities"11o. This stress
was reflected in the Board's reports which continued to claim
that new licences had been granted in areas previously without
schools, that schools were provided in most districts and that
it was keeping pace with the growth of population and the dejnand
o
for schools. The large amount of time devoted to developing a
system of itinerant teachers for sparsely settled pastoral areas
bore witness to the same concern'''.
Much of this articulated policy was reflected in the
department's procedures. The number of licences in Adelaide
fell and few old established districts which already had a
school received additional support, while at Wallaroo, a large
mining centre in the 1860s, one applicant was informed that no
further licence would be granted until the population grew
considerably112. At the same time, the number of rural licences
rose steadily and in several places licences were granted to
half -time schools in order to meet local needles.
However, financial restrictions placed great strain on
these policies, and procedures.. Stipends were generally paid
at the minimum level, while rural depressions meant that parents
were often ill-able to afford fees and in small settlements
teachers' incomes were extremely low. In 1861 the average
incomes of all country teachers was barely' more than eighty pounds
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and Wyatt declared that in many cases it was less than an
"ordinary labourer" would earn114. Consequently many teachers
left their schools in small localities and moved where they
hoped to attract a larger clientele and earn a more adequate
living. Such places were frequently unable to obtain a
replacement and were left without a school. Moreover, as the
pressure on funds increased the Board itself began rationalizing
country licences. Many small schools lost their licences and
the larger towns were limited to a single licence115. These
considerations were reflected in the Board's advice to Charles
Otto not to open a new school unless he had "not fewer than
twenty -five pupils at a place where such a'school was really
requiredi116. Finally the Board-begarí eliminating licences
where schools shared the same, or overlapping catchment areas,
and refused subsidies to new schoolhouses which were relatively
close to existing onesll7.
Where schools were provided the Board stressed the need to
ensure that all those who required their instruction had access to
them. It strongly resisted attempts by the government to
transfer its role in providing schooling for the destitute'to
either local bodies or the Destitute Board. Such a transfer, it
argued, could not be effected "without incurring great hazard
that many children of a class for whom the Government is
especially called on to provide would remain uneducated''lle.
Moreover, it resisted moves which would force it to apply
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stricter criteria of eligibility for assistance under the
'destitute education' clause of the Act. It fought against
cuts in the level "óf its grant for the purpose,and against
government recommendations that it should revise its
regulations to reduce the availability of free places. Even
when it bowed to government pressure on the issue it failed
to implement the new regulations in response to widespread
poverty119. Thus, when Sarah Warner, the wife of an unemployed
agricultural labourer asked whether her children were eligible .
for free schooling the Board immediately wrote to the teacher to
arrange the matter12o. In 1862 it replied to an enquiry from
Tungkillo that it could not provide free places for children of
farmers whose crops had failed, but tacitly approved this in
principle by suggesting that it would reconsider the matter if
additional funds became available121. It did not restrict its
concern merely to those who qualified as destitute but encouraged
teachers to adjust their fees to the circumstances of their
clients and strictly enforced the one shilling limit on fees.
Furthermorè it commended teachers who allowed children to attend
free even if they were not formally classified as destitute,
despite the fact that this contravened the Act122.
Despite the Board's intentions, however, lack of funds
compelled it to restrict payments for destitute children to the
most needy cases. It made greater use of the Destitute Board's
Relieving Officer to check the merits of many applications and
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apply stricter criteria, especially where teachers submitted
claims for large numbers of destitute children. Teachers
such as Thomas O'Brien at Dry Creek and Walter Crosby at
Armargh who had a high proportion of their pupils classed as
destitute, were asked to justify their claims and warned that
unless they reduced the number of free places their stipends
would be reduced or their licences withdrawn'''.
While the Board attempted to make school places available
to all children whose parents were unable to provide them
unassisted,both it and the Inspector were aware that many parents
appeared to lack interest in the licensed schools. They saw
the problem of both non attendance and irregular attendance as
the result of parental apathy and negligence - the "defective
intellectual, moral and religious condition of the adult
population" as Wyatt put it325. Their concern with poor
attendance continued to focus on the effects it had on the
schools. In 1859 Wyatt expressed the matter thus:
the apathetic indifference of 'parents ... (is)
the cause of a lamentable irregularity of
attendance that ... renders classification
nearly impossible, interferes with the teacher's
efforts to introduce proper discipline, and
makes it difficult to find ... monitórs:126.
They regarded attendance principally as a private matter and thus
continued to advocate solutions which rested on encouraging
parents to evaluate schooling more highly. They continued to
recommend local leaders to exert -their personal influence for the
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improvement of education but as this proved ineffective,
turned increasingly to such official bodies as District
Councils to perform such roles.127. In 1857 the Board
suggested that incentives to parents might be introduced,
such as' certificates which would give an advantage in
seeking civil service and clerical jobs. This, it argued,
would stimulate attendance by the prospect of tangible reward128.
Only in the case of destitute children could it exert more
direct pressure: in conjunction with the Destitute Board it
insisted that parents send their children regularly to a
licensed school as a condition of receiving destitute relief.129.
Only on one occasion was it suggested that any form of compulsion
should be applied more broadly ,
By the late.1860s, however, Wyatt and the Board began to
redefine the nature of the attendance problem. By .1867, under
pressure from the Register and the new Chairman of the Destitute
Board,Thomas Reed, the leaders of Adelaide "society began
directing their attention to a new social issue: street children.
Consequently, in 1868 the Board stated that "an ordinary child of
three years old is far better off at school than idling in the
gutters, or already tasting the fatal liberty of the streets131.
The following year Wyatt claimed that "it is notorious that in
large towns the .children kept away from school ... are the most
exposed to evil courses, and most likely to grow up troublesome,
if not dangerous, members of the community "132,
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This new definition of the problem of attendance in urban
areas did not replace the older concern with providing rural
schools but was added to it. Moreover it did not abandon the
notion that schooling was principally a private responsibility
and many of its recommendations for dealing with the problem
reflected this duality. Thus the Board continued to recommend
that demand should be stimulated indirectly; for example by
the imposition of a local education rate, rather than by direct
abrogation of parental prerogatives. Nevertheless it
increasingly lent its support to the view that the only way to
remove children from the streets was to compel them to attend
school. An important facet of these proposals was that they
lay outside the Board's sphere of competence and required some
form of legislation - all the Board could do was recommend1.33.
Most importantly, however, was the fact that poor attendance was
no longer seen principally as a problem which adversely affected
the schools but lay outside the Board's direct responsibility.
Instead it was seen as a problem which the Board should help solve,
with the assistance of increased powers. Thus school attendance
was transferred from the realm of private responsibility to the
public domain: it had become the responsibility of the state.
The stress on street children led the Board to reconsider
how adequately it was meeting urban needs. T.S. Reed claimed
that the licensed schools in Adelaide virtually excluded the
poorer children, and the Board investigated the issue at
length. Although it rejected Reed's claims, it agreed
that better provision was needed for urban working class
children134.. As early as 1867, in fact, it had raised
the question "whether any, and what, steps should be taken
to provide for the education of the children of the poorer
s
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classes within the cityi135° Its answer was to pursue its
Model School proposal, first approved in 1855 but never
funded, with renewed urgency186 However it regarded the
procedure of taking the initiative in establishing schools
which this involved as an exception rather than a general
policy. Thus the Board appears to have adopted two distinct
strategies for developing education : in the city it would
provide schools for the poor and others who required aid,
while in the country it would continue to respond to local
demand. Compulsory attendance legislation, although principally
concerned with the urban working class, would also increase
demand in rural areas and strengthen the Board's position there.
The first suggestion that the principle of taking the initiative
in establishing schools might be extended to the country came
only in 1873. The Board noted that there were almost sixty
children at'Warrow_ near Port Lincoln and no school. It wrote
to the settlers there and recommended.; that they appoint a
teacher and apply for assistance, promising that the Board would
provide a licence. However, there was no response and the Board
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recommended in its annual report that it should be given the
power to initiate schools where necessary1'37.
To some extent the Board's actions reflected these changes
in policy. In large population centres it reserved the issue
of new licences to predominantly working class districts. It
obtained government permissión to provide signs identifying
licensed schools as 'public schools',, undermining the claims of
some private teachers who were posturing as such and counter-
acting the exclusive intentions of some licensed teachers by
effectively declaring that their schools were open to all.
Finally it placed maximum stress on maintaining its destitute
provisions and overspent its grant for the purpose, drawing
on its stipend fund to meet additional claims. However the
increases in the number of licences and consequently the number
of pupils was almost solely in the country138.
Moreover, where there were a number of schools competing
for licences, most notably in Adelaide, the procedure for
selecting teachers still lay largely in Watt's hands. This
procedure made the training and 'efficiency' of the teacher,
the organization of the school and the use of books the main
licensing criteria, as long as the school did not formally
exclude the poor or charge more than a shilling a week in fees.
However, as I have shown, working -class children, especially
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from poorer, more transient families favoured the schools
which were adjudged inferior by these standards. As critics
of the Board claimed, the licensed schools had "failed to
recommend themselves" to the very sector of the society they
were most intended to service139.
By the 1870s, then, it was clear that the efforts of the
Board and its officers had not resulted in "the full development
of a perfect system of education ". Lack of adequate funds,
staff and powers had contributed significantly to this failure.
So too had the administrative structure which placed policy
development in the hands of the Board while the administration
of those policies was left to the two chief officers of the
department. Fundamentally, however, there were contradictions
between the two main aims for which the Act was passed - between
the aim of promoting a partidular form of schooling and the aim
of providing schools for the poor. This contradiction was
rooted in the fact that the schools.. the Board and the Inspectors
wished to support were neither attuned to nor responsive to the
needs and life patterns of their intended clients..
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Chapter five
The Demise of the Old
The Rise of the New
In December 1873 the Legislative Council rejected an
Education Bill which had been passed in the Lower House.
The Bill provided for a radical change in the form and scope
of state intervention in education. The following months
witnessed an upheaval in the educational administration the
Board was removed and a new one appointed., the structure of the
department was radically changed and a new direction in
educational policy was established. By the end of 1875 a new
Act had been passed, abolishing the Board and incorporating
essentially the same proposals as had been rejected in .1873.
This chapter examines these events and explores their causes.
On 24th December 1873, the Secretary of the Board of
Education wrote to the government drawing attention "to the
repeated requests of the Board for additional Inspectors, with
an urgent request that at least two additional Inspectors may
be appointedi1. As I have argued in previous chapters, the
Board and its chief officers had long recognized that it had"too
few inspectors for the existing ones to perform their work
properly, but governments had steadfastly refused to add to
their number. This time, however, the government acted promptly.
In Cabinet on the 30th December it decided to appoint James
Hosking immediately, and the appointment was approved in Executive
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Council the next day. Hosking was notified on the afternoon
of the 31st and, with the government's permission, released
the information to the press. The Evening Journal carried
the announcement the same evening. On 1st January, 1874,
the Government Gazette included the official announcement,
and on the next day the Board was informed (officially) of the
decision.. Hosking was formally on the staff on the department
on the 1st January - before the Board was even notified.
However,he did not receive the official letter of appointment
until more than a week later'. Certainly this government could
not have been accused of ignoring the urgency of the request!
The manner in which the appointment was made, however,
involved significant departures from established procedure and
a breach of the Board's prerogative of participating in the
appointment of its officers. The Advertiser claimed that the
government's actions showed "scant courtesy" to the Board and
suggested that if it continued to treat its boards thus, it
would find great difficulty in finding capable and public-
spirited men to fill them3. The Board clearly felt it most
improper that it should learn of the appointment of a senior
officer through the columns of the daily press and that the
Gazette should carry the news before it had been informed. It
therefore protested vigorously.
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The government explained that it had been delayed in
notifying the Board by the holidays4. However, the holidays
had not prevented it from informing Hosking or from publishing
it in the Gazette. In any case it seems at the very least a
gross carelessness to permit the information to be released to
the press before ensuring that the Board had been notified,
even if only unofficially. These considerations raise the
possibility that the government offered the Board a calculated
insult.
In many respects Hosking's credentials for the position
were impressive. Firstly,he was one of Adelaide's leading
professionally trained teachers. As a licensed master he had
been described by Wyatt as "highly trained" and praised for
his success in raising a school of "more than ordinarily ill -
disciplined" pupils to a "state of efficiency "5. Secondly,,he
had a long record of involvement in educational affairs outside
the confines of his school. Initially he had been involved in
the Preceptors' Association and had occupied the position of
secretary during which time he had consistently pressed for
higher educational standards in the colony. More recently he
had been involved in the Philosophical Society to which he had
delivered a_number of papers on educational problems and needs.
Throughout his career he had been a frequent contributor to the
press on educational matters and had appeared as a witness
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before the 1861 and 1868 Select Committees on Educations.
However since 1858 he had been 'a consistent critic of both
the Board and thé Chief Inspector and of their policies, practices
and achievements. In particular he had criticised the methods
of inspection, the tolerance of 'sub-standard' teachers and the
lack of classification, timetables, and other aspects of
organization in the licensed schools. He had attacked members
of the Board in the early 1860s for their poor attendance at.
Board meetings and their willingness to delegate control of the
department to the two senior officers, Wyatt and Wickes'. He
had criticised the licensed schools in Adelaide for being
socially exclusive, claiming in 1861 that_there were:
large numbers of poorer children ... who, not
possessing the silver key which opens the door
of our public schools, range about like so
many precocious 'Arabs's.
He was a strong advocate of thorough reform of the state system
of education in the direction of a much more powerful admin-
istration exercising more di- rect,detailed control of schools and
teachers through minute inspection,along the lines of developments
in Canada9. This policy was directly opposed to that of Wyatt
and the Board and, taken together with his criticisms of both the
Board and the Chief Inspector, led the Board to regard him as an
unsuitable candidate for
so confidential a position as an Inspector, who
has to be the eyes and ears of the Board, and
upon whose reports the Board has to act with
implicit confidence".
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Hosking's credentials must also be seen against the
criteria deemed relevant to the position. Whilst 'reformers'
of the period advocated the appointment of professional
teachers as inspectors, those who had administered both the
government and the department for the previous twenty years
saw this as unnecessary - if not a hindrance. The task of .
inspectors in their view was to determine the eligibility of
applicants for licence,to check on teachers' attendance
claims and to ensure that their schools continued to meet the
desired standards, not to interfere in the running of the
schools.
Thus when Governor Young appointed Wyatt as Inspector in
1851, he informed E.K. Miller, a rival applicant who was a
trained teacher, that he considered it desirable that the
inspector should be free from that commitment to a particular
system which characterised every trained teacher. When
second inspectors had been appointed in 1855 and 1860, candidates
had included a large number of professional teachers as well as
civil servants, clergymen and journalists. In 1855 the
appointment went to an applicant from the Audit Department, whilst
in 1860 the three most favoured candidates mere a civil servant,
a clergyman and an ex- clergyman turned journalist".
In the light of both the process by which the appointment was
made and the department's doubts about Hosking's "suitableness ",
the Board informed the government that it regarded the
appointment as unsatisfactory. It requested the government
to revoke the appointment, advertise the position and make a
fresh appointment according to precedent in consultation with
the Board. The government refused, stating that responsibility
for the appointment lay clearly with itself. The Board
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responded by refusing to avail itself of Hosking's services,
and the government demanded the Board's resignation. Four
members resigned and the government immediately "removed" the
other three. In their place it appointed a five member Board,
Dr. Allan Campbell being the only member of the 'old' Board to
be re- appointed. Within a month, however, he was joined by
J.A. Hartley12, another of the 'old' members.
This sequence of events had a number of implications for
the relationship between the government and the Board. Firstly
the Board's established prerogatives in selecting staff had been
overturned. Secondly the position of the Board was no longer
"essentially independent of the government" : if it did not
accept government directives it could be replaced by one which
would. Moreover the government appeared to be intervening in
the details of administration and departmental structure in an
unprecedented way, for when it appointed Hosking it also
"suggested" that the Board restructure the inspectorate. Thirdly
the conditions under which members of the Board held office had
changed, as previously there had been no doubt about their
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security of tenure.
The appointment of the new Board and the government's
suggestions about the inspectorate foreshadowed changes in
the administrative structure. The Board readily accepted
the government's proposals to divide the province into three
districts and appoint one inspector to each. This effected
a significant change in the relations between the inspectors
themselves and between them and the Board. Hitherto Wyatt
had exercised direct authority over the Second Inspector and
when Hosking was appointed he was instructed to place himself
"under the orders of the Chief Inspectori13. Under the new
arrangement each inspector would be directly responsible to
the Board and would work independently of Wyàtt's supervision.
Under Campbell's chairmanship the Board drew up a set of
"instructions" for the "guidance" of the inspectors. These
Regulations specified in detail the mode of inspection of
schools and the form in which visits should be reported. They
required the inspectors to submit their proposed schedule of
visits to the Board for approval and to present a weekly diary..
of all their duties. They stipulated the hours thè inspectors
were to work and instructed them to waste as little time as
possible travelling between schools'''.
These Regulations had two major implications for the Chief
Inspector. Firstly they further undermined his position in
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relation to the other inspectors since previously he had
determined their work patterns. Secondly they substantially
destroyed his own autonomy and removed one of the key
administrative procedures by which he had exercised a major
influence over the shape of the licensed system. Previously
he had kept detailed notes of his visits to schools and only
reported his assessment of their merits to the Board. This
deprived the Board of any means of deciding for itself which
schools should be licensed. The new procedures required him
to provide the Board with the details by which it could make
that judgement.
The changes in the structure of the inspectorate and the
new Regulations effectively demolished the position of Chief
Inspector and transferred the headship of the department to
the Board. Wyatt protested vigorously. He claimed that the
Board had no authority to issue such instructions to him, or to
deal with the other inspectors over his head. His responsibility,
he argued, was to the Chief Secretary, not the Board. However,
the Chief Secretary supported the Board and instructed Wyatt to
accept its directions15. In parliament he informed Wentworth
Cavenagh, a deposed Board member, that "the chairman of the
Education Board is the head of the Education Departmentt16. Wyatt
regarded the changes as a gross and unwarranted insult and a
major demotion within the civil service:
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I am the oldest officer in the service, by date
of appointment, and among the few oldest by
actual term of office. I have for twenty -eight
years held the rank of head of department, and
... during thirty years have been appointed to a
large number of honorary offices of great trust...
I have been honoured with the personal approval
.of several of Her Majesty's Representatives ...
and have never received any intimat tending to
imply inefficiency or disapproval. Under these
circumstances, and considering the change now
made, ... I respectfully request permission to
retires'.
The Board, "sensible of Dr. Wyatt's services as an inspector of
schools ", offered no objection18.
The Board, now under the chairmanship of Hartley, used the
opportunity to further re- structure the department. When
Dewhirst, Wyatt's long- standing deputy, applied for the position
of Chief Inspector, Hartley declared the position abolished and
refused him any seniority of rank. Instead the Board granted
him an increase in salary in view of his long service and
expectations of promotion. Henceforth there. were to be three
co -equal inspectors, all directly responsible to the Board19.
These changes in the administrative structure welded the
Board and the officers of the department into an integrated
body. Henceforth this can be referred to as the Education
Department. Despite: the transfer of authority to the Board its
power was still threatened by the professional staff : honorary,
part -time members could not expect to have as effective a grasp
of daily business as full -time officers. To consolidate the
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position of the Board the government proposed in parliament
that the chairman should be paid an honorarium of one hundred
pounds per annum. When Parliament rejected this the Board
included a similar recommendation in a set of proposals for
a new Act. The Education Department, it argued, should
comprise a Board or Council and professional staff but the
chairman (the President of the Council in its new terminology),
who would be the head of the Department, should be a permanent
salaried officer20.
Even without this change the 'new' Board was able to exert
considerable control over the details of administrative practice
as well as educational policy, and it embarked on a radically
different approach from that of its predecessor. As a member of
the old Board, Hartley had pressed for a number of changes in
policy. Licensed schools had been identified by an official
'Public School' sign. Teachers' examinations had been made more,
demanding and the practice of granting provisional licences to
teachers who had not been examined had been discontinued. He
had persuaded the 'old' Board to reconsider a number of possibilities
which it had previously been compelled to reject. As a result,
the Board had made new moves to pay and directly supervise pupil -
teachers and assistant teachers and to rent accommodation for large
city schools. Moreover the Board had reasserted its role in such
matters as selecting materials for the Book Depot21.
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The restructured Department was given a considerably
greater capacity to develop and pursue such policies than
its predecessor. The government substantially increased
its grant for stipends, enabling it to offer higher rewards
to teachers than had been possible for about eighteen years,
and thus attract superior masters and mistresses. Special
. i
grants and implied powers tó provide funds for repairs to
District Schoolhouses and to offer large subsidies for school -
buildings in major centres of population enabled it to upgrade
school accommodation and, in,the latter case, to assist in
developing larger schools. Working class centres such as
Moonta were thus .provided with their first public school
buildings. Moreover in Adelaide the Board was enabled to rent
rooms for another large school, this time in east Adelaide. -
Finally it was enabled to pay pupil- teachers and assistants.
Consequently it was able to press much more strongly towards its
ideal of large schools, higher standards and more efficiènt
organization, especially in Adelaide22.
The Department not only expanded the range of its initiatives
in providing schooling, but intruded much further into the class-
rooms of the licensed teachers. In accordance with both its
general ideology and the instructions given to Wyatt on his
appointment, the /department had previously simply "recommended"
various practices, and attempted to impose financial sanctions
against those who failed to heed them. The 'new' Board, however,
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demanded such practices as classification, set timetables
and a new form of discipline. At the same time it extended
its control over the curriculum. It produced new regulations
which defined the content of teaching more closely, adding a
detailed statement of the content to be dealt with by each
class to the broad definition of the subject areas to be .
covered. By asserting control over pupil- teachers and
assistants the Department added a new dimension to its control
depriving the master of a licensed school of his traditional
authority over his staff23.
These more stringent and detailed demands were reflected
in the changed form of inspection, in the tone and content of
inspectors'. reports and in the altered relationship between the
inspector on the one hand and the teachers and pupils on the other.
To ensure that teachers adhered strictly to the new cdrriculum,
inspectors examined pupils closely on the specific content defined
in the regulations. They also noted carefully and in detail the
provision of, and adherence to timetables and other requirements,
scrupulously pointing out any slight errors or deviations from the
path laid down. Most noticeable was the changed tone of the
reports. In particular, Emil Jung's first tour of the districts
south of Adelaide produced a scathing indictment of the teachers
which seemed to include even professionals who had enjoyed the
'old' Board's high esteem, such as James Bassett at Willunga.
Hosking's reports also displayed the bluntness characteristic
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of the new order; he reported that Henry Watson's Sheaoak
Log school had fifteen pupils, "ten in and five out of the
classroom" and stated that "laughter and rudeness seemed to
be the order of the da /'24.
To ensure that the new policies were strictly enforced,
the Board exercised detail control over its Inspectors. These
controls outlined in the Regulations for inspectors discussed
above, were zealously implemented. In 1875 the Board received
a complaint of misconduct concerning Emil Jung and immediately
recalled him to Adelaide to answer the charges, censuring him
severely for what it determined to be a slight - but none the
less important - indiscretion and breach of the regulations. On
other occasions the other inspectors were admonished for failure
to record in the required detail their weekly activities, for
failure to use prescribed forms of inspection and reporting and for
other deviations from the new code25.
The Board also extended its programme to upgrade the
standard of the teachers. Apart from the moves to supervise
pupil teachers and more strictly examine new teachers, the Board
used the Model School as the 'old: Board had intended - as a means
of providing some training and observation for untrained or
prospective teachers. At the same time, it sought and obtained
an assurance of funding for a project to establish a training
school for teachers26.
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Finally the Board took steps to ensure its future freedom
from the restraints of the existing Act and its dependence on
special powers and legally doubtful extensions of its powers.
It submitted a set of proposals to the government for a new Act
which would give it the powers it needed to pursue fully the
policies it had already begun to implement. These powers were
largely incorporated in a new Act passed in 1875. That Act
established a Council of Education under the leadership of a
President who was a permanent full -time officer with unambiguous
control over the Department. The Department had powers to
initiate schools and enforce attendance of all children at school,
to train and appoint teachers and to exercise minutely detailed
control over teachers and schools. Inspection was closely
supervised and controlled by the President and involved the careful
scrutiny of a wide range of aspects of the conduct and performance
of the schools. The tendency to reduce the autonomy of the school-
masters and,mistresset characteristic of the 'reformers' on the 'old'
and 'new' Boards was greatly accelerated, teachers no longer being
the proprietor- masters of their own schools, but employees of the
Department27.
These changes in the scope and content of educational policy
and state intervention in schooling amounted to a thorough
rejection of the model for educational development espoused by the
1851 Act and pursued by the Board and its officers until 1873, and
the adoption of a radically different model. Such changes are
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easier to describe than explain. However, a starting point may
be found in an examination of the personnel involved in both the
'old' Board and the 'new' Board and its successor, the Council
of Education.
A total of twenty -nine men served on the 'old' Board while
a further ten were offered seats but declined them. A number of
glimpses of their social life suggests that many of them were drawn
from the colonial elite. Arthur Hardy, a member of the Board from
1856 to 1874, picnicked with the governor and his wife, was a
founder of the exclusive Adelaide Club and with other notables such
as Judge Cooper and R.R. Torrens, was one of the leaders of local
society. W.C. Belt, chairman of the Board from 1856 to 1871, was
one of the "squires" of the fashionable suburban village of
Walkerville. He was a leading member of St. Andrew's (Anglican)
Church which attracted wealthy colonists from a number of districts.
His friends included the Chief Justice, the Anglican Bishop, the
Hawkers, Robert Davenport, C.B. Young and others in the colony's
'best' circles. (Young, his near neighbour with whom he regularly
attended church, was a large land owner and fellow Board member).
His daughter married Robert Horn, a wealthy pastoralist, and the
account of their wedding reads like a 'who's who' of colonial
leaders. J.B. Hughes, on the Board from.1855 to 1857, had retired
from his pastoral properties to live the life of a country gentleman
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on his 350 acre estate at Woodville, several miles west of
Adelaide. In keeping with his position as a leader of
local society, he was a major benefactor of many projects:
he built the local Anglican church, donated land for a school,
provided the local railway station (on his property) and a
village square. However, his activities were not confined to
such local affairs. He was °involved in the social and
political life centred in Adelaide and hosted lavish entertain-
ments for other members of the elite.
A closer analysis of the membership of the 'old' Board
strengthens these impressions. Firstly many of them were men
,of large capital, especially landed capital. At least twelve
members had substantial landed or pastoral interests, while one
Board nominee was a partner, in one of the largest pastoral
firms and another was the manager of the South Australian Company.
Several members also had extensive mining interests, including
Arthur Clarke who was a director of the Moonta mine. Others
had investments in merchant, finance and other forms of capitalist
ventures. In keeping with their economic position a number of
them were involved in the Chamber of Commerce which actively ,..
pursued the interests of large capital.
Secondly there were many members or nominees who were
engaged in the civil service and the professions, sometimes in
addition to investments in the field outlined above. Hanson,,
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Belt, Hardy and Andrews were all prominent lawyers, Duncan,
Gosse and Moorhouse doctors, B.C. Young a surveyor and Wickes,
Cawthorne and John Lorenzo Young leading schoolmasters.
Dutton and Davenport had served with Inspector Wyatt as early
Commissioners for the management of Adelaide's municipal
government. Duncan, Gosse and Wyatt were involved in the
Medical Board and many others. filled a variety of positions ón
government boards. Members who held important civil service
positions included Matthew Moorhouse (Wyatt's successor as
Protector of Aborigines and later Chairman of the Destitution
Board), Dutton, Davenport and Duncan28.
Thirdly the Board represented those active in the political
life of the colony, as members of parliament, Justices of the
Peace and members of election committees. Sixteen of the thirty -
nine who were members or nominees were either past or present
members of parliament. Eleven had held ministerial office and
four had led governments.
Their religious affiliations provide a final confirmation
of their social positions. The Board was dominated by men, who were
active in the leadership of the elite Church of England or were
Congregationalists. There were no Catholics, only one Lutheran
(who resigned after one meeting) and, until the appointment of
Hartley in 1871, only one Methodist, the Wesleyan, G.M. Waterhouse.
In terms of the prevailing ideology the Education Board, like
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most other government boards, did not require the special
expertise of professionals in the field - Certainly not
their control - but the efforts of capable public spirited
men who could supervise the allocation of state funds to,
those schools which met specific criteria29. Governor
MacDonnell confirmed this view in a memo to B.T. Finniss,
the Colonial Secretary, when looking for a person to fill a
vacancy on the Board "Ask Mr. J.B. Hughes, -'he is a man
of education with time at his commandi90.
a
The men of the 'new' Board appear to be drawn from a
rather different social background. Hartley, a. relatively
recent arrival in the colony, was unconnected with the leading
social circles. Way's father was a respected Bible Christian
preacher, but not a part of the colonial elite. Von Treuer,
a German, had been an assistant teacher and junior post office
clerk. Campbell's and Barlow's families are difficult to trace
suggesting that they, too, came from 'lesser' social positions.
The only apparent exception is W.D. Glyde. His father was an
'old colonist', a merchant and prominent member of Parliament.
However, he was associated with Reynolds and Santo who had been
linked with the Political Association and were excluded from
the most influential circles. This picture of the origins of
the 'new' Board also appears to apply to the two additional,
appointments to the Council of Education which replaced the Board
from 1875 to 1878.. Murray appears to have come from a petty
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bourgeois background while Salom, as a Jew, was almost by
definition, excluded from the elite. This analysis is confirmed
by the religious composition of the new group. In contrast to
the 'old' Board, dominated by Anglicans, the 'new' Board was
dominated by members of the less prestigious Methodist churches31.
All these men, however, vere highly successful in their field.
Hartley had established himself as a leading figure in education.
Way was a leader in the legal profession. Campbell and Barlow
were on the threshold of prominence in..medicine and law respectively.
Glyde was a successful corn merchant while Murray and Salom were
making the transition from shopkeeper and auctioneer respectively
to merchants. The 'new' men, therefore, appear to have been drawn
from the 'middle ranks' of society, but were men about to attain
positions of great influence in the life of the colony.
This change in the composition of the Board points to more
fundamental changes in South Australian society. Most historians
dealing with the period have noted significant changes in
important aspects of colonial life. However they have dealt with
them separately and there has been no major attempt to integrate
them into an overall pattern. While much work is needed on
nineteenth century South Australian social history before a
thorough synthesis can be made, enough has been done to permit a
tentative mapping of the field.
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E.S. Richards shows that the manufacturing sector of the
economy expanded considerably during the rural depression from
about 1865. At the same time the rural economy was changing
with the decline of the old wheat growing lands and pressure
from farmers to expand into pastoral areas. In the pastoral
industry drought placed increased pressure on outlying propgrties
and led to a concentration of control and a rationalization of
holdings under the large pastoral companies such as Elders. Thus
the relationship and balance between these three, facets of the
economy was changing markedly32.
There were also significant changes within the organization
of production especially in manufacture, agriculture and
pastoralism, although mining, a traditional large -scale employer
of labour, remained relatively unchanged. Pastoral production
became more capital intensive with the increasing use of fences
and wells. At the same time, there were important changes in
the composition of labour : more skilled workers, such as drillers
and fencers replaced shepherds, the lowliest sector of the rural
workforce. In farming the more extensive use of machinery meant
less demand for unskilled labour on large farms, while drought and
crop disease meant even less demand for casual labour on smaller
properties. In contrast, the increasing number of manufactories,
including a few relatively large establishments in both Adelaide
and the country, meant that more labour was employed in this
sector. Within the working class new forms of organization were
developed, and broad -based unions appeared alongside the older craft
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unions'. These new unions were more militant and conducted a
number of successful strikes for better wages and conditions,
and the period saw the beginning of the eight- hours -day
campaign in South Australia33.
These economic changes were accompanied by political
ones. Jaensch notes changes in the composition of
Parliament from the late 1860s to about 1880 and claims that
there was a growing "fear of urban domination over the settled
interests of the land134. Urban seats in the Lower House were
held increasingly by smaller commercial and manufacturing
interests while non - metropolitan seats were more often represented
by urban rather than rural interests. By 1881 urban capital had
forced changes even to the land-dominated Legislative Council35.
This shift was not simply a matter of urban and rural differences :
the Register saw the 1870 election for East Adelaide, for example,
as a conflict between capital and labour".
Within parliament these changes are more difficult to interpret.
The dominant view suggests that parliamentary behaviour and
organization are best accounted for in terms of factions. In the
1870s, new factions and new leaders were emerging, partly with the
influx of new members following the enlargement of the House of
Assembly in 1875, and partly with'the death or retirement of some
older leaders. The struggle between factions is seen principally
as a competition for the benefits of office rather than the result
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of differences in principle. This suggests that there was little
link between sectional or class interests and legislation and
consequently that attempts to show such links are futile37.
This interpretation is based principally on the lack of
correlation between voting patterns and the occupations of
members, and the consistent Appearance of groups of members '
representing diverse occupations, voting together. It can be
challenged on a number of grounds. Firstly the use of simple
occupational categories as the basis for analysis may mask
important differences between those grouped together. To list
McEllister and Angas as pastoralists, or Ayers and Way as lawyers:,
is misleading. It ignores the fact that McEllister was only 'a
marginal pastoralist in the outlying areas while Angas held large
tracts of some of the best land in the colony and had extensive
interests in other sectors of the economy; similarly Ayers was perhaps
the major representative of mining interests whereas Way had no
such connections. The fact that McEllister voted differently
from Angas, or Way from Ayers, does not so much suggest the lack
of class or sectional interests as the fact that they reflected
different interests. Secondly it is not necessarily reasonable
to expect that similar interests will vote together or contrary
ones against each other : within a particular sectional interest
there may well be alternative strategies or alternative tactics
for dealing with an issue. Hirst shows how John Hart, for example,
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introduced a radical land reform Bill into Parliament with the
intention of producing a conservative law38. Political
tactics dictated that he voted in apparent contradiction of
the interests he represented and a similar case is discussed
below. Thirdly while the basis for various factions is never
adequately explained, it appears that at least some groupings
can be identified with particular interests. Reynolds, for
example, appears to have provided a degree of leadership for
those who were associated with the Political Association around.
1860. It therefore seems dangerous;to conclude that sectional
interest was not a significant factor in shaping parliamentary
organization and behaviour.
A fruitful and perceptive alternative line of analysis is
provided by Bowes' account of land legislation in the 1860s and
the role of pastoral interests in shaping it39. He demonstrates
that when confronted with an issue directly bearing on their
economic position the representatives of pastoralism in parliament
organized themselves and developed policies and strategies for
defending their interests. Moreover, he is able to relate this
to the opportunism and battles for the spoils of office others
have seen as the major feature of politics in the period. It is
possible that an extension of this form of analysis to parliamentary
activity as a whole would provide a rather different picture from
that presented by Jaensch and others. In the light of the
economic changes discussed above, and other developments considered
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below, it is quite possible that the shift of power to new
men and groups in the 1870s will prove to reflect changes
in the balance of power between different sectors of
capital and between capital and labour.
Such changes are certainly implied in a number of speeches
i
and letters by J.P.'Boucaut,°one of the leading politicians of
the period. Boucaut spoke openly of class conflict, especially
between large capital on the one hand and. small capital and
labour on the other and presented himself as the champion of
farmers, manufacturers and workers. In a series of letters to
a trade union leader at Moonta he argued the necessity of an
alliance of these groups in order to make significant social,
economic and political gains. His supporters appear to have
been drawn from these groups and from amongst the urban profess-
ionals. from the beginning of his political career he enjoyed
the support of the Political Association while in 1874 McArthur,
the Moonta trade unionist, informed him of a plan to form a
state -wide alliance of trade unions to support him and his
programmes. His parliamentary allies included Samuel Way,,. a.
rising lawyer, Ebenezer Ward, ;a notable - or notorious - land
reformer and spokesman for the small farmers, and John Colton, a
successful Adelaide manufacturer and small scale merchant4o.
Political changes in the leadership of Parliament were,
according to Hawker, parallelled by changes in the leadership of
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the civil service. Until the 1870s the top positions in
administration were in the hands of members of the
'establishment', while recruits to the middle and lower ranks
were more likely to be drawn from small bourgeois, professional
and petty- bourgeois families. By the 1870s, however, the
leadership of the service passed into the hands of men from
less prominent backgrounds. The internal structure of the
service was also reorganized, strengthening the positions and
career potential of those in the middle ranks41. Such changes
may well have reflected the interests and ambitions of the
groups whom I have identified as newly powerful.
Some of the social implications of these changes may be
seen in the area of religion. The Congregational Uhion
dominated by men of capital, declined markedly in political
influence. While Congregationalists were a small minority (never
as much as five per cent of the population), until the 1870s they
held about one sixth of the Lower House seats and one third of
the Upper House. After the early 1870s, however, their represen-
tation dropped. At the same time there was a shift in the
leadership of the church and in its policies and preoccupations.
During the same period the power of the Anglican church was
declining while the Methodists were gaining in political strength42.
Given the social bases of these denominations, these changes point
in the same direction as the evidence drawn from the economy and
political life a decline in 'establishment' power and a rise in
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the position of the smaller bourgeoisie and those associated
with them.
As these groups began to challenge the economic and
political dominance of the 'establishment' they began to
articuláte ideas and policies which conformed more closely to
their own interests and needs than had the dominant ideology:
From the beginning of the colony, for example, free trade had
been a cornerstone of economic orthodoxy. This principle
favoured the interests of important sectors of large capital
and discriminated against those of manufacturers and the working
class. Despite this, it was widely accepted by small capital
and labour43. By 1869, however, a Chamber of Manufactures had
been established, one of its aims being to press for a tariff
policy which would support the development of manufacturing in
the colony. Ít further disregarded the principles of a market-
place regulated only by the laws of supply and demand by arguing
that the government should introduce bounties for the development
of viable new industries. When the 'establishment' dominated
Hart government introduced a new tariff in 1870, it defended its
actions on the grounds of expediency. In contrast representatives
of manufacturing and their allies welcomed it as a victory for
protection, applauded it as a matter of economic principle, and
proclaimed the decline of the free trade ideology. A few years
later a speaker at the annual dinner of John Lorenzo Young's
Educational Institution looked forward to the formation of 'a
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protectionist ministry under the leadership of one 'of, the
guests ".
There were also important changes in the way the economic
future of the colony was conceptualized. Before 1870 the
rural sector was seen as the basis for economic development,
whereas after. 1870 a much more significant role was ascribedato
manufacturing. William Harcus, for example, argued in 1876
that no nation could become great on the basis of a primary
economy alone and saw manufacturing as the means of employing
the growing numbers displaced from the rural sector. Within
the rural sector small scale farming was seen as the key which
must take pre- eminence over pastoral industry in political and
economic decision making. Thus the Register had long inveighed
against "the incubus of the landed interest ", while Harcus
presented a glorious vision of a boundless countryside dotted
with the homesteads of prosperous independent small farmers45.
These changes in power and ideology were reflected in
legislation and other aspects of state policy. The tariff
introduced in 1870 was retained in subsequent years as a matter
of policy and funds were made available for the bounties desired
by the Chamber of Manufactures. The laws regulating access to
land were also changed significantly. A number of 'establishment'
governments had been placed under great.: pressure to introduce
reforms in this area since the existing laws heavily favoured
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pastoralists, land dealers and financiers at the expense of
farmers. Hart and Strangways both introduced legislation
designed as 'holding operations' to provide concessions to
farming interests without deserting pàstoral interests'
completely4G.
The complex processes of economic, political, ideological
and social change tentativelÿ: sketched above provide a context:
within which to interpret the changes in the Education
Department from 1874. In analysing these changes in education,
two important strands can be distinguished.: the articulation of
a distinct and coherent new educational ideology and a struggle
for the power to implement it.
Between about 1855 and 1865 there were a number of
challenges to the system established by the 1851 Act. From
1855 the Anglican church led by the Reverend E.K. Miller, pressed
for a denominational system. From 1859 the Catholic church
campaigned for the state to support denominational education or
else withdraw from the field altogether. In 1861 the Reynolds
government introduced a Bill to limit severely the scope of state
educational involvement in urban areas as a prelude to complete
withdrawal, while in 1863 Francis Dutton moved that the government
should stop all its educational spending. None of these Moves,
however, was successful ''. There were also a few tentative
suggestions that the state should develop a more comprehensive .
system of 'national' education. These appeared most particularly
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at election times, and none of them was developed as concrete
proposals in the form of parliamentary Resolutions or Bills.
However most effective moves to influence the scope of state
involvement in schooling took the form of budgetary restrictions48.
These initiatives to limit the existing system came from
o
a number of sources. Budgetary cuts were supported by a
number of 'establishment' figures and representatives of farming
and small capital who argued that the state needed only minimum
involvement to ensure that education fulfilled its functions, and
that additional spending was unproductive and therefore wasteful.
Denominational proposals were an alternative means to the same
basic end which the 1851 Act proposed - small -scale state inter-
vention to support private initiative - but because they threatened
the principle of separation of church and state, they received
little support. The major proposal to withdraw from education
came from the Reynolds,' government which enjoyed the support of
those sections of the working class and small capitalists
represented in the Political Association. Reynolds argued that
educational funds were largely wasted since they were spent in
urban areas where schools could sùpport themselves, and in .
supporting unnecessarily advanced forms of teaching. Dutton's
move reflected the belief of some sectors of the 'establishment'
that the stability of the society and the success of democracy
were no longer dependent on state-supported education. Thus
there were no consistent sustained class -based attempts to
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challenge the existing system, and critics were drawn from
all sectors of the society.
With the exception of the moves for the state to withdraw
from all educational activities,_ none of these moves actually
challenged the basic assumptions on which the existing system
was founded. These included the right for the state to act
where necessary fo.r the protection of the society, the
essentially moral and religious nature of education, and the
roles of private and state action in providing schooling whereby
the state offered support for private initiative. Thus the
ideology on which the 1851 Act was based largely shaped the
terms of educational debate until at least the mid- 1860s.
There were a number of voices which suggested reforms which
would have extended the state's initiative in schooling beyond
the limits set by the prevailing ideology. In 1857 the Register
argued for a more comprehensive system of 'national' education
and cited Canadian developments as a possible model. In 1861
it published a series of articles on the education systems of
other countries and again recommended the Canadian model. ; James
Hosking used the Preceptors' Association as a platform from which
to generate pressúre on the department to develop a more intensive
control over the schools through more detailed, comprehensive
regulation and inspection. He advocated the, use of trained
professional, teachers as inspectors, since they could'draw on
their expertise in directing teachers more closely in the methods
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and techniques they should adopt. Such policies implied a
radical extension of the authority of the state over the
schools and their teachers49. However there was no consistent
coherent ideology of 'progressive' reform. In contrast to
its arguments for an extension of the state system, the Register
opposed the Board's proposal to build the first of its Model
Schools as a repudiation of the principle of 'self - help'. It
attacked Hosking's efforts through the Preceptors' Association,
claiming that the Association was "more notable for the time
consumed than for, the amount or importance of the business
transactedi50. Also when the Reynolds Bill was presented to
parliament the Register offered its qualified support. However,
it followed up with criticisms and argued that any move towards
voluntary education in the city would inevitably lead to a
disastrous decline in educational standardssl.
Not only did the advocates of 'progressive' reforms appear
inconsistent and confused but they seemed a small, unorganized
minority. In particular, they comprised the Register and a few,
seemingly isolated urban professionals, teachers and small
capitalists. Among them were James Hosking,the future. Education
Department inspector, and William Townsend a former Chartist
shoemaker who had become a successful city auctioneer.
Despite the inconsistency and lack of coherence, certain
characteristic concerns and lines of argument were established
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which were significantly different from those of the 'negative'
reformers and the defenders of the established system. Firstly,
there was a commitment to an extension of the state's role, one
that implied a far more intense control over the schools receiving
its financial support. Secondly there was a commitment to a
more thoroughly secular form of education: if education was to
be 'national' it must not offer offence on religious grounds,to
anyone. Thirdly there was a stress on urban needs which was
quite alien to other educational arguments.
By the late 1860s many of these changes were impinging on
the articulation of educational ideology and practice. Firstly
the sustained economic depression from about 1865 until after
1870 - especially in drought and rust affected rural areas -
placed a considerable strain on state finances. The Education
Department consequently lacked the funds it believed were
necessary to attract 'good' teachers and build better schools.
At the same time, rural and working -class poverty meant that many
potential or actual users of the licensed schools found it more
difficult to afford the fees needed to obtain trained teachers
or to send their children regularly over a long period, even if
they desired to do so. As a result of these two factors, the
standards of the licensed schools declined rather than improved.
Supporters and critics of the system both recognized that it was
largely failing to achieve its goals.
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Secondly the effects of widespread unemployment - poverty
and distress - were most apparent in Adelaide, where working -
class unrest came to be seen as a threat to social, well -being
and order. The difficulties facing working -class parents
were also seen to affect their children, many of whom were said
to be seriously neglected or else morally and physically
degraded and poisoned by thé`ir social environment. Referring
to those who had been placed in the Industrial School at Magill,
the Register claimed that they were "a very inferior type ...
(with) sickly or vicious parents born and nurtured in filth and
wretchedness, fed with unwholesome food, seldom breathing pure
air and utter strangers to cleanliness152. One of the effects
of such a background,observers claimed,was that these children
were not properly supervised or educated. In 1868, T.S. Reed,
the chairman of the Destitute Board, claimed that a very large
number of Adelaide working -class children received no schooling
at all53. Others pointed to the large number of "arabs" who
"spend their hours idling about the streets, gaining lessons in
the science of larrikinism, and many of them graduating for the
profession of crimeo54. This social problem thus became a..
problem for the education system for, it was argued, these
children could be saved by the good influence and training of
the schools, if only the schools could reach them. The growth
of more militant working -class organizations and action after
1870 and the renewed sense of threat which an uneducated and
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therefore irresponsible working -class posed to 'social harmony'
and the interests of capital gave added urgency to this problem..
Thirdly, manufacturers and others who saw the growth of
manufacture as the key to economic growth began to articulate a
role fdr education in supporting that development. The Chamber
of Manufactures heard and published a paper on the need for a°
"technological education ". In parliament Thomas Johnson, an
Adelaide shoe manufacturer, argued that education should be designed
to make mechanical occupations "less unfashionable ", and to teach
every boy a trade or business, while the Register foresaw schools'
making "every shepherd a botanist and explorer". Such arguments
attempted to define a new function for education, and some teachers
took up the challenge. William Fogg, a licensed teacher, claimed
that "the cost to the state of a liberal, primary and technical
education will be a profitable investment for the countryi55.
Some of these concerns had already been central to the
interests of educational 'reformers', in particular, the problems
of urban working class children and the problem of standards in
the licensed schools, while the newly articulated function for
education in contributing to economic development was readily
absorbed into the existing list of concerns. Overseas developments
also affected the development of the'ideology of progressive
educational reform. The Franco - Prussian war for example, was
held to have important implications for education : the German
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soldiers were better than the French because they were better
educated56. However overseas models of
economic, social and
educational development appear to have exercised more influence
on the reformation of educational ideology in South Australia
than this interpretation of German military strength. Many who
saw secondary industry as the key to colonial development cited
the United States and Germany as evidence of the importance of
manufactures for economic growths'. Similarly, educational
reformers appealed to models in Canada, the United States and
Germany to show how educational improvements could be achieved.
After 1872 the Victorian Education Act provided a model from
much nearer home, with the added bite of inter - colonial rivalry
as an incentive to match it58. Although these models had been
developed in response to somewhat different problems, they were
taken as examples of 'progress' and their solutions applied to
local needs.
The ideology identified the major problems and areas of
concern for a state educational system and shaped both the
educational solutions to those problems and the administrative
machinery needed to implement them. The central problems it
defined were the need to ensure that urban working -class children
received adequate schooling, the need to raise the standards of
the schools and the need to ensure that the education given was
appropriate to the needs of the society. Schooling had to be
made available to all and, to ensure its acceptability to all,
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it needed to be secular in its content. Raising standards meant
employing only competent, trained teachers working under the
close direction of inspectors who were themselves experienced
professional educators. There was a degree of ambiguity in,
defining what comprised 'appropriate' education. T.S. Reed,
principally concerned with the problem of urban working -class
children, stressed the need for "training" rather than "teaching ",
but when the principal concern was with the new economic function
of schools the stress was on the need for a thorough grounding
in areas well beyond this59.
Reformers argued that a much stronger. centralized Education
Department would be needed to implement these policies. In
particular it would need powers to establish schools and compel
parents to send their children to them. A number of reformers,
argued that to ensure that the schools were effectively open to
all they should be free. However the issue was strongly debated,
and free education was never established as an essential tenet of
the reform ideology. ' Most reformers did agree that the Department
should have power to train, appoint, inspect and closely control
teachers, minutely define their methods and content of instruction
and the forms of classroom organization. This implied a larger
number of inspectors, closer forms of inspection and power to
enforce the Department's will on schools; a curriculum which was
much more closely defined, and at the same time more extensive than
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previously. To meet the new economic function of education,
for example, Hartley recommended. that "provision should be
made for the establishment of technical schools for instruction
in agriculture, mining and other industrial pursuits There
was also some debate over the means by which such a system was
to be implemented. In particular the financial crisis of the
late 1860s led men like Bouctut either to ignore the problem/
of funding or imply local funding, while in most discussions
the issue was rarely raised61-'. .
At the same time as the ideology was growing in internal
coherence and comprehensiveness it was gaining in political
strength. Firstly those most actively-involved in articulating
it were becoming organized. The Register, of course, needed no
organizing. On the other hand, the previously unorganized
teachers, professionals and other urban advocates of reform found
a platform in the Philosophical Society. By the mid -1860s they
were actively pressing the cause of educational reform along
Canadian lines through papers and discussions in its meetings.
Hosking left the Preceptors' Association and joined the
Philosophical Society later becoming its secretary. '.Through it,
he joined forces with such other intellectuals and professionals
as the Anglican Dean of Adelaide and old time 'radicals' from the
ranks of the small capitalists, like C.S. Hare. It was through
the Philosophical Society, too, that T.S. Reed first drew attention
to the 'problem' of unschooled working -class children in Adelaide.
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The Register played an important organizational role in
publicising these debates through reports and editorials.
By 1870 there was a strong campaign organized by the same
group now under the banner of the "Educational Reform
Association" to, promote the cause ó:2.
Secondly the ideology gained power by attracting the
support of other broader social groups whose interests or
concerns it reflected. Its promise of a definite solution
to the urban working-class problem attracted support from
philanthropists and 'child- savers', and from members of the
'establishment' alarmed at the prospect of social disorder.
Its attempt to grapple with the need for technical education
must have appealed to those sectors represented in the Chamber
of Manufactures. The offer of free,government - provided schools
in first class buildings and under highly competent masters must
have appealed to the urban professionals, petty bourgeoisie and
artisans who were the licensed schools' main clients, since it
would raise the standard of their schools while lowering the
cost to themselves. It.is important to notice that these groups
were among those which were enjoying new -found economic and
political strength.
The ideology of reform enjoyed far from universal support
however. In particular, small farmers seem to have overwhelmingly
rejected it as expensive, providing a form of education for which
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they saw no need and which failed to teach their children the
religious truths of the bible. Both the Register and the
Advertiser agreed that country districts were generally opposed
to compulsory schooling and many country meetings in 187.3 rejected
the new Education Bill63. Members of the 'establishment' also
largely rejected the new ideolggy and continued to support their
existing model of how education should develop. However, many of
them also recognized that the system was under great pressure and
that some changes were necessary. In particular they supported
some form of increased incentive to parents to send their children
to schools, through local education rating or compulsory attendance
legislation". Some 'establishment' figures provided some support
for the reformers however. Henry Ayers, the key figure in the
affairs of the Burra mines, for example, advocated reform, while
the Moonta mine directors took steps to ensure that the miners'
children received a thorough elementary education. The mines
refused to employ any child who could not show that he was regularly
attending night school and many reformers hailed their decision as
a form of compulsion. However, it is also clear that the directors
were firmly opposed to any developments which might impinge on their
'right' to the daily work of as many child- labourers as they might
require".
The years 1868 to 1875 thus witnessed a prolonged battle over
the 'education question' -.a battle to determine which social- groups
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and which ideology would shape the future of state intervention
in schooling. Unlike the challenges to the 1851 Act in earlier
years which were fought out largely in terms defined by the
'establishment' ideology, the battle was now conducted on grounds
determined by the advocates of reform. The existing system could
be shown to be failing to deal with the central social problems
of the day to which education was applicable, while solutions to
those problems were central to the reform position.
Inside parliament the battle began with the establishment of
a Select Committee on Education in 1868. Its chairman was the
pastoralist Alex Hay, and members included principally other
pastoralists and farmers. Witnesses included members of the
Education department, reformers such as Hosking, T.S. Reed,
Frederick Basedow and J. Tenison Wood, the head of the newly formed
Catholic education system, and other representatives of the churches,
capital and education. Much of the evidence was highly critical,
of the department's system, and pointed to its failure to reach the
urban poor, to enforce high standards and the associated poor
standards of teachers and inadequate inspection. Proposals for
change, however, differed widely. Wyatt and the new Secretary`
of the Board, James Bath, suggested moderate extensions to the
department's powers and more money to allow it to function 'properly'.
Tenison Woods, the Catholic leader, argued for closer inspection,
trained teachers and a more concerted effort to reach the poor, but
added that this should be undertaken by the churches with state
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support. William Kay, a member of the 'establishment' - dominated
Chamber of Commerce, and James Allen, an Adelaide pharmacist
and notorious 'voluntaryist', argued for complete 'free- trade' in
education. Finally, a number of representatives of
teaching and
other professions advocated the replacement of the existing system
with one which would boldly extend the scope of state intervention
along Canadian or Prussian lines. Most of those who dealt with
the problem of children receiving little or no schooling advocated
some form of compulsion,, either directly or in the form of incentives
such as local rating6?'.
When the Committee brought down its report, however, it kept
closely to the model embodied in the existing Act. As the Register
commented, it made a number of suggestions for reform, but "threatened
no violence to the existing system167. More funding to enable the
system to provide better inspection and attract better teachers, the
erection of central schools for the urban poor, and some stimulus
to
local initiative- in the form of local rating were the main changes'
recommendedó8. All except the last of these were in fact
well
established elements of education department policy. The
representatives of the 'establishment' combined with those whose
rural interests were largely met by the existing system and for whom
any extension of state educational activity would be considered
unproductive to defend the existing order.
Probably the most important consequence of the 1868 Select
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Committee was the fact that the problem of unschooled urban
working -class children was established as the major concern.'
Hirst argues that the problem was seen in urban rather than
rural terms principally because the colonial elite lived in
Adelaide: Thus it was the urban problem which was most
visible to the men who mattered politically. Yet as Hirst .
himself points out, thèy.had always lived there whereas until
about '1867.they had seen the problem of educational provision
chiefly in rural terms6t. Reformers on the other hand had
drawn attention to . the urban problem as early as 1859. The
new concern with urban needs on the part of the 'establishment'
clearly represented more than a matter of residential location.
Important developments were taking place outside of
parliament. In response to this new perception of the problems
the education system was called on to deal with,a number of
'establishment' leaders joined forces with reformers in a series
of private initiatives to provide schools for those too poor to
assist themselves. 'R.agèd'schools, often free and with an
explicitly religious curriculum, were established in many working -
class areas - Norwood, Port Adelaide, Brompton, North and South
Adelaide in particular'. The motivation for such 'establishment'
figures as John Hart and George Fife Angas is suggested in a speech
by Hart at an annual public examination of the Port Adelaide 'ragged
school', of which he was a major sponsor. 'Voluntaryist' efforts,
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he claimed, could meet the needs of the urban poor more cheaply
and efficiently than government schools, and were not burdened
with the need, to remain secular but could openly inculcate the
truths of religion James Bath further spelled out the
implications of such ventures for supporters of the existing
model of educational provision : at the opening of the Norwood
'free school' he claimed that if there were more such initiatives
further state intervention in education would be unnecessary'.
Reformers however claimed that the need to provide such schools
demonstrated the inability of the licensed system to meet the
needs for which it was established. The licensed schools "have
failed to recommend themselves" to the urban poor, argued the
Register73. What was needed, therefore, was a system which would
function effectively and reach them.. Significantly, however, the
reformers did not intend to wait for their schools to 'recommend'
themselves - they would compel attendance.
Within parliament there were further moves. In 1869 reformers
like Boucaut adopted the tactic of joining forces with the opponents
of all state funding to try to cut the funds for the Department
still further, rendering the system even less workable and thus
increasing the pressure for reform. On the other hand, 'establish-
ment' figures like W. Kent - Hughes and John Hart pressed for
legislative reform which would attempt to meet the problems apparent
in the system while safeguarding the interests -of those
who saw an
expansion of state educational spending as hostile to their
interests. Kent- Hughes introduced a resolution worked out
by the Anglican synod for a denominational, payment -by- results
system involving close state inspection of secular teaching
and an examination in a prescribed curriculum while leaving a
large share of the financial and administrative burden of the
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system on private bodies. The following year Hart's government
introduced a Bill for a 'national' system of education. This
was a long way removed from the reformers' concept of 'National'
education, however, and envisaged the withdrawal of all state aid .
from education except for rural districts and the urban poor. In
many respects it did little more than the Reynolds Bill had
proposed in 1861. Kent - Hughes' resolution was easily defeated,
while Hart's Bill lapsed when parliament was dissolved after a
no- confidence motion in the government'.
In the debate outside parliament the reformers were on the
attack, especially through the columns of the Register. Firstly
they attacked the system and its achievements. They claimed
that the licensed system had done little to increase the relative
proportion of children in schools from 1852, and again stressed'
the problem of the urban poor. They claimed that in fact many
of the licensed schools in the city actively discouraged such
children, preferring to appeal to a more financially rewarding
clientele. They claimed that where the department
had developed
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schools it had failed to enforce suitable standards. Many of
the teachers were untrained and inferior in character; the
Register pounced on the case of a master licensed in the south
east on local recommendation who, it was discovered, had recently
been released from a Victorian gaol where he had served eight
years for assault. Many of the schools were not only poorly .
accommodated but ill-equipped and badly organized and conducted.
This, reformers claimed, was not simply because of inadequate
funds to attract superior teachers, but because the department
was content merely to licence a school and then leave it to its
own devices. Instead, they suggested, it should enforce class-
ification, timetables, good discipline and other aspects'of
school procedure by means of detailed inspection and the exercise
of close control over the teachers75.
However the reformers did not confine their criticisms to
the system created by the 1851 Act alone. While recognizing that
the department was hampered by lack of funds, the Register attacked
the Board for "supinely acquiescing in the parsimony of the
government" and not adopting a more aggressive stance. It argued
that the Board could have removed such difficulties "long ago" if
it had "set its face determinedly in the direction of reform174.
Commenting on the Board's "fatal hostility to innovation" it
suggested that it was "too much to expect of a dignified Board
that it should put itself out of the way to carry out new ideas ",
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describing it as "somnolent ", content to work on in a "sluggishly
devised groove "' -. Basically then the Board, rather than the
Act, was responsible for retarding the development of education
in the colony: it was "King Log ... that incarnation of slothful
incompetency which has so long brooded incubus fashion over the
brain of the colony"". Wyatt too came in for criticism, and
when he retired in 1874 the Register, while acknowledging his,
public service in a number of fields expressed its belief that
he would have acted in the best interests of education if he had
retired long before'g.
When the Department was not under fire, the government or
other representatives of the 'establishment' were. Thus the
Anglican proposal for reform later embodied in Kent - Hughes' education
motion in parliament was contemptuously dismissed as "one more
denominational scheme ", and a later editorial suggested that the
real problem was not the place of religion in school, but whether
large numbers of children "were to be allowed to grow up in
ignorance, adding to our criminal population'': Hart's 187.1 Bill
was similarly rejected and comprehensive reform along Canadian
lines again recommended. Finally the governments of 1872 and
1873 were frequently attacked for not introducing the required
Education
This pressure was not without its effect. It clearly
contributed to the various moves by 'establishment' leaders to
provide some sort of changes as
the same way it had done in the
policies. To do nothing while
system was so much in doubt woul
a 'holding operation' in much
fields of land and tariff
the credibility of the existing
d not have been politically
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wise. . It also kept the focus on the 'urban' problem and gained
a degree of support from within the 'establishment' itself.
C.H. Begot, an early political leader, pastoralist and developer
of the Kapunda mines, declared his support for the reform financed
by direct taxation if necessary. The Congregational and Baptist
churches also changed their education policies to support the
development of secular state education in order to meet these
problems. It is not clear, however, to what extent these changes
represented a shift by 'establishment' figures, or their defeat
by new leaders within the sphere of church politics m' The
ideological pressure within the debate was reinforced by the
pressure of social changes., In particular a number of successful
strikes over wages and conditions in the early 187.0s produced a
considerable response from a number of representatives Of capital
who had shown no interest in education reform previously. They
asserted that a thorough training in discipline through the schools
Would ensure a properly subordinate workforce". While not'
necessarily supporting the ideology of reform they nevertheless
joined forces with those who did in order to make the system more
effective. Finally the growing political power of those who
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supported the ideology of reform meant that they increasingly
appeared able to forcé through their own measures.
In 1873 the Chief Secretary Arthur Blyth, a consistent
súpporter.of increased educational expenditure over many years,
successfully piloted a 'free, secular and compulsory' Bill
modelled on the 1872 Victorian,Act through the Lower House.
Free education, however, was not even acceptable to all advocates
of reform. In the Upper House, opponents of reform argued that
free education would pauperise the recipients and teach them to
rely -on charity rather than their own disciplined effort. It
would probably require direct taxation - which would fall most
clearly on themselves. The Bill was narrowly defeated. In
1875 there was a new election with an expanded, Lower House and
new electoral boundaries. There were significant changes of
personnel, and a change of government followed almost immediately".
The new government of J.P. Boucaut introduced a new Bill to embody
the principles of the reform ideology. It provided for compulsory
education for all within reach of a school (but allowed enough
absences to permit farmers' sons to help with the harvest and other
seasonal work). It provided for popular education under the close .
control of a Minister and a strong Council of Education with a
permanent professional head and powers to establish schools and
inspect them,,train and appoint teachers and frame curricula. A
major omission from the Bill of 1873 was the 'free education' clause.
The evident need for some reform, the weight of numbers committed
to the reform ideology, the fact that the omission of the
'free' clauses threatened fewer financial interests, and the
subsequent inclusion of a bible reading clause which placated
some religious interests helped secure the passage of the Bill
through both houses"'.
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Two other factors were probably also critical. Firstly,
as Hirst has argued, the more bouyant state of the economy was
crucial in providing the financial means by which the central
government could undertake such a scheme. In the early 1870s
it lacked the revenue to embark on a more comprehensive system
of education without resorting to local rating and its concommitant,
local control, or else sacrificing other projects. By 1875,
however, rising customs receipts and expanding land sales enabled
the government to expand its financial commitments to education
without such expedients86'. However, in the light of the
considerations discussed above, this factor seems most important
in explaining the timing of the new Act rather than either its
general form or the pressure which produced it.
Secondly, the Bill left most of the details of the system to .
be determined by regulations. This minimised the potential for
opposition to the Bill by leaving out many contentious issues which
might have provided a focus for attack and alienated some
'establishment' supporters. Indeed, many later criticisms of the
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system can be traced to the fact that supporters of the Bill
did not expect it to produce the degree of centralization of
control the regulations permitted. E.K. Miller much later
observed that many who helped the Bill pass would not have
done so had they foreseen the way the power to use the
regulations would be applied".
By 1875, then, the central features of the reformers' model
were embodied in a new Education Act. Historians such as Pike
and Saunders have attributed these changes to the overwhelming
recognition of the failure of the existing system". Against
this, however, must, be set Hirst's judgement that there was, enough
local support for education to provide the basis for á viable
form of locally- based education of the sort provided in the 1851
Act". There was also a considerable degree of support for the
old system amongst teachers and members of the 'establishment'.
As late as 1875 claims were still being made that the old system
could provide adequately for the colony's needs with ónly minor
changes. In contrast to the Register's thinly- disguised pleasure
at the news of Wyatt's retirement, no less a representative of
the 'establishment' than John Howard Angas praised Wyatt's work .
and affirmed his belief that the system he . had superintended was
adequate to the colony's needs. 'A number of the licenced
professional teachers made him a retirement presentation in which
they affirmed their satisfaction with his performance as Chief
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Inspector. Similarly the. Advertiser's reaction to the confront-
ation between the government and the Board in 1874 showed that
it had few criticisms of the Board, implying that its members
were capable public spirited men. Although the Advertiser, like
the Register, was critical of the state of public education it
saw no need for the radical reforms which were being urged9.
A considerable degree of opposition to both the principles
and practices of the reformers' system accompanied this continued
support for the old system. The,Advertiser severely criticised
the Board's regulations for the inspectors in 1874: such detailed
controls were unnecessary and probably harmful to the cause of
education and the morale of the officers of the Department. It
described them as tending to "red tape", and suggested that they
should be treated as "suggestions" rather than as "inflexible
rules ". It offered no support for
the reformers' model of close
control by the Board over the details of the inspectors work,
regarding them as co- workers with the Board rather than as
servants:
The Inspectors, from their position and attainments,
are supposed to be gentlemen; and why should they
be tied down, as we believe no other officers in the
Civil Service are ...? This is not to treat them
with confidence, but rather with that mistrust which
in turn begets further mi strust91 .
The Evening Journal, which first published the news of Hosking's
appointment, also implied its divergence from the reformers'
line
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of the qualifications required for the position, suggesting that
"in some respects it might have been better to secure the
services of a gentleman of higher attainments as a scholarj9'z
Finally there was a considerable section of the licensed
professional teachers which saw no- improvement in the new system -
a system which threatened their status as independent professignals'
by making them employees of the state. Robert Mitton, for example,
consistently attacked Hartley for his strong centralization of
control. Others, like James. Bassett, expressed their concern at
the extent of the inspectors' interference in the running of their
schools, and their insistence on 'arbitrary' standards and forms
of 'organization. Some such teachers had in fact been vocal in
their opposition to the reforms introduced from 1874 ever since
they had first been urged in the late 1850s94.
The establishment of a new form of state education system
through the 1875 Act thus appears as the end result of a protracted
and complex process involving, widespread social changes. This
analysis of these changes provides a framework within which to
situate the 'Hosking affair' at the beginning of 1874. In
particular, it throws light on the timing of a number of incidents,
the personnel involved, and the significánce of the ideas espoused`.
by the various participants in the events.
The Education Bill which the Blyth Government had introduced
and successfully 'piloted through the Lower House was defeated in
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the Upper House on 18th December 1873. The Education Board's
next meeting was six days later, and it was at this meeting
that the Board decided to apply for_the appointment of additional
inspectors. Moreover, the initiative for this move came from
J.A. Hartley, one of the leading advocates of reform. The
government acted with great haste in making the appointment: the
Board's letter was received on 24th December, discussed at the
next Cabinet meeting on 30th December, and approved in Executive
Council the next day94. It seems inconceivable that the government
did not discuss the matter with Hosking before the 30th, to be
certain that he would fill the position. It also acted with great
speed to ensure that Hosking knew of the appointment the same after-
noon, and yet it failed to employ the same haste in dealing with
the department. Finally, the appointment was made without referring
the matter to parliament to obtain funds to provide his salary.
Once the Board was advised, the response of members throws
further light on the matter. The two reformers on the Board,
Hartley and Campbell can hardly have been dismayed at the prospect
of having an additional inspector whose views accorded so well with
their own. However, at the first Board meeting after the
appointment, they were both active in condemning the government. Of
the three motions opposing the government's action, Campbell moved
one and seconded another, while Hartley seconded two. In subsequent
proceedings, the Board passed two more motions condemning the
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government and one confirming its own course of action. Hartley
moved one and seconded another. Thus it seems that the reformers
themselves were very active in helping the Board to its
confrontation with the government. Despite their apparant
opposition to the government, they were the only two who were re-
appointed after the 'old' Board was removed. Campbell in fact,
served as the first chairman of the 'new' Board. Hartley was not
re- appointed until about a month later when he immediately took
Campbell's place as chairman's.
Once the 'new' Board was established, it worked in close
harmony with the government in pursuit of the same educational
aims. To achieve its new goals, however, it was necessary to
restructure the department in order to wrest control over
administrative procedure from Wyatt the head of the department.
As I have shown, Wyatt exercised considerable authority over the
Second Inspector (and by extension, the third) and a high degree
of control over the processes by which policies were put into
practice. For example, he determined the form of inspection, and
kept detailed records of his visits to schools, but simply reported
his final assessment of the schools to the Board. The Board was
therefore unable to make its own, independent judgement of the state
of its licensed schools. The Board took a major step towards
asserting direct control over procedure with its Regulations for
Inspectors. These removed Wyatt's authority over the others and
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bound all inspectors to furnish the Board with detailed reports
according to a minutely regulated format which the Board itself
framed.
Despite these internal changes to the education department,
both government and Board were largely constrained by the legal
framework provided by the 1851 Act, although the government did
sanction additional powers on an ad hoc basis. However, the
existing provisions lacked many of the ingredients which the reform
ideology demanded, such as the power to establish good schools
where parents failed to doso, and to compel parents to send their
children to school regularly over a prolongd period. The full
unfettered implementation of the new educational ideology would
require a new Education Act.
This interpretation of the 'Hosking affair' suggests that it
was grasped - if not actually created - by the reformers to
achieve the ends which had been thwarted by the conservative
Legislative Council. This view receives some support from
the
reformers themselves. The Register, for example, had conducted
a sustained campaign against the Board and on occasion
pressed the
government to dismiss it as a means of injecting some new life into
the department, and it welcomed this confrontation as an opportunity
to do so". Subsequently William Bundey, the Minister for Justice
and Education in the Blyth government which introduced the 1873 Bill,
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claimed that while there was little point in re- introducing the
Education Bill into an unchanged parliament :
a great deal of energy was introduced into the
Education Department; and it was not fair to
say that the government had not taken steps to
alter the system ...51.
The events beginning with.Hosking's appointment thus appear
to be part of a major process of social change, in which part of
the changing relationships between classes and between different
sectors of classes was fought out over the Education Department.
The old established representatives of property not only wielded
disproportionate economic power, but dominated the state
legislature and administration. They used their control to shape
state activity in ways which were consistent with their own
interests as conceptualized in terms of their ideology. By the
1870s they were being challenged in a number of fields. However.
governments, such as those of Arthur Blyth and J.P. Boucaut, which
represented these newly powerful groups, were not always able to
impose their will on the more 'establishment' -dominated Upper House.
In 1873, the Blyth government sought to secure educational change
along the lines of a 'new' educational ideology informed by the
needs of these challenging groups, through an Education Bill.. When
the Bill was defeated in the Legislative Council, the government
seized on - if it did not actually create - an opportunity to
restructure the Department by administrative means, as an alternative
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path to reform. This limited 'advance' did not satisfy reformers
as a long -term solution, however, and a further education reform
Bill was introduced in 1875, and its successful passage through
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Conclusion
The analysis of the development of state intervention in
education under the Central Board of Education which I have
presented in this thesis suggests the need for substantial
revision of the existing interpretations of colonial education
during the period. Most importantly, it suggests the need Tor
a reconceptualization of the problems historians have explored
and of thr explanatory categories they have used. It also
indicates the need for research in a number of areas to provide
a more secure and adequate basis for exploring these issues
more thoroughly.
The work of Pike and Saunders suggest that the 1851 Education
Act was essentially a compromise between liberals and voluntary -
ists over the place of religion in education and the respective
roles of church and state in providing schools'. I have argued,
with Gouttman2, that there was in fact -,a broad consensus among
the leaders of colonial society about the need for schooling the .
poorer sectors of the society in order to secure a moral working
class and hence a particular form of social order. However,,
Gouttman considers the establishment of the 1851 Act only in the
context of the political debate among colonial leaders, whereas
I have argued that it must be seen as the attempt to develop a
particular form of schooling in a society which already supported
a range of educational forms. While Gouttman pays some attention
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to the form of education tò be provided, in relation to the
functions it was to perform, his focus on the 'politics of
education consigns this aspect of the analysis to a
subordinate role. I have argued that it was central.
The explanations offered for the failure of the 1851
Act also require revision. The political constraints under
which the Board worked are commonly recognized, but the
failure of local initiative has been taken for granted in most
accounts. Pike and Saunders, especially, accept that 'parental
apathy' was a major problems; only Hirst" has suggested that
this explanation does not bear thorough examination. I have
argued that this issue is crucial: the conditions under which
the bulk of the population lived made the form of schooling
promoted by the Act ill- suited to their needs. Most historians
have also portrayed those responsible for administering the Act
as inept, mediocre and lacking any concern for efficiency'. In
contrast, I have argued that they were strongly committed to a
particular view of education which embodied well defined standards,
and showed a marked concern for efficiency. Their administration
was shaped, not by a lack of vision, but by their adherence to a
particular vision of the legitimate role of the state and of the
way good education could be fostered. Wyatt, for example,
developed the methods of inspection which historians, following
some contemporaries, have criticized, not. because "he lacked
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completely any constructive plan for education16 but because
he had a quite definite plan,.
Similarly, this study has important implications for the
analysis of the 1875 Act. - Pike, Saunders and others working
within their general interpretative framework, have claimed
that the,failure of the 185k system finally forced voluntarÿists
to come to terms with liberal ideas and to form a consensus with
liberals in order to secure good public education'. Gouttman's
argument that the withdrawal of Catholics into their own system
removed the need to maintain a religióus compromise within the
public spheres can be seen as an elaboration of one element of
the 'consensus' interpretation. However, I have argued that no
such consensus existed about the form of schooling, and that there
were two competing strategies for provided education by the late
1860s. Hirst has argued that the 1875 Act was primarily a
response to the needs of urban education. The bouyancy of state
finances in 1875 permitted it to fund a massive increase in
educational expenditure without imposing direct taxation. A
long tradition of central government initiative, often responsive
to local needs, predisposed colonists to accept a greater
centralization of control over education, the political corollary
of central funding9. While this argument is crucial to, the
timing of the Act and helps explain the locus of control, it does
not fully account for the new form of state intervention or for
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the mode of central control it imposed. I have argued that
there were deeply rooted social changes from the mid 1860s
which generated new social problems, transformed the dominant
ideology, and shifted the balance of political power. The
formation and implementation of a new strategy for state
intervention, including a new mode of control over the schools,
was an integral part of those changes. However, the preci4e
links between them and that mode of control are as yet unclear.
These revisions depend on a reconfiguring of the central
problems defined by the historians. The central problem for
Pike, Saunders and Gouttman, in particular, is the formation of
a rational consensus concerning the development of an adequate
system of public education, a consensus which was inhibited by
conflict over the issues of church and state, voluntaryism and
liberalism. The concept of 'public education', however, is
taken for granted to mean something similar to the form enshrined
in the 1875 and 1878 Education Acts. By failing to ask questions
such as 'good for whom ?' and 'good in, what sense ?' they have
sidestepped the crucial issue of the determinants of educational
choice and the possibility that other forms of education may have
been more closely attuned to the needs and cultural values of
significant sectors of the society. This failure allows them to
accept without question the judgement of nineteenth century
colonial leaders that the poor were 'apathetic' about education.
Moreover, it allows them to focus on the church -state issue as
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central conflict inhibiting the development of public education.
A critical examination of the concept of 'public education',
however, places that issue into a different perspective as a
conflict within the dominant class about the means by which it
could intervene in the socialization of the children of the poor
to secure a social order which reflected its own interest %.
The consensus which many interpretations have suggested was a
broad social consensus was thus a consensus within a particular
social class, set in the context of deeper social tensions.
This reformulation of the central issues in the history
of 'public education' suggests important areas for further study.
In the field of education history, narrowly defined, there is a
need for a thorough study of the range of educational options
available to colonists, the factors which shaped their choices,
and the impact of 'provided' schooling on their educational
practices. Such work needs to be located within a fuller under-
standing of the structure of colonial society and its transform-
ations throughout the period. Fundamental to such an under-
standing are analyses of the economy, the family, patterns of
culture, and the state and other structures "through which power
was exercised. Recent work by Connell and Irving provides at
least one model of how such analyses might be structuredio.
Such a framework should take the understanding of nineteenth
century schooling well beyond the Whiggish notion that 'real'
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public education was established in 1875 and indicate clearly
the role of schooling and other institutions in the reproduc-
tion and transformation of social life.
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APPENDIX I : Members. of Central Board of Education and Attendance at Board Meetings
Appointed Resigned /Retired Number of meetings held Meetings attended
while Member of Board Number per cent
Andrews, R.B. 15 May 1856 5 May 1864 241 41 19.2
Barlow, W. 2 February 1874 81 75 92.5
Barrow, J.H. 3 December 1868 30 September 1872 99 71 . 71.8
Belt, W.C. 20 December 1854 11 May 1871 449 343 76.4
Brown, J. 10 May 1860 2 February 1874 305 166 54.4
Campbell, A. 9 June 1873 2 February 1874 23 16 69.6
2 February 1874 81 54 66.7
Cavenagh, W. 14 May 1863 5 February 18741 252 190 75.4
Cawthorne, W. 15 April 1852 23 April 1853 59 47 79.7
Clarke, A.S. 5 February 1866 3. December 1868 63 42 66.6
Cumming, P. 15 April 1852 21 September 1854 131 121 92.4
Davenport, S. 2 March 1854 20 April 1863 287 97 33.8
Duncan, H. 15 April 1852 15 January 1853 44 31 70.5
Dutton, F.S. 15 April 1852 21 September 1854 131 107 81.7
Glyde, W.D. 2 February 1874 81 64 .79.0
Gosse, W. 14 May 1853 '24 November 1873 549 318 57.9
Hanson, R.D. 15 April 1852 23 April 1853 59 3 5.1
Hardy, Arthur 24 September 1857 5 February 18741 391 233 59.6
Hartley, J.A. 11 May 1871 2 February 1874 76 67 88.2
12 March 1874 76 76 .100.0
1 dismissed
Appointed Resigned /Retired Number of Meetings held Meetings attended
while Member. of Board Number per cent
Hughes, J.B. 24 January 1855 18 August 1857 102 64 62.7
MacDermott, M. 24 February 1853 31 October 1859 279 176 63.1
Moo.rhouse, M. 24 February 1853 16 December 1857 171 120 70.2
19 September 1859 10 May 1860 14 3 21.4
Newenham, C.B. 24 February 1853 28 December 1854 96 61 63.5
Paisley, J.C. 16 April 1857 21 September 1858 59 47 79.7
Schomburgk, O. 15 April 1852 21 April 1852 1 1 100.0
Scott, H. 5 January 1874 5 February 18741 6 6 100.0
Von Treuer, A. 2 February 1874 81 76 93.8
Waterhouse, G.M. 29 May 1852 4 September 1852 - 20 15 75.0
Way, S. 2 February 1874
2 81(51) 36 44.4(70..6)
Wickes, E.W. 15 April 1852 2 February 1854 99 91 91.9
Williams, J. 5 May 1864 23 August 1869 113 _ 55 48.7
Wright, S.P.H. 9 May 1859 6 November 1865 130 85 65.4
Young, C.B. 9 June 1870 2 February 1874 108 74 68.5
Young, G. 28 September 1854 25 March 1856 59 27 45.8
1 dismissed
2 stopped attending 22 February 1875; the Board reported Way resigned, but I have found no trace of an
official resignation.
Sources : Minutes, and S.A.G.G.
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APPENDIX II : Board Meetings and Attendances
Number of Total possible Aggregate Attendance
Meetings Attendance Attendance Rate per cent
1852-3 59 364 275 75.6
1853-4 52 364 309 85.0
1854-5 47 314 212 67.5
1855-6 39 268 167 62.3
1856-7 37 .257 146 .56.8 a
1857-8 41 283 130 45.9
1858-9 35 241 110 45.6
1859-60 27 194 $8 45.4
1860-1 21 147 77 52.4
1861-2 17 119 69 58.0
1862-3 15 105 54 51.4
1863-4 21 147 77 52.4
1864-5 19 133 79 59.4
1865-6 18 123 66 53.7
1866-7 20 140 81 57.9
1867-8 22 154 99 64.3
1868-9 25 175 111 ,63.4
1869-70 27 184 105 57.1
1870-1 24 165 120 72.7
1871-2 27 . 189 143 75.7
1872-3 26 168 129 76.8.
1873-41 23 159 125 78.6
1874-52 49 289 235 81.3 ,
1875' 3 32 192 133 69.2
1 Board resigned or dismissed by 2 February, 1874.
2 February 1874 - February 1875.
3 February 1875 - September 1875.
Source : Minutes and S.A.G.G.
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APPENDIX III : Annual Education 'Estimates :: 1853-1875'
(figures in pounds)




1853 6646 5000 10002 596-
1854 10845 9000 10002. 845
1855 10765 8250 1000 1515




1858 16647 11000 500 35003 1647
1859-60 -16157 12500 550 1500 1607
1860-61 14491 11750 700 500 : 1541
1861-62 15117 11500 '1000 . 1000 1617
1862-63 15117 12000 1000 500 1617
1863-64 15037 12000 1000 400 1637
1864-65 15537 12500 1000 400 1637
18654 17638 14000 1000 1000 1638
1866 18807 15000 1000 1000 1807
1867 23326 17000 1000 35005 1826
1868 21164 17000 1250 1000 1914
1869 21164 17000 1250 1000 1914
1870 19584 15500 1250 1000 1834
1871 20034 15500 1750 1000 1784
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Year Total Stipends Destitute Buildings Administration
Children
1872 20056 15500 1750 1000 1806
1873 25126 .17500 . 1750 40006 1876
18744 24906 20000 2000 1000 1906
e
1874-75 39384 270007 ° 2250 75008 2634
Source : Estimates of Ways and Means, S.A.P.P. (annually)
1852 -1874.
1 1852 not included: compiled prior to 1851 Education Act.
Figures exclude sums voted for education outside the Central
Board.
2 Allowed for as interest on the proposed Bonds.
a Includes 2000 pounds for large town schools.
4 Estimates for half year only; figures have been doubled.
s Includes 2500 pounds for Model School and Teacher's
Residence.
6 Includes 3000 pounds for Model School.
7 Includes 2000 pounds for pupil- teachers.
6 Includes 2000 pounds for Training School, 3000 pounds for






Central Board Of Education, Minutes, SAA GRG 50/1 -7.
Colonial /Chief Secretary's Office, Incoming Correspondence,
SAA GRG 24/6/1848 -1875; Outgoing Correspondence SAA GRG
.24/4/1848 - 1875.
Education Department, Correspondence regarding district
Schoolhouses built prior to 1875, SAA GRG 18/113/1 -140.
Published
Acts and Ordinances :
For the encouragement of Public Education, Ordinance No. 11, 1847.
An Act to promote Education in South_Australia, by aid towards
the erection of Schools and the payment of. Stipends to teachers.
Act No. 20, 1851.
South Australian Government Gazette, 1851-1875; includes the
Reports of the Central Board of Education and the Chief Inspector
of Schools.
South Australian Parliamentary Debates, 1857 - 1875. ,,(Note: the
records of the Legislative Council debates, 1851 -1857, were
published in the daily press).
South Australian Parliamentary Papers, 1851 -1875, especially:
Estimates of Ways and Means, annually. .
Votes and Proceedings, Legislative Council, 1851 -1875.
Votes and Proceedings, House of Assembly, 1857 -1875.
The Report of the Select Committee of the Legislative
Council Appointed to Consider the Propriety of
Bringing in a General Education Measure, No. 14, 1851.
Reports of the Select Committee of the Legislative
Council of South Australia appointed to take into
consideration the Colonial Estimates, No. 158, 1855 -1856.
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The Report of the Select Committee of the House of
Assembly Appointed to RepOrt on a System of Education ,
No. 131, 1861.
The Report of the Select Committee to Enquire into the
Working of the'Education Act, No, 56, 1868.
Duties of Inspectors of Schools, No. 223, 1872.
Appointment.of,Inspector of Schools, No. 63, 1874.
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